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GENERAL DEFINITIONS - CHAPTER 1   
ARCI-001-005 Purpose    

To provide definitions for commonly used terms in the rules.  These definitions are used in all of 
the rules adopted by the Commission.   
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   

ARCI-001-010 Terms   

(1) Act is the enabling legislation permitting pari-mutuel racing and wagering in this jurisdiction   

(2) Added Money is the amount exclusive of trophy added into a stakes by the association, or by 
sponsors, state-bred programs or other funds added to those monies gathered by nomination, 
entry, sustaining and other fees coming from the owners of racing animals.   

(3) Administer or Administration is the introduction of a substance into the body of a horse or 
greyhound.   

(4) Appeal is a request for the Commission or its designee to investigate, consider and review 
any decisions or rulings of stewards/judges of a meeting.   

(5) Associated person is the spouse of an inactive person, or a companion, family member, 
employer, employee, agent, partnership, partner, corporation, or other entity whose 
relationship, whether financial or otherwise, with an inactive person would give the 
appearance that such other person or entity would care for or train a racing animal or perform 
veterinarian service on a racing animal for the benefit, credit, reputation, or satisfaction of the 
inactive person.   

(6) Association is a person or business entity holding a license from the commission to conduct 
racing and/or pari-mutuel wagering.   

(7) Authorized Agent is a person licensed by the Commission and appointed by a written 
instrument, signed and acknowledged before a notary public by the owner in whose behalf 
the agent will act.   

(8) Beneficial Interest is profit, benefit or advantage resulting from a contract or the ownership 
of an estate as distinct from the legal ownership or control.  When considered as designation 
of character of an estate, is such an interest as a devisee, legatee or donee takes solely for his 
own use or benefit and not as holder of title for use and benefit of another.   

(9) Breakage is the net pool minus payout.   

(10) Business Day is a day other than Saturday or Sunday or legal holiday.   

(11) Carryover is non-distributed pool monies which are retained and added to a corresponding 
pool in accordance with these rules.   

(12) Cheek Piece is two stripes of sheepskin or any other similar material that is attached to the 
cheek pieces of the bridle.   
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(13) Commission is the regulatory agency with the authority to regulate racing and/or pari-mutuel 
wagering.   

(14) Complaint is a written allegation of a violation of these rules.   

(15) Contest is a competitive racing event on which pari-mutuel wagering is conducted.   

(16) Contestant is an individual participant in a contest.    

(17) Controlled Substance is any substance included in the five classification schedules of the 
(U.S.) Controlled Substance Act of 1970.   

(18) Controlled Therapeutic Medication is any medication approved by the Association of 
Racing Commissioners International for which the regulatory analyte concentration in the 
sample(s) may not exceed specified regulatory limits published herein.    

(19) Course is the track over which contestants race.   

(20) Day is a 24-hour period ending at midnight.   

(21) Dark Day - A day during a live or a simulcast race meeting when no pari-mutuel wagering is 
conducted.   

(22) Ejection is the removal of a person from the areas under the jurisdiction of the Commission.   

(23) Episodic Random Testing is a strategy of testing for alcohol or controlled substances, which 
provides for random testing for periods with varying durations. The periods of random testing 
ordinarily are related to circumstances, such as the beginning of a race meeting, when an 
influx of new licensees raises concern about increased probability of substance abuse. 
Episodic testing for alcohol or controlled substances may be started without notice and may 
be terminated as circumstances make it advisable to do so.   

(24) Exclusion -The act of preventing a person from entering or remaining on the grounds of any 
association and/or simulcast facility under the jurisdiction of the Commission.   

(25) Exhibition Race is a race on which no wagering is permitted.   

(26) Expired Ticket is an outstanding ticket which was not presented for redemption within the 
required time period for which it was issued.   

(27) False Start is when a horse(s) exits prematurely through the front of the gates prior to the 
starter officially dispatching the field regardless of cause.  This does not include a horse 
which exits through the front of the gates and is subsequently reloaded.   

(28) Financial Interest is an interest that could result in directly or indirectly receiving a 
pecuniary gain or sustaining a pecuniary loss as a result of ownership or interest in a 
contestant or business entity; or as a result of salary, gratuity or other compensation or 
remuneration from any person.  The lessee and lessor of a contestant have a financial interest.   

(29) Forfeit is money due from a licensee because of error, fault, neglect of duty, breach of 
contract or a penalty imposed by the stewards/judges or the Commission.   
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(30) 14-day Record is confidential to the extent allowed by law and it shall include the following 
information regarding veterinary treatments:   

i. the name of the horse treated;   

ii. any medication, drug, substance, or procedure administered or prescribed by 
a veterinarian within 14 days prior to working off the vet’s list or racing; and  
iii. the date and time of treatment   

(31) Guest Association is an association which offers licensed pari-mutuel wagering on contests 
conducted by another association (the host) in either the same jurisdiction or another 
jurisdiction.   

(32) Handle is the total amount of all pari-mutuel wagering sales excluding refunds and 
cancellations.   

(33) Host Association is the association conducting a licensed pari-mutuel meeting from which 
authorized contests or entire performances are simulcast.   

(34) Inactive person is any person whose license has been suspended for more than 30 days; 
whose license has expired or been revoked; or whose license application has been denied.   

(35) Laboratory is the facility designated by the commission for testing samples.    

(36) Licensee is any person or entity holding a license from the Commission to engage in racing 
or a regulated activity.   

(37) Maiden Race - A contest restricted to non-winners.   

(38) Match Race -A race between two or more contestants under conditions agreed to by their 
owners.   

(39) Measurement Uncertainty – is a parameter associated with the results of a measurement 
that characterizes the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the 
measurement.   

(40) Medication is any substance or metabolite capable of exerting a pharmacological effect on 
the horse’s or greyhound’s system with an accepted use in the diagnosis, cure, treatment or 
prevention of a veterinary medical condition.    

(41) Meeting is the specified period and dates each year during which an association is authorized 
to conduct racing and/or pari-mutuel wagering by approval of the Commission.   

(42) Minus Pool occurs when the payout is in excess of the net pool.   

(43) Month is a calendar month.   

(44) Net Pool is the amount of gross ticket sales less refundable wagers and statutory 
commissions.   

(45) No Contest is a race cancelled for any reason by the stewards/judges.   
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(46) NSAID Stacking is deemed to occur when a post-race sample is found to contain the 
presence of multiple Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs in violation of the restrictions 
noted in ARCI-11-020(E) or ARCI-025-020(E).   

(47) Official Order of Finish is the order of finish of the contestants in a contest as declared 
official by the stewards/judges.   

(48) Outstanding Ticket is a winning or refundable pari-mutuel ticket which was not cashed 
during the performance for which it was issued; also known as "Outs".   

(49) Overage is a finding certified by the laboratory that a regulatory analyte from a controlled 
therapeutic medication is present in the sample in an amount that exceeds the regulatory 
limit.1   

(50) Owner is a person who holds any title, right or interest, whole or partial in a contestant, 
including the lessee and lessor of a contestant.   

(51) Pari-Mutuel System is the manual, electro-mechanical or computerized system and all 
software (including the totalisator, account betting system and off-site betting equipment) that 
is used to record bets and transmit wagering data.   

(52) Pari-Mutuel Wagering is a form of wagering on the outcome of an event in which all 
wagers are pooled and held by an association for distribution of the total amount, less the 
deductions authorized by law, to holders of tickets on the winning contestants.   

(53) Patron is a member of the public present on the grounds of a pari-mutuel association during 
a meeting for the purpose of wagering or to observe racing.   

(54) Payout is the amount of money payable to winning wagers.   

(55) Performance is a schedule of races run consecutively as one program.   

(56) Person is any individual, partnership, corporation or other association or entity.   

(57) Place - To finish second in a race.  In wagering, to finish first or second in a race.   

(58) Positive Test is a finding certified by the Laboratory that a regulatory analyte from a 
Prohibited Substance is present in the sample in an amount that exceeds the regulatory limit.   

(59) Preponderance of Evidence is greater weight of evidence, or evidence which is more 
credible.   

 

1 The working group deferred consideration of the EDE issue. Discussion needed. 2 

EDE issue deferred   
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(60) Prima Facie Evidence is evidence that, until its effect is overcome by other evidence, will 
suffice as proof of fact in issue.   

(61) Primary Laboratory is a facility designated by the Commission for the testing of samples.   

  
(62) Profit is the net pool after deduction of the amount bet on the winners.   

(63) Profit Split is a division of profit amongst separate winning betting interests or winning 
betting combinations resulting in two or more payout prices.   

(64) Prohibited Substance is any substance, other than controlled therapeutic medication, or 
vaccine, equine antihelminthic, antibiotic, equine feed supplement, vitamins and minerals 
(collectively, “horse health and husbandry products”), for which the regulatory analyte 
concentration in samples may not exceed specified regulatory limits published herein.2     

(65) Program is the published listing of all contests and contestants for a specific performance.   

   
(66) Paper/Program Trainer is a licensed trainer who solely for the purposes of the official race 

program is identified as the trainer of a horse that is actually under the control of and trained 
by another person who may or may not hold a current trainer’s license in any jurisdiction.  
For any given horse an individual cannot be the trainer and the program trainer at the same 
time.2   

(67) Purse is the total dollar amount for which a race is contested.   

(68) Race is a contest between contestants at a licensed meeting.   

(69) Race Day - A day during a race meeting when pari-mutuel wagering is conducted on live 
racing.   

(70) Random Testing is a strategy for testing for alcohol or controlled substances not based on a 
reasonable belief that an individual has drugs or alcohol in his/ her system that assures that all 
affected individuals have an equal probability of being selected for testing.   

(71) Reasonable Cause/Reasonable Suspicion Testing is a strategy for testing for alcohol or 
controlled substances based on an official's having good reason to believe that a licensee has 
alcohol or controlled substances in his/her system.   

(72) Regulatory Analyte is an analyte or substance identified and, where appropriate, quantified 
in a specified matrix for regulatory purposes.   

(73) Regulatory Limit is the concentration of a specified regulatory analyte that has been defined 
and published by the Racing Medication and Testing Consortium and adopted by the 

 

2 Please see ARCI-008-010 General Provisions (Q) Relationships with Inactive Persons, Prohibited.   
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commission such that exceeding the specified concentration is either an overage or a positive 
test.    

(74) Relevant Regulatory Authority: The Relevant Regulatory Authority is the Regulatory 
Authority under which the horse is entered to race or scheduled to work off the Veterinarian’s 
List.   

  
(75) Restricted Area is an enclosed portion of the association grounds to which access is limited 

to licensees whose occupation or participation requires access.    

(76) Result is that part of the official order of finish used to determine the pari-mutuel payout of 
pools for each individual contest.   

(77) Sample is a portion of any bodily substance or fluid, including but not limited to, tissue, hair, 
blood or urine obtained from a horse or greyhound at the direction of the commission for the 
purposes of determining the presence and/or concentration of regulatory analytes.    

(78) Show - To finish third in a race. In wagering, to finish first, second or third in a race.   

(79) Simulcast is the live audio and visual transmission of a contest to another location for 
parimutuel wagering purposes.   

(80) Simulcast Race Day - A day during a race meeting when pari-mutuel wagering is conducted 
on simulcast racing.   

   
(81) Single Price Pool is an equal distribution of profit to winning betting interests or winning 

betting combinations through a single payout price.   

(82) Split Sample Laboratory is a facility approved by the Commission to test split samples.   

(83) Substantial Evidence is evidence which a reasoning mind would accept as sufficient to 
support a particular conclusion and consists of more than a mere scintilla of evidence but may 
be somewhat less than a preponderance.   

(84) Takeout is the total amount of money, excluding breakage, withheld from each pari-mutuel 
pool, as authorized by statute or rule.   

(85) Trainer is a person who holds a valid trainer’s license and who has a horse eligible to race 
under his care, custody, or control at the time entry is made.   

(86) Week is a calendar week.   

(87) Win - To finish first in a race.   
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(88) Withdrawal Time Guideline3 means as published herein:   

(a) The specified time period before a race to cease Administration of a controlled therapeutic 
medication so as to minimize the risk of overage;   

(b) Specification of the dose of controlled therapeutic medication;   

(c) specification of the route of administration;  (d) the regulatory limit;   

  
(e) the frequency  and duration of administration.   

(89) Year is a calendar year.   
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
Version 4.0 to 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07: Added new rule language   
Version 4.4 to 4.5 ARCI 4/23/09: Added new definitions   
Version 4.8 to 4.9 ARCI Board of Directors 7/27/11: Added False Start   
Version 5.0 to 5.1 ARCI Board of Directors 4/27/2012 Added Cheek Piece, Program Trainer and Trainer   
Version 5.2 to 5.3 ARCI Board of Directors 12/7/2012 Added and modified several drug/medication related definitions.   
Version 5.7 to 5.8 ARCI Board of Directors 7/31/2014 Added definition for NSAID Stacking   
Version 8.5 to 9.0 ARCI Board of Directors 04/04/2019 added definitions for 14-day Record and Relevant Regulatory Authority   

   
  

 

3 This term may be changed following a discussion as to whether the withdrawal time guidelines should be actually 

restricted administration times.   
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COMMISSION - CHAPTER 2   
ARCI-002-005   Purpose   

(1) The ______ Racing Commission, created by the Act, ____ Civil Statutes, Article ____, is 
charged with implementing, administering and enforcing the Act. It is the intent of the 
Commission that the rules of the Commission be interpreted in the best interests of the public 
and the jurisdiction.   

(2) Through these rules, the Commission intends to encourage agriculture, the _______ breeding 
industry, the _________ training industry, tourism and employment opportunities in this 
jurisdiction related to _________ racing and to control and regulate pari-mutuel wagering in 
connection with that ________ racing. (Adapt as necessary to conform with statute.)   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   

ARCI-002-010   General Authority   

(1) The Commission shall regulate each race meeting and the persons who participate in each 
race meeting.   

(2) Pursuant to the authority granted in the Act the Commission may delegate to the executive 
director and the stewards/judges all powers and duties necessary to fully implement the 
purposes of the Act.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
ARCI-002-015   Membership and Meetings   

(1) The Commission consists of ___ members appointed as prescribed by statute. (Insert 
appropriate language describing the makeup of the Commission.)   

(2) (Insert appropriate language describing the procedure for designating or electing 
Commission officers.)   

(3) The Commission shall meet at the call of the chair or a majority of the members, or as 
otherwise provided by statute.  Notice of the meetings must be given and the meetings must 
be conducted in accordance with the Open Meetings Act, ___ Civil Statutes, Article ___.   

(4) A majority of the Commission constitutes a quorum. When a quorum is present, a motion 
before the Commission is carried by an affirmative vote of the majority of the Commissioners 
present at the meeting.   

(5) Except as otherwise provided by the Act, the Commission rules and orders are subject to the 
Administrative Procedures Act, ___ Civil Statutes, Article ___.   

(6) A Commission member may not act in the name of the Commission on any matter without a 
majority vote of a quorum of the Commission.   

ARCI-002-020   Annual Report   

The Commission shall submit an annual report as prescribed by statute.   
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
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ARCI-002-025   Employees   

(1) The Commission shall employ an executive director who shall employ other employees 
necessary to implement, administer and enforce the Act.   

(2) The executive director shall maintain the records of the Commission and shall perform other 
duties as required by the Commission. Except as otherwise provided by a rule of the 
Commission, if a rule of the Commission places a duty on the executive director, the 
executive director may delegate that duty to another employee of the Commission. The   
Commission and the executive director may not employ or continue to employ a person:   

(3) who owns a financial interest in an association in this jurisdiction;   
(4) who accepts remuneration from an association in this jurisdiction;   
(5) who is an owner, lessor or lessee of a contestant that is entered in a race in this jurisdiction; or   
(6) who accepts or is entitled to a part of the purse or purse supplement to be paid on a contestant 

in a race held in this jurisdiction.   
(7) Commission employees shall not wager in any pari-mutuel pool at any facility or through any 

pari-mutuel system subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission.   
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   

ARCI-002-030   Power Of Entry   

(1) A member or employee of the Commission, a steward/judge , a peace officer or a designee of 
such a person may enter any area on association grounds or other place of business of an 
association at any time to enforce or administer the Act or Commission rules.   

(2) An association or an officer, employee or agent of an association may not hinder a person 
who is conducting an investigation under or attempting to enforce or administer the Act or 
Commission rules.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   

ARCI-002-035   Subpoenas   

(1) A member of the Commission, the executive director, the stewards/judges, the presiding 
officer of a Commission proceeding or other person authorized to perform duties under the 
Act may require by subpoena the attendance of witnesses and the reproduction of books, 
records, papers, correspondence and other documents.   

(2) A member of the Commission, the executive director, a presiding officer of a Commission 
proceeding or other person authorized by the Commission may administer an oath or 
affirmation to a witness appearing before the Commission or a person authorized by the 
Commission.   

(3) Each party is responsible for proper service of any subpoenas it requests and for the payment 
of witness fees and expenses as provided by this jurisdiction's civil procedures statute.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
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ARCI-002-040   Ejection/Exclusion   

(1) The stewards/judges, executive director or Commission may order an individual ejected or 
excluded from all or part of any premises under the regulatory jurisdiction of the Commission 
if the stewards/judges, executive director or Commission determine that:    

(2) the individual may be ejected or excluded under Sec. ___ of the Act; and   
(3) the individual's presence on association grounds is inconsistent with maintaining the honesty 

and integrity of racing.   
(4) If an exclusion is ordered, the excluded individual is entitled to a hearing before the 

stewards/judges or Commission.  A hearing on an exclusion shall be conducted in the same 
manner as other hearings conducted by the stewards/judges or Commission.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   

ARCI-002-045   Records   

(1) Except as otherwise provided by the Act, Commission records are subject to the ___ Open 
Records Act, ___ Civil Statutes, Article ___.   

(2) Except as otherwise authorized by statute, all original records of the Commission shall be 
maintained in the main offices of the Commission. No person may remove an original record 
from the offices of the Commission without the approval of the executive director.   

(3) To inspect Commission records, a person must make a written request to the executive 
director on a form prescribed by the Commission and must pay all costs including preparing 
or copying the record and postage, if applicable.  The Commission shall determine the costs 
involved in preparing and copying Commission records as provided by statute.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
ARCI-002-050   Allocation Of Race Dates And Permits   

(1) The Commission shall allocate race dates and permits to each association in accordance with 
the Act and these rules. An association shall apply to the Commission not later than ___of 
each year for race dates to be conducted in the next calendar year. Applications shall not be 
received or amended after this date except by approval of a majority of the Commission.  The 
application must contain the information required by statute and the Commission. After the 
request is filed, the Commission may require the association to submit additional information.    

(2) The burden of proof is on the association to demonstrate that the allocation of the race dates 
will be in the public interest and will achieve the purposes of the Act.   

(3) In allocating race dates under this section, the Commission may consider the following 
factors:  (Insert the appropriate criteria for race date allocation.)   

(4) The association shall be obligated to conduct pari-mutuel racing, except in the case of 
emergencies, on each race date allocated. Any change in race dates must be approved by the 
Commission. In the case of emergencies the stewards/judges may authorize cancellation of all 
or a portion of any race day.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
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DUE PROCESS AND HEARINGS - CHAPTER 3   
   

ARCI-003-005 Purpose    
To describe the rules of procedure for stewards'/judges' hearings and commission proceedings.   
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   

ARCI-003-010 Proceedings By Stewards/Judges   

A.   Rights of the Licensee   
A person who is the subject of the disciplinary hearing conducted by the stewards/judges is entitled 
to:   
(1) proper notice of all charges;   
(2) confront the evidence presented including:   

(a) the right to counsel at the person's expense;   

(b) the right to examine all evidence to be presented against him/her;   

(c) the right to present a defense;   

(d) the right to call witnesses;   

(e) the right to cross examine witnesses; and (f) waive any of the above rights.   

B. Complaints   
(1) A complaint must be in writing and filed with the stewards/judges not later than ___ after the 

action that is the subject of the complaint.      
(2) On their own motion or on receipt of a complaint from an official or other person regarding 

the actions of a licensee, the stewards/judges may conduct an inquiry and disciplinary hearing 
regarding a licensee's actions.   

C. Summary Suspension   
(1) If the stewards/judges determine that a licensee's actions constitute an immediate danger to 

the public health, safety or welfare, the stewards/judges may summarily suspend the license 
pending a hearing.   

(2) A licensee whose license has been summarily suspended is entitled to a hearing on the 
summary suspension not later than the  ___ day after the license was summarily suspended.  
The licensee may waive his/her right to a hearing on the summary suspension within the  ___ 
-day limit.   

(3) The stewards/judges shall conduct a hearing on the summary suspension in the same manner 
as other disciplinary hearings.  At a hearing on a summary suspension, the sole issue is 
whether the licensee's license should remain suspended pending a final disciplinary hearing 
and ruling.   

D. Notice   
(1) Except as provided by these rules regarding summary suspensions, the stewards/judges shall 

provide written notice at least ___ before the hearing to a person who is the subject of a 
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disciplinary hearing.  The person may waive his/her right to ___ notice by executing a written 
waiver.   

(2) Notice given under this section must include:   
(a) a statement of the time, place and nature of the hearing;   
(b) a statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the hearing is to be held;   
(c) a reference to the particular sections of the statutes or rules involved;   
(d) a short, plain description of the alleged conduct that has given rise to the disciplinary 

hearing;   
(e) the possible penalties that may be imposed; and   
(f) a statement summarizing the rights of the licensee as outlined in  Subsec. A, 2 a-e of this 

rule.   
(3) If possible, the stewards/judges or their designee shall hand deliver the written notice of the 

disciplinary hearing to the person who is the subject of the hearing.  If hand delivery is not 
possible, the stewards/judges shall mail the notice to the person's last known address, as 
found in the Commission's licensing files, by regular mail and by certified mail, return receipt 
requested.  If the disciplinary hearing involves an alleged medication violation that could 
result in the disqualification of a contestant, the stewards/judges shall provide notice of the 
hearing to the owner, managing owner or lessee of the contestant in the manner provided by 
this subsection.   

(4) Nonappearance of a summoned party after adequate notice shall be construed as a waiver of 
the right to a hearing before the stewards/judges.  The stewards/judges may suspend the 
license of a person who fails to appear at a disciplinary hearing after written notice of the 
hearing has been sent, in compliance with this subsection.   

E. Continuances   
(1) Upon receipt of a notice, a person may request a continuance of the hearing.   
(2) The stewards/judges may grant a continuance of any hearing for good cause shown.   
(3) The stewards/judges may at any time order a continuance on their own motion.   

F. Evidence   
(1) Each witness at a disciplinary hearing conducted by the stewards/judges must be sworn by 

the presiding steward/judge.   
(2) The stewards/judges shall allow a full presentation of evidence and are not bound by the 

technical rules of evidence.  However, the stewards/judges may disallow evidence that is 
irrelevant or unduly repetitive of other evidence.  The stewards/judges shall have the 
authority to determine, in their sole discretion, the weight and credibility of any evidence 
and/or testimony.  The stewards/judges may admit hearsay evidence if the stewards/judges 
determine the evidence is of a type that is commonly relied on by reasonably prudent people. 
The rules of privilege recognized by state law apply in hearings before the stewards/judges.    

(3) The burden of proof is on the person bringing the complaint to show, by a preponderance of 
the evidence, that the licensee has violated or is responsible for a violation of the Act or a 
Commission rule.   
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(4) The stewards/judges shall make a tape recording of a disciplinary hearing.  A copy or a 
transcript of the recording may be made available at the expense of the requesting person.   

G. Ruling   
(1) The issues at a disciplinary hearing shall be decided by a majority vote of the 

stewards/judges.  If the vote is not unanimous, the dissenting steward/judge shall include with 
the record of the hearing a written statement of the reason(s) for the dissent.   

(2) A ruling by the stewards/judges must be on a form prescribed by the Commission and 
include:   
(a) the full name, social security number, date of birth, last record address, license type and 

license number of the person who is the subject of the hearing;   
(b) a statement of the charges against the person, including a reference to the specific 

section of the Act or rules of the Commission that the licensee is found to have violated; 
(c) the date of the hearing and the date the ruling was issued;   

(d) the penalty imposed;   
(e) any changes in the order of finish or purse distribution;   
(f) other information required by the Commission and;   

(3) A ruling must be signed by a majority of the stewards/judges.   
(4) If possible, the stewards/judges or their designee shall hand deliver a copy of the ruling to the 

person who is the subject of the ruling.  If hand delivery is not possible, the stewards/judges 
shall mail the ruling to the person's last known address, as found in the Commission's 
licensing files, by regular mail and by certified mail, return receipt requested.  A copy of the 
ruling shall be electronically submitted to the NAPRA or RCI Ruling Data-Base, and if the 
ruling includes the disqualification of a contestant, the stewards/judges shall provide a copy 
of the ruling to the owner of the contestant, the bookkeeper, the appropriate past performance 
service(s).   

(5) At the time the stewards/judges inform a person who is the subject of the proceeding of the 
ruling, the stewards/judges shall inform the person of the person's right to appeal the ruling to 
the Commission.   

(6) All fines imposed by the stewards/judges shall be paid to the Commission within ___ after 
the ruling is issued, unless otherwise ordered.   

H. Effect of Rulings   
(1) Rulings against a licensee apply to another person if continued participation in an activity by 

the other person would circumvent the intent of a ruling by permitting the person to serve, in 
essence, as a substitute for the ineligible licensee.   

(2) The transfer of a contestant to avoid application of a Commission rule or ruling is prohibited.   

I. Appeals   
(1) A person aggrieved by a ruling of the stewards/judges may appeal to the Commission except 

as provided in # 6 of this subsection.  A person who fails to file an appeal by the deadline and 
in the form required by this section waives the right to appeal.   
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(2) An appeal under this section must be filed with the Commission's executive director not later 
than ___.  If the Commission determines the appeal to be frivolous, the appellant may be 
subject to a fine.   

(3) An appeal must be in writing on a form prescribed by the Commission.  The appeal must 
include:   
(a) the name, address, telephone number and signature of the person making the appeal; and 
(b) a statement of the basis for the appeal   

(4) On notification by the Commission that an appeal has been filed, the stewards/judges shall 
forward to the Commission the record of the proceeding on which the appeal is based.   

(5) If a person against whom a fine has been assessed files an appeal of the ruling that assesses 
the fine, the person shall pay the fine in accordance with these rules.  If the appeal is disposed 
of in favor of the appellant, the Commission shall refund the amount of the fine.   

(6) A decision by the stewards/judges regarding a disqualification during the running of the race 
is final and may not be appealed to the Commission.   

J. Stay   
(1) A person who has been disciplined by a ruling of the stewards/judges may apply to the 

executive director for a stay of the ruling.   
(2) An application for a stay must be filed with the Commission's executive director not later 

than the deadline for filing an appeal.   
(3) An application for a stay must be in writing and include:   

(a) the name, address and telephone number and signature of the person requesting the stay; 
and   

(b) a statement of the justification for the stay.   
(4) The executive director may grant a stay for cause.  The executive director shall notify the 

person in writing of the decision.  The executive director may rescind a stay granted under 
this subsection for reasonable cause.   

(5) The fact that a stay is granted is not a presumption that the ruling by the stewards/judges is 
invalid.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   

ARCI-003-015   Proceedings By The Commission   

A.   Party Designations   
(1) A person who is the subject of a disciplinary hearing, who filed an appeal from a 

stewards/judges' ruling or who otherwise seeks relief from the Commission is a party to that 
proceeding.   

(2) A party to a proceeding has the right to present a direct case, cross examine each witness, 
submit legal arguments and otherwise participate fully in the proceeding.   

(3) A party summoned to appear at a hearing must appear unless he/she is excused by the 
Commission presiding officer.  Parties may appear with counsel or other representatives of 
their choice.   
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(4) A non-party to a proceeding who wishes to appear in a contested case pending before the 
Commission must prove that he/she has an effected interest sufficient to create standing in the 
case.  The burden of proof is on the party asserting standing in such a contested case.   

B.   Notice   
(1) Not less than ___ days before the date set for a hearing, the Commission shall serve written 

notice on each party of record to the proceeding.  The person may waive his/her right to said 
notice by executing a written waiver.   

(2) The Commission shall mail the notice to the person's last known address, as found in the 
Commission's licensing files, by regular mail and by personal service or certified mail, return 
receipt requested.   

(3) A notice of the hearing must include:   

(a) statement of time, place and nature of the hearing;   

(b) statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the hearing is to be 
held;   

(c) reference to the particular sections of the statutes and rules involved;   

(d) short, plain statement of the matters asserted; and (e) any other statement required 
by law.   

(4) If the Commission determines that a material error has been made in a notice of hearing, or 
that a material change has been made in the nature of a proceeding after notice has been 
issued, the Commission shall issue a revised notice.  The party who has caused the change or 
error requiring revised notice shall bear the expense of giving revised notice.   

(5) A party to a proceeding may move to postpone the proceeding.  The motion must be in 
writing, set forth the specific grounds on which it is sought and be filed with the Commission 
before the date set for hearing.  If the person presiding over the proceeding grants the motion 
for postponement, the Commission shall cause new notice to be issued.   

(6) After a hearing has begun, the presiding officer may grant a continuance on oral or written 
motion, without issuing new notice, by announcing the date, time and place for reconvening 
the hearing before recessing the hearing.   

C.   Subpoenas and Depositions   
(1) A member of the Commission, the executive director, the stewards/judges, the presiding 

officer of a Commission proceeding or other person authorized to perform duties under the 
Act may require by subpoena the attendance of witnesses and the reproduction of books, 
records, papers, correspondence and other documents.    

(2) A member of the Commission, the executive director, a presiding officer of a Commission 
proceeding or other person authorized by the Commission may administer an oath or 
affirmation to a witness appearing before the Commission or a person authorized by the 
Commission.   

(3) Each party is responsible for proper service of any subpoenas it requests and for the payment 
of witness fees and expenses as provided by this jurisdiction's civil procedures statute.   
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(4) On written request by a party, the presiding officer may issue a subpoena addressed to a 
sheriff or any constable to require the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, 
records, papers or other objects as may be necessary and proper for the purposes of a 
proceeding.  A motion for a subpoena to compel the production of books, records, papers or 
other objects shall be addressed to the appropriate person, shall be verified and shall specify 
the books, records, papers or other objects desired and the relevant and material facts to be 
proved by them.   

(5) The Administrative Procedures Act, _____ Civil Statutes, Art. _____, Sec._____ governs the 
taking and use of depositions.  Rule _____ of the _____ Rules of Civil Procedure governs 
admissions of fact and genuineness of documents.    

D.   Pleadings   
(1) Pleadings filed with the Commission include appeals, applications, answers, complaints, 

exceptions, replies and motions.  Regardless of an error in designation, a pleading shall be 
accorded its true status in the proceeding in which it is filed.   

(2) A request for discovery or a response to a request for discovery is not a pleading and is not a 
part of the administrative record of a contested case unless the request or response is offered 
into evidence.   

(3) A pleading for which the Commission staff has not prepared an official form must contain:   
(a) the name of the pleader;   
(b) the telephone number and street address of the pleader's residence and business and the 

telephone number and street address of the pleader's representative, if any;   
(c) the jurisdiction of the Commission over the subject matter;   
(d) a concise statement of the facts relied on by the pleader;   
(e) a request stating the type of Commission action desired by the pleader;   
(f) the name and address of each person who the pleader knows or believes will be affected 

if the request is granted;   
(g) a proposed order, containing proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law;   

(h) any other matter required by statute or Commission rule; and (i)   a certificate of 

service.    

(4) A party filing a pleading shall mail or deliver a copy of the pleading to each party of record.  
If a party is being represented by an attorney or other representative, service must be made on 
the attorney or representative instead of on the party.  The knowing failure of a party to make 
service in accordance with this subsection is grounds for the Commission to strike the 
pleading from the record.   

(5) An objection to a defect, omission or fault in the form or content of a pleading must be 
specifically stated in a motion or an exception presented not later than the prehearing 
conference if one is held and not later than ___ before the date of the hearing if a prehearing 
conference is not held.  A party who fails to timely file an objection under this subsection 
waives the objection.   
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(6) Except as otherwise provided by this subsection, a pleader may amend or supplement a 
pleading at any time before the ___ day after the date the pleading was filed, but not later 
than ___ days before the date of the hearing.  A pleader may amend or supplement a pleading 
at any time:   
(a) on written consent of each party of record; or   
(b) as permitted by the presiding officer for the proceeding, when justice requires the 

amendment or supplementation and when the amendment or supplementation will not 
unfairly surprise another party.   

(7) A pleading may adopt or incorporate by specific reference any part of a document in the 
official files and records of the Commission.  This subsection does not relieve the pleader of 
the duty to allege in detail all facts necessary to sustain the pleader's burden of proof.   

E.   Conferences   
(1) On written notice, the presiding officer may, on the officer's own motion or on the motion of 

a party, direct each party to appear at a specified time and place for a prehearing conference 
to formulate issues and consider any of the following:   
(a) simplifying issues;   
(b) amending the pleadings;   
(c) making admissions of fact or stipulations to avoid the unnecessary introduction of 

proof;  (d) designating parties;   
(e) setting the order of procedure at a hearing;   
(f) identifying and limiting the number of witnesses;   
(g) resolving other matters that may expedite or simplify the disposition of the controversy, 

including settling issues in dispute; and   
(h) identifying provisions and mandates of statute or rules relating to the issues.   

(2) The presiding officer shall record the action taken at the prehearing conference unless the 
parties enter into a written agreement as to the action.  The presiding officer may enter 
appropriate orders concerning prehearing discovery, stipulations of uncontested matters, 
presentation of evidence and scope of inquiry.   

(3) During a hearing, on written notice or notice stated into the record, the presiding officer may 
direct each party or the representative of each party to appear for a conference to consider any 
matter that may expedite the hearing and serve the interests of justice.  The presiding officer  
shall prepare a written statement regarding the action taken at the conference and the 
statement must be signed by each party and made a part of the record.    

F. Discovery   
All motions for discovery shall be subject to the civil procedures statutes of this jurisdiction.   

G. Reporters and Transcripts   
(1) If necessary, the Commission shall engage a court reporter to make a stenographic record of a 

hearing.  The Commission may allocate the cost of the reporter and transcript among the 
parties.   
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(2) If a person requests a transcript of the stenographic record, the Commission may assess the 
cost of preparing the transcript to the person.   

(3) A party may challenge an error made in transcribing a hearing by noting the error in writing 
and suggesting a correction not later than ___ after the date the transcript is filed with the 
Commission.  The party claiming errors shall serve a copy of the suggested corrections on 
each party of record, the court reporter and the presiding officer.  If proposed corrections are 
not objected to before the ___ day after the date the corrections were filed with the  
Commission, the presiding officer may direct that the suggested corrections be made and the 
manner of making them.  If the parties disagree on the suggested corrections, the presiding 
officer shall determine whether to change the record.   

H.   Nature of Hearings   
(1) An appeal from a decision of the stewards/judges shall be a hearing on the record of the 

stewards/judges' hearing.  The hearing may be a de novo hearing at the Commission's 
discretion.   

(2) A hearing in a Commission proceeding is open to the public, however, witnesses may be 
excluded or sequestered.  Commission deliberations may be conducted in private if permitted 
by statute.   

(3) Unless precluded by law or objected to by a party, the Commission may allow informal 
disposition of a proceeding without a hearing.  Informal disposition includes disposition by 
stipulation, agreed settlement, consent order and default.   

I.   Presiding Officers   
(1) A member of the Commission, a Commission appointee or an administrative law judge may 

serve as the presiding officer for a Commission proceeding.   
(2) The presiding officer may:   

(a) authorize the taking of depositions;   
(b) issue subpoenas to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of papers and 

documents;   
(c) administer oaths;   
(d) receive evidence;   
(e) rule on the admissibility of evidence and amendments to pleadings; (f) examine 

witnesses;   
(g) set reasonable times within which a party may present evidence and within 

which a witness may testify;   

(h) permit and limit oral argument; (i)   issue interim  

orders;   

(j) recess a hearing from day to day and place to place;   

(k) request briefs before or after the presiding officer files a report or proposal for 

decision; (l)   propose findings of fact and conclusions of law;   
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(m) propose orders and decisions; and   
(n) perform other duties necessary to a fair and proper hearing.   

(3) A person serving as the presiding officer of a proceeding must be a disinterested party to the 
proceeding.   

J.   Order of Hearing   
(1) The presiding officer shall open the hearing, make a concise statement of its scope and 

purposes and announce that a record of the hearing is being made.   
(2) When a hearing has begun, a party or a party's representative may make statements off the 

record only as permitted by the presiding officer.  If a discussion off the record is pertinent, 
the presiding officer shall summarize the discussion for the record.   

(3) Each appearance by a party, a party's representative or a person who may testify must be 
entered on the record.   

(4) The presiding officer shall receive motions and afford each party of record an opportunity to 
make an opening statement.   

(5) Except as otherwise provided by this subsection, the party with the burden of proof is entitled 
to open and close. The presiding officer shall designate who may open and close in a hearing  
on a proceeding if the proceeding was initiated by the Commission or if several proceedings 
are heard on a consolidated record.   

(6) After opening statements, the party with the burden of proof may proceed with the party's 
direct case.  Each party may cross examine each witness.   

(7) After the conclusion of the direct case of the party having the burden of proof, each other 
party may present their direct case and their witnesses will be subject to cross examination.   

(8) The members of the Commission and/or the presiding officer may examine any witnesses.   
(9) At the conclusion of all evidence and cross examination, the presiding officer shall allow 

closing statements.   
(10) Before writing a report or proposal for decision if required by law, the Commission or the 

presiding officer may call on a party for further relevant and material evidence on a issue.  
The Commission or the presiding officer may not consider the evidence or allow it into the 
record without giving each party an opportunity to inspect and rebut the evidence.   

K.   Behavior   
(1) Each party, witness, attorney or other representative shall behave in all Commission 

proceedings with dignity, courtesy and respect for the Commission, the presiding officer and 
all other parties and participants.   

(2) An individual who violates this section may be excluded from a hearing by the presiding 
officer.   

L.   Evidence   
(1) All testimony must be given under oath administered by the presiding officer.  The presiding 

officer may limit the number of witnesses and shall exclude all irrelevant, immaterial or 
unduly repetitious evidence.   
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(2) The presiding officer shall follow the rules of evidence as applied in administrative hearing 
procedures in this jurisdiction. The rules of privilege recognized by law in this jurisdiction 
apply in Commission proceedings.   

(3) A party may object to offered evidence and the objection shall be noted in the record.  A 
party, at the time an objection is made or sought, shall make known to the presiding officer 
the action the party desires.  Formal exceptions to rulings by the presiding officer during a 
hearing are unnecessary.   

(4) When the presiding officer rules to exclude evidence, the party offering the evidence may 
make an offer of proof by dictating or submitting in writing the substance of the proposed 
evidence, before the closing of the hearing.  The offer of proof preserves the point for review.  
The presiding officer may ask a witness or offered witness questions necessary to indicate 
that the witness would testify as represented in the offer of proof.  An alleged error in 
sustaining an objection to questions asked on cross examination is preserved without making 
an offer of proof.    

(5) The presiding officer may take official notice of judicially cognizable facts and of facts 
generally recognized within the area of the Commission's specialized knowledge.  The 
Commission shall notify each party of record before the final decision in a proceeding of each 
specific fact officially noticed, including any facts or other data in staff memoranda.  A party 
must be given an opportunity to rebut the facts to be noticed.   

(6) The special skills and knowledge of the Commission and the Commission staff may be used 
in evaluating the evidence.    

(7) The presiding officer may receive documentary evidence in the form of copies or excerpts if 
the original is not readily available.  On request, the presiding officer shall allow a party to 
compare the copy with the original.  If many similar documents are offered in evidence, the 
presiding officer may limit the documents admitted to a number which are representative of 
the total number, or may require that the relevant data be abstracted from the documents and 
presented as an exhibit.  If the presiding officer requires an abstract, the presiding officer 
shall allow each party or the party's representative to examine the documents from which the 
abstracts are made.   

(8) The presiding officer may require prepared testimony in a hearing if the presiding officer 
determines that it will expedite the hearing without substantially prejudicing the interests of a 
party.  Prepared testimony consists of any document that is intended to be offered as evidence 
and adopted as sworn testimony by a witness who prepared the document or supervised its 
preparation.  A person who intends to offer prepared testimony at a hearing shall prefile the 
testimony with the Commission on the date set by the presiding officer and shall serve a copy 
of the prepared testimony on each party of record.  The presiding officer may authorize the  
late filing of prepared testimony on a showing of extenuating circumstances.  The prepared 
testimony of a witness may be incorporated into the record as if read or received as an 
exhibit, on the witness being sworn and identifying the writing as a true and accurate record 
of what the testimony would be if the witness were to testify orally.  The witness is subject to 
clarifying questions and to cross examination and the prepared testimony is subject to a 
motion to strike either in whole or in part.   
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(9) The party offering an exhibit shall tender the original of the exhibit to the presiding officer 
for identification.  The party shall furnish one copy to the presiding officer and one copy to 
each party of record.  A document received in evidence may not be withdrawn except with 
the permission of the presiding officer.  If an exhibit has been offered, objected to and 
excluded and the party offering the exhibit withdraws the offer, the presiding officer shall 
return the exhibit to the party.  If the party does not withdraw the offered exhibit, the exhibit 
shall be numbered for identification, endorsed by the presiding officer with the ruling on the 
exhibit and included in the record to preserve the exception.   

(10) The presiding officer may allow a party to offer an exhibit in evidence after the close of the 
hearing only on a showing of extenuating circumstances and a certificate of service on each 
party of record.   

M.   Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law   
(1) The presiding officer may direct any party to draft and submit proposed findings of fact and 

conclusions of law or a proposal for decision.  The presiding officer may limit the request for 
proposed findings to a particular issue of fact.   

(2) Proposed findings of fact submitted under this section must be supported by concise and 
explicit statements of underlying facts developed from the record with specific reference to 
where in the record the facts appear.   

(3) Only if the presiding officer requires the filing of proposed findings of fact or a proposal for 
decision is the Commission required to rule on the proposed findings of fact in accordance 
with statute.  If a party is permitted but not required to submit proposed findings or a proposal 
for decision, the Commission is not required to rule on the party's proposed findings.    

N.   Proposal for Decision   
(1) In a contested case, if a majority of the Commissioners have not heard the case or read the 

record, the Commission may not render a decision adverse to a party other than the 
Commission unless a proposal for decision is served on each party and each party has an 
opportunity to file exceptions and present briefs to the Commissioners.  The proposal for 
decision must be prepared by the person who conducted the hearing and contain a statement 
of the reasons for the proposed decision and for each finding of fact and conclusion of law 
necessary to the proposed decision.  The parties may waive the requirements of this 
subsection by written stipulation.   

(2) The person preparing a proposal for decision under this section shall serve a copy of the 
proposal on each party of record.   

(3) A proposal for decision may be amended by documents submitted by the parties without the 
amended proposal for decision being served on the parties.  Unless the amended proposal for 
decision is served on all parties, amendments adopted by the Commission must be noted and 
embodied with specificity in the Commission's final order.    

(4) A party of record may, not later than _____ days after the date of service of a proposal for 
decision, file exceptions to the proposal.  A reply to an exception filed under this subsection 
must be filed not later than _____ days after the last day for filing the exceptions.  A copy of 
each exception and reply must be served on all parties of record.    
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(5) After the expiration of time for filing exceptions and replies, the Commission shall consider 
the proposal for decision in open meeting.  The Commission may: (a) adopt or modify the 
proposal for decision, in whole or in part;   
(b) decline to adopt the proposal for decision, in whole or in part;   

(c) remand the proceeding for further examination by the same or a different     
presiding officer; or   

(d) direct the presiding officer to give further consideration to the proceeding with or 
without reopening the hearing.   

(6) If on remand additional evidence is received which results in a substantial revision of the 
proposal for decision, a new proposal for decision shall be prepared, unless a majority of the 
Commission, on remand, has heard the case or read the record.  A new proposal for decision 
must be clearly labeled as such and all parties of record are entitled to file exceptions, replies 
and briefs.    

O.   Dismissal   
On its own motion or a motion by a party, the presiding officer may dismiss a proceeding, with or 
without prejudice, under conditions and for reasons that are just and reasonable, including:   
(1) failure to timely pay all required fees to the Commission;    
(2) unnecessary duplication of proceedings;   
(3) withdrawal;   
(4) moot questions or obsolete petitions; and   
(5) lack of jurisdiction.   

P.   Orders   
(1) Except as otherwise provided by these rules, the Commission shall issue a final order not 

later than ___ after the conclusion of the hearing.  A final order of the Commission must be in  
writing and be signed by a majority of the members of the Commission who voted in favor of 
the action taken by the Commission.  A final order must include findings of facts and 
conclusions of law, separately stated.   

(2) The Commission staff shall mail or deliver a copy of the order to each party or the party's 
representative.   

(3) A final order of the Commission takes effect on the date the order is issued, unless otherwise 
stated in the order.   

(4) If the Commission finds that an imminent peril to the public health, safety or welfare requires 
an immediate final order in a proceeding, the Commission shall recite that finding in the 
order in addition to reciting that the order is final from the date issued.  An order issued under 
this subsection is final and appealable from the date issued and a motion for rehearing is not a 
prerequisite to appeal.   

(5) The commission staff shall electronically submit the order to the NAPRA or RCI Ruling 
Database.   

Q. Rehearing   
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The Administrative Procedure Act, _____ Civil Statutes, Art. _____, Sec._____, pertaining to 
rehearing after Commission action, is hereby incorporated by reference.     

R. Ex Parte Communications   
(1) No Commission member may discuss the merits of a matter which is pending before the 

Commission prior to a formal hearing, or between the hearing and announcement of the 
Commission's final decision.   

(2) The Administrative Procedure Act, _____ Civil Statutes, Art. _____, Sec._____, pertaining to 
ex parte communications, is hereby incorporated by reference.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   

ARCI-003-020   Ejection/Exclusion    

(1) The stewards/judges or Commission may order an individual ejected or excluded from all or 
part of any grounds under the regulatory jurisdiction of the Commission if the 
stewards/judges, executive director or Commission determine that:   
(a) the individual may be ejected or excluded under the statutes or rules of this jurisdiction; 

and    
(b) the individual's presence on association grounds is inconsistent with maintaining the 

honesty and integrity of racing.   
(2) An exclusion may be ordered separately or in conjunction with other disciplinary action taken 

by the stewards/judges or Commission.  If an exclusion is ordered separately, the excluded 
individual is entitled to a hearing before the stewards/judges or Commission.  A hearing on 
an exclusion shall be conducted in the same manner as other hearings conducted by the 
stewards/judges or Commission.   

(3) If an individual is excluded under this section, a contestant owned or trained by or under the 
care or supervision of the individual is ineligible to be entered or to start in a race in this 
jurisdiction.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
ARCI-003-025   Rulings In Other Jurisdictions   

A. Reciprocity   
The commission and the stewards/judges shall honor rulings from other pari-mutuel jurisdictions 
regarding license suspensions, revocation or eligibility of contestants.   

B. Appeals of Reciprocal Rulings   
(1) Persons subject to rulings in other jurisdictions shall have the right to request a hearing before 

the Commission to show cause why such ruling should not be enforced in this jurisdiction.   
(2) Any request for such hearing must clearly set forth in writing the reasons for the appeal.   
   
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02     
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PARI-MUTUEL WAGERING - CHAPTER 4   
   

ARCI-004-005 Purpose    
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02  
Repealed Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07    

ARCI-004-007 Definitions   

A. Advanced Deposit Account Wagering System (ADW) - A system whereby wagers are 
debited and payouts credited to an advance deposit account held by an association or 
SPMO on behalf of a person.   

B. Association – A racetrack licensed by the Commission to offer live races and pari-mutuel 
wagering.   

C. Authorized Pari-mutuel Wagering Entity (APmWE) – a licensed racetrack association 
or a licensed secondary pari-mutuel organization (SPMO).    

D. Common Pool Wagering – The inclusion of wagers placed at guest association locations 
and secondary pari-mutuel organizations into a common pari-mutuel pool for the purpose 
of display of wagering information and calculation of payoffs on winning wagers.   

E. Guest Association – An association approved to offer simulcast races and pari-mutuel 
wagering on races conducted at other racetracks.   

F. Independent Real Time Monitoring System - a system approved by the commission for 
the purpose of immediate and continuous analysis of wagering and other pari-mutuel 
systems data in order to detect suspect wagering transactions or other activity indicating a 
possible problem relating to the integrity of the pari-mutuel system and which transmits 
transactional level data to a wagering security database.   

G. Live Event Host – a licensed association where live racing is conducted and on which 
pari-mutuel wagering is conducted by guest associations or secondary pari-mutuel 
organizations.    

H. National Racing Compact – a multi-state governmental entity formed by member states 
for the purpose of issuing a racing license recognized by member states, and which license 
may also be recognized by non-member jurisdictions.   

I. Pari-Mutuel Cash Voucher – a document or card produced by a pari-mutuel system 
device on which a stored cash value is represented and the value of which is recorded in 
and redeemed through the pari-mutuel system.   

J. Pari-Mutuel Pool Host – An APmWE that operates, and controls access of guest 
associations or secondary pari-mutuel organizations to, a pari-mutuel pool.   
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K. Pari-Mutuel Ticket – a document printed or record produced by a pari-mutuel system 
device on which is represented a pari-mutuel wager or wagers that have been authorized 
and accepted for purposes of participation in a pari-mutuel pool.   

L. Pari-Mutuel System is the hardware, software and communications equipment used to 
record wagers, calculate payouts for winning wagers, and transmits wagering transactions  
and pari-mutuel pool data for display to patrons and to communicate with other pari-mutuel 
systems linked to facilitate common pool wagering.   

M. Pari-Mutuel Wagering is a form of wagering on the outcome of an event in which all 
wagers are pooled and held by an pari-mutuel pool host for distribution of the total amount, 
less the deductions authorized by law, to holders of tickets on the winning contestants.   

N. Real Time Transaction Monitoring System - An operating system that can respond to 
input immediately, within the actual time in the real world during which an event takes 
place. The system must be able to react to a steady flow of new information without 
interruption and perform its tasks within the same time constraints as the totalisator system 
it monitors.   

O. Remote Site – a guest association or SPMO.   

P. Secondary Pari-Mutuel Organization (SPMO) - an entity other than a licensed 
association that offers and accepts pari-mutuel wagers.  This may include an off-track 
wagering system or an account wagering system.   

Q. Simulcast - Live video and audio transmission of a race and pari-mutuel information for 
the for the purpose of pari-mutuel wagering at locations other than a licensed association 
where the race is run.   

R. Totalisator System Standards – Minimum standards for approval and operation of a 
parimutuel wagering system.   

S. Wagering Security Database – A central file maintained by the Association of Racing 
Commissioners International, or their designee, of wagering transaction detail in a standard 
electronic format for all pari-mutuel wagering systems that is used to verify that each 
wagering transaction is properly authorized and that wagering transactions and pari-mutuel 
system functions and reports have not been corrupted; and, to facilitate oversight and 
investigation of wagering transactions and pari-mutuel pools by the Commission and other 
properly authorized regulatory authorities.   

T. Wagering Transmission Protocol (WTP) – a pari-mutuel wagering system protocol that 
facilitates transmission of wagering transaction detail to a host association totalisator 
system that is in control of and responsible for validating and authorizing issuance of a 
pari-mutuel tickets and other transaction records reflecting the placing and cashing or 
refunding of a pari-mutuel wager.   

Adopted in Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   
Version 4.6 to 4.7 ARCI Board 12/6/09: Added Real time Transaction Monitoring System   
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ARCI-004-010 General Provisions   

A. Pari-mutuel wagering utilizes a totalisator system to pool wagers.  The totalisator system 
may be located on property of an APmWE or may, subject to compliance with applicable 
law and these rules, reside at another location.   

B. Wagering subject to approval and compliance with applicable law and rules, may be 
accepted by separate totalisator systems in this or other jurisdictions, and combined via 
communication between totalisator systems.   

C. The Commission may, without specific reference in these rules, utilize a designee for the 
purposes of licensing, certification, verification, inspection, testing, and investigation.  A 
Commission designee may be another Commission or equivalent regulatory authority, a 
multi-jurisdictional group of regulatory authorities, an association of regulatory authorities, 
or auditing, consulting, security, investigation, legal services, or other qualified entities or 
persons.   

D. The Commission may enter into multi-jurisdiction agreements with other regulatory 
authorities to facilitate certification of compliance with requirements by, and licensing of, 
totalisator companies, entities providing services for simulcasting and common pool 
wagering, secondary pari-mutuel organizations, and advance deposit account wagering 
systems.  Such agreements shall, at a minimum, ensure certification and licensing 
requirements comparable to this jurisdiction.   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02 Reworded in 
Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   

ARCI-004-014 Authorized Pari-Mutuel Wagering Entity Requirements   

Each authorized pari-mutuel wagering entity (APmWE) shall conduct wagering using a parimutuel 
system approved by the commission, which operates in accordance with applicable laws  and these 
rule and meets the technical standards set forth in the Association of Racing Commissioners 
International Totalisator Technical Standards dated July 2011.   
Adopted Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   
Amended reference to Tote Standards Document Version 5.0 ARCI Board 12/9/11   

ARCI-004-015 Account Wagering   
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
Repealed, topic renumbered to ARCI 004-049 Version 4.1ARCI 4/26/07   

ARCI-004-019 Totalisator Company Requirements & Vendor Requirements   

A.   Totalisator Company   
A totalisator company, irrespective of whether the actual facility is located in this jurisdiction or 
operates from a location or locations outside of this jurisdiction, shall be licensed by the  
Commission.  As a condition of licensing and annual license renewal the license application shall 
include with an application   
(1) a list of personnel assigned to work in this jurisdiction   
(2) disclosure of all officers, directors, partners, and share holders with a five percent of greater 

share of ownership or beneficial interest   
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(3) a list of all personnel and their current National Racing Compact license number, or their 
current license number issued by the Commission, other than those identified in (1) and (2) 
above who have responsibility for or access to systems and facilities employed in the  
operation of a totalisator system pursuant to a contract with an association or secondary 
parimutuel organization licensed by the Commission,   

(4) certification of compliance with totalisator standards at the facility (s) from which totalisator 
system  will be provided for the licensed association,   

(5) a Type II SAS 70 report, or other independent report in a form acceptable to the 
commission, completed within the preceding 12 months, to assure adequate financial controls 
are in place and compliance with totalisator standards,   

(6) agreement to facility  inspections and verification by the Commission,   
(7) agreement to testing of hardware and software as may be directed by the Commission.   

B.  Other Vendors of Simulcast and Totalisator Systems Services   

Entities providing uplink, downlink, and other means of communication or encryption of 
simulcasting and/or wagering information for APmWE or totalisator companies licensed by the 
Commission, irrespective of whether they provide, operate, service or otherwise have access to 
facilities and equipment located in this jurisdiction, must be licensed by the Commission.  The 
license application shall include:   
(1) a copy of the contract(s)  to provide services to an APmWE or totalisator company;   
(2) a list of personnel assigned to work in this jurisdiction, and a list of all personnel directly 

involved in providing such service who are not in this jurisdiction;   
(3) list of all officers, directors, partners, and share holders with a five percent or greater share of 

ownership or beneficial interest;    
(4) all persons employed by such entities pursuant to (2) and (3) above, who are not licensed by 

the Commission shall hold a current pari-mutuel vendor employee license issued by the 
National Racing Compact; and   

(5) a consent by the applicant that as a condition of its license, it will comply with any applicable 
laws, these rules, and any directives issues by the Commission or its representatives.  Adopted 
Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   

ARCI-004-020 Simulcast Wagering   
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
Repealed topic renumbered to ARCI-004-034 Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   

ARCI-004-024  Pari-Mutuel Wagering   

The following requirements are applicable to APmWE licensed by the commission that offers 
parimutuel wagering and the totalisator systems they employ.  These requirements are (in 
jurisdictions where legal) also, without specific reference, and to such organizations licensed or 
approved by other regulatory authority as a condition of commission approval of any agreement or 
contract for simulcasting and/or common pool wagering.   

A.   Pari-Mutuel Tickets   
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(1) A pari-mutuel ticket is evidence of a contribution to the pari-mutuel pool and is evidence of 
the obligation to pay to the holder thereof such portion of the distributable amount of the 
parimutuel pool as is represented by such valid pari-mutuel ticket.  The APmWE shall cash 
all valid winning tickets when such are presented for payment during the course of the 
meeting where sold, and for a specified period after the last day of the meeting.   

(2) To be deemed a valid pari-mutuel ticket, such ticket shall have been issued by a pari-mutuel 
ticket machine and recorded as a ticket entitled to a share of the pari-mutuel pool, and contain 
information as to:   
(a) the name of the association operating the meeting.   
(b) a unique identifying number or code.   
(c) identification of the terminal at which the ticket was issued.   
(d) a designation of the performance for which the wagering transaction was issued.   
(e) the contest number for which the pool is conducted.   
(f) the type or types of wagers represented.   
(g) the number or numbers representing the betting interests for which the wager is 

recorded.   
(h) the amount or amounts including type of currency of the contributions to the pari-

mutuel pool or pools for which the ticket is evidence.   
(3) No pari-mutuel ticket recorded or reported as previously paid, cancelled, or non-existent shall 

be deemed a valid pari-mutuel ticket by the APmWE.  The APmWE may withhold payment 
and refuse to cash any pari-mutuel ticket deemed not valid, except as provided in D. of this 
rule (Claims for Payments from Pari-Mutuel Pool).   

B.   Pari-Mutuel Ticket Sales   
(1) Pari-mutuel tickets shall not be sold by anyone other than an association licensed to conduct 

pari-mutuel wagering.   
(2) No pari-mutuel ticket may be sold on a contest for which wagering has already been closed 

and no association shall be responsible for ticket sales entered into but not completed by 
issuance of a ticket before the totalisator is closed for wagering on such contest.   

(3) Claims pertaining to a mistake on an issued ticket, or a mistake involving failure to issue a 
ticket, must be made by the bettor prior to leaving the seller's window.   

(4) Cancellation or exchange of tickets issued shall not be permitted after a patron has left a 
seller's window except in accordance with written policies established by the APmWE and 
approved by the Commission.   

(5) Payment on winning pari-mutuel wagers shall be made on the basis of the order of finish as 
purposely posted and declared "official." Any subsequent change in the order of finish or 
award of purse money as may result from a subsequent ruling by the stewards or Commission 
shall in no way affect the pari-mutuel payout.  If an error in the posted order of finish or 
payout figures is discovered, the official order of finish or payout prices may be corrected and 
an announcement concerning the change shall be made to the public.   
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(6) The APmWE shall not satisfy claims on lost, mutilated, or altered pari-mutuel tickets without 
authorization of the Commission.   

(7) The APmWE shall have no obligation to enter a wager into a betting pool if unable to do so 
due to equipment failure.   

C. Advance Performance Wagering   
No APmWE shall permit wagering to begin more than one hour before scheduled post time of the 
first contest of a performance unless it has first obtained the authorization of the commission. This 
shall not preclude earlier common pool wagers in accordance with a contract with the host 
association that has been approved by the commission.   

D. Claims for Payment from Pari-Mutuel Pool   
At a designated location, a written, verified claim for payment from a pari-mutuel pool shall be 
accepted by the APmWE in any case where the APmWE has withheld payment or has refused to 
cash a pari-mutuel wager.  The claim shall be made on such form as approved by the commission.  
The original of such claim shall be forwarded to the Commission within 48 hours.   
(1) In the case of a claim made for payment of a mutilated pari-mutuel ticket which does not 

contain the total imprinted elements required in A. of this rule (Pari-mutuel Tickets), the   
APmWE shall make a recommendation to accompany the claim forwarded to the commission  
as to whether or not the mutilated ticket has sufficient elements to be positively identified as 
a winning ticket.   

(2) In the case of a claim made for payment on a pari-mutuel wager, the commission shall 
adjudicate the claim and may order payment thereon from the pari-mutuel pool or by the 
APmWE, or may deny the claim, or may make such other order as it may deem proper.   

E.   Payment for Errors   
If an error occurs in the payment amounts for pari-mutuel wagers, which are cashed or entitled to 
be cashed; and as a result of such error the pari-mutuel pool involved in the error is not correctly 
distributed among winning ticket holders, the following shall apply:   
(1) Verification is required to show that the amount of the commission, the amount in breakage, 

and the amount in payouts is equal to the total gross pool.  If the amount of the pool is more 
than the amount used to calculate the payout, the underpayment shall be added to the 
corresponding pool of the next contest.  If underpayments are discovered after the close of the 
meeting, the underpayment shall be held in an interest-bearing account approved by the 
Commission until being added, together with accrued interest, to the corresponding pool of 
the next meet.   

(2) Any claim not filed with the APmWE within 30 days, inclusive of the date on which the 
underpayment was publicly announced, shall be deemed waived; and the APmWE shall have 
no further liability therefore.   

(3) In the event the error results in an overpayment to winning wagers, the APmWE shall be 
responsible for such payment   

F.   Betting Explanation   
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A summary explanation of pari-mutuel wagering and each type of betting pool offered shall be 
published in the program for every wagering performance.  The rules of racing relative to each 
type of pari-mutuel pool offered must be prominently displayed on association grounds and 
available upon request through association representatives.   

G.   Display of Betting Information   
(1) Approximate odds for Win pool betting shall be posted on display devices within view of the 

wagering public and updated at intervals of not more than 60 seconds for the current race of 
the performance.   

(2) The probable payout or amounts wagered, in total and on each betting interest, for other pools 
may be displayed to the wagering public at intervals and in a manner approved by the 
Commission.   

(3) Official results and payouts must be displayed upon each contest being declared official.   

H. Cancelled Contests   
If a contest is cancelled or declared "no contest", refunds shall be granted on valid wagers in 
accordance with these rules.   

I. Refunds   
(1) Notwithstanding other provisions of these rules, refunds of the entire pool shall be made on:   

(a) Win pools, Exacta pools, and first-half Double pools offered in contests in which the 
number of betting interests has been reduced to fewer than two (2).   

(b) Place pools, Quinella pools, Trifecta pools, first-half Quinella Double pools, first-half 
Twin Quinella pools, first-half Twin Trifecta pools, and first-half Tri-Superfecta pools 
offered in contests in which the number of betting interests has been reduced to fewer 
than three (3).   

(c) Show pools, Superfecta pools, and first-half Twin Superfecta pools offered in contests 
in which the number of betting interests has been reduced to fewer than four (4).   

(d) Pentafecta pools offered in contests in which the number of betting interests has been 
reduced to fewer than five (5).   

(2) Authorized refunds shall be paid upon presentation and surrender of the affected pari-mutuel 
ticket.   

J.   Coupled Entries and Mutuel Fields   
(1) Contestants coupled in wagering as a coupled entry or mutuel field shall be considered part of 

a single betting interest for the purpose of price calculations and distribution of pools.  Should 
any contestant in a coupled entry or mutuel field be officially withdrawn or scratched, the 
remaining contestants in that coupled entry or mutuel field may remain valid betting interests 
and no refunds will be granted; or the stewards may order a refund for the entire betting 
interest.  If all contestants within a coupled entry or mutuel field are scratched, then tickets on 
such betting interests shall be refunded, notwithstanding other provisions of these rules.   

(2) For the purpose of price calculations only, coupled entries and mutuel fields shall be 
calculated as a single finisher, using the finishing position of the leading contestant in that 
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coupled entry or mutuel field to determine order of placing.  This rule shall apply to all 
circumstances, including situations involving a dead heat, except as otherwise provided by 
these rules.   

K.   Pools Dependent Upon Betting Interests   
Unless the Commission otherwise provides, at the time the pools are opened for wagering, the 
association:   
(1) Shall offer win wagering on all contests with three (3) or more betting interests.  May offer 

win wagering on all contests with two (2) or more betting interests.   
(2) May offer place wagering on all contests with three (3) or more betting interests.   
(3) May offer show wagering on all contests with four (4) or more betting interests.   
(4) May offer quinella wagering on all contests with three (3) or more betting interests.   
(5) May offer quinella double wagering on all contests with three (3) or more betting interests.   
(6) May offer exacta wagering on all contests with two (2) or more betting interests.   
(7) May offer trifecta wagering on all contests with three (3) or more betting interests.   
(8) May offer superfecta wagering on all contests with four (4) or more betting interests.   
(9) May offer twin quinella wagering on all contests with three (3) or more betting interests.   
(10) May offer show quinella wagering on all contests with three (3) or more betting interests.   
(11) Shall not offer twin trifecta, tri-superfecta or twin trifecta wagering on any contests with six 

or less betting interests.   
(12) May offer Pentafecta wagering on all contests with five (5) or more betting interests.   
L.   Prior Approval Required For Betting Pools   
(1) An association that desires to offer new forms of wagering must apply in writing to the 

Commission and receive written approval prior to implementing the new betting pool.   
(2) The association may suspend previously-approved forms of wagering with the prior approval 

of the Commission.  Any carryover shall be held until the suspended form of wagering is 
reinstated.  An association may request approval of a form of wagering or separate wagering 
pool for specific performances.   

M.   Closing of Wagering in a Contest   
(1) A commission representative shall close wagering for each contest after which time no 

parimutuel tickets shall be sold for that contest.   
(2) The APmWE shall maintain, in good order, a system approved by the commission for closing 

wagering.   

N.   Complaints Pertaining to Pari-Mutuel Operations   
(1) When a patron makes a complaint regarding the pari-mutuel department to an APmWE , the 

APmWE shall immediately issue a complaint report, setting out:   
(a) the name of the complainant;   
(b) the nature of the complaint;   
(c) the name of the persons, if any, against whom the complaint was made;   
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(d) the date of the complaint;   
(e) the action taken or proposed to be taken, if any, by the association.   

(2) The APmWE shall submit every complaint report to the Commission within 48 hours after 
the complaint was made.   

O. Licensees – Duty to Report All licensees shall report any known irregularities or 
wrong doings by any person involving pari-mutuel wagering immediately to the 
Commission and cooperate in subsequent investigations.   

P. Unrestricted Access   
The APmWE shall permit the Commission unrestricted access at all times to its facilities and 
equipment and to all books, ledgers, accounts, documents and records of the APmWE that relate to 
pari-mutuel wagering.   
Q. Emergency Situations   
In the event of an emergency in connection with the pari-mutuel department not covered in these 
rules, the pari-mutuel manager representing the APmWE shall report the problem to the stewards 
and the APmWE and the stewards shall render a full report to the Commission within 48 hours.   
Adopted Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   

Version 9.5 ARCI Board 12/13/19 Amended K(2)(3) replacing “shall” with “may”  

ARCI-004-025 Interstate Common Pool Wagering      
Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
Repealed topic re-numbered to ARCI-004-039 Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   
ARCI-004-029 Stored Value Instruments and Systems   

A.   Pari-Mutuel Cash Vouchers     
(1) Pari-mutuel cash vouchers may be offered by an APmWE that issues pari-mutuel tickets.  

These vouchers shall be dispensed through the totalisator system.  The stored value on a 
voucher may be redeemed in the same manner as a value of a winning pari-mutuel ticket for 
wagers placed at a pari-mutuel window or a self-service terminal, and may be redeemed for 
their cash value at any time.   

(2) An APmWE may, with the prior approval of the Commission, issue special pari-mutuel cash 
vouchers as incentives or promotional prizes, and may restrict the use of those vouchers to 
the purchase of pari-mutuel wagers.   

(3) The tote system transaction record for all pari-mutuel vouchers shall:   
Include the voucher identification number in subsequent pari-mutuel transactions;    
Pari-mutuel wagers made from a voucher shall identify the voucher by identification number.   

B.   Other Stored Value Instruments and Systems   
(1) An APmWE may not, without the prior approval of the Commission, utilize any form of 

stored value instrument or system other than a pari-mutuel voucher for the purpose of making 
or cashing pari-mutuel wagers   
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(2) Any request for approval of a stored value instrument or system shall include a detailed 
description of the standards utilized:   
(a) to identify the specific stored value instrument or account in the pari-mutuel system 

wagering transaction record;   
(b) to verify the identity and business address of the person(s)  obtaining, holding, and using 

the stored value instrument or system;   
(c) to record and maintain records of deposits, credits, debits, transaction numbers, and 

account balances involving the stored value instruments or accounts   
(3) A stored value instrument or system must prevent wagering transactions in the event such 

transactions would create a negative balance in an account, and may not operate so as to 
automatically facilitate a transfer of funds into a stored value instrument or account without 
the direct authorization of each such deposit transfer by the person holding the instrument or 
account   

(4) Any request for approval of a stored value instrument or system shall include an affirmation 
of the ready availability when requested by the commission, all records and reports relating to 
all transactions, account records, and customer identification and verification in hard copy or 
standard electronic format approved by the commission certification of secure retention of all 
records for a period of not less than three years or such longer period specified by the 
commission.   

Adopted Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   

ARCI-004-034 Simulcasting    

A.   Live Event Host – Contract Subject to Commission Approval   
(1) A live event host licensed by the Commission may, subject to Commission approval of a 

contract, simulcast its races for the purpose of pari-mutuel wagering to another APmWE.   
(2) Unless otherwise permitted by the Commission, every simulcast will contain in its video 

content a digital display of actual time of day, the name of the host facility from where it 
emanates, the number of the contest being displayed, and the minutes to post.   

(3) The live event host may as a condition of contract approval or at such other time as deemed 
necessary by the Commission, be required to provide and maintain security controls including 
encryption over its uplink and communications systems.   

B.   Guest Associations and Secondary Pari-mutuel Organizations – Contract Subject to 
Commission Approval   

(1) Guest Associations and Secondary Pari-mutuel Organizations (in jurisdictions where legal) 
licensed by the Commission, subject to contract approval by the Commission, may receive 
simulcast races for the purpose of pari-mutuel wagering from one or more live event host.   

(2) Guest Associations and SPMOs shall submit a plan, subject to approval of the Commission, 
for testing the transmission, encryption and decoding, and data communication to assure 
proper system function prior to the commencement of each simulcast program or race from a 
live event host.   

Adopted Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07 topic was ARCI-004-020   
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ARCI-004-039 Common Pool Wagering   

Pari-mutuel Pool Hosts may enter into common pool wagering agreements with other APmWEs 
subject to applicable Federal and State statutory requirements and the approval of the Commission   

A. Intra-State Common Pool Wagering   
(While some Rules in this section will be State specific, the Committee may develop proposed Rules for 
this section to safeguard the over-all integrity of inter-jurisdictional mutuel pools)   

B. Inter-State Common Pool Wagering   
(1) Contract Subject to Commission Approval   

An APmWE, subject to contract approval by the Commission, participate in Common Pool 
Wagering by accepting wagers placed in other jurisdictions or by offering wagers on races 
run in other jurisdictions.  Contract approval requirements include but may not be limited to 
the following:   
(a) Licensing requirement   

A contract to participate in interstate common pool wagering shall include 
certification that the APmWE in the other jurisdiction is licensed or otherwise 
authorized or approved by the pari-mutuel authority or equivalent in that 
jurisdiction.   

(b) Pari-mutuel Systems Requirement   
A contract to participate in interstate common pool wagering shall:   

(A) include certification that the APmWE in the other jurisdiction utilizes a parimutuel 
wagering system fully compliant with requirements for totalisator systems used by 
licensed associations in this jurisdiction,   

(B) specify the regulatory authority responsible for granting a license to the  APmWE 
serving as host for purposes of aggregation of common pool wagering,   

(C) specify the  name and location of APmWE that is the host for the common pool, 
and the individuals and contact information for matters relating to the contract and 
common pool wagering,   

(D) specify the name of the totalisator company, location of the totalisator facility 
utilized to receive wagers and aggregate pools for the purpose of common pool 
wagering and the individuals and contact information for matters relating to the 
contract and common pool wagering.   

(c) Access to Reports and Wagering Information Requirement   
(A) contract to participate in interstate common pool wagering shall include 

certification that the APmWE in the other jurisdiction will provide full and prompt 
access to, and cooperation in providing, all reports and information that may be 
requested by the commission, including wagering transaction data in either a hard 
copy report or a standard electronic data format acceptable to the commission.  
Such requirement shall be applicable to all wagering on races run in this 
jurisdiction, and all wagering pools, which accept wagers placed from this 
jurisdiction.   
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(d) Advance Deposit Account Wagering Systems Requirement   
(A) contract to participate in interstate common pool wagering with APmWE that 

operates in another jurisdiction shall certify access will provide full and prompt 
access to all reports and information, including to customer account identity, 
verification, and wagering records, for investigatory purposes.  Such requirement 
shall be applicable to all wagering on races run in this jurisdiction, and all 
wagering pools, which accept wagers placed from this jurisdiction and all pools 
hosted in this jurisdiction.   

(e) Breakage   
The contract shall include provisions specifying the distribution of breakage consistent 
with the requirement for wagers placed in this jurisdiction.   

(f) Net Pool Pricing   
If takeout rates are not the same for all jurisdictions, the contract shall specify net pool 
pricing. (ARCI-004-105 A. (2) (b)).   

(A) Individual wagering transactions are deemed to be made at the point of sale in the 
state where placed unless otherwise specified by statute or court ruling   

(B) Any surcharges or withholdings in addition to the takeout shall only be applied in 
the jurisdiction otherwise imposing such surcharges or withholdings.   

(C) In determining whether to approve an interstate common pool which does not 
include the host track or which includes contests from more than one association, 
the Commission shall consider and may approve use of a bet type which is not 
utilized at the live event host, application of a takeout rate not in effect at the live 
event track, or other factors which are presented to the Commission.   

(D) The content and format of the visual display of racing and wagering information at 
facilities in other jurisdictions where wagering is permitted in the interstate 
common pool need not be identical to the similar information permitted or required 
to be displayed under these rules.   

(2) Guest State Participation in Interstate Common Pools   
(a) The Commission may approve a takeout from the pari-mutuel pools identical to that of 

other jurisdictions participating in a merged pool.   
(b) Rules established in the state of the live event host Pari-mutuel Pool Host for a 

parimutuel pool shall apply.   
(c) The APmWE shall designate one of the following procedures it will use if it becomes 

impossible to successfully merge the corresponding pools into the interstate common 
pool, and shall publish their designed procedure in the printed program:   
(A) compute payouts in accordance with payout prices that would have been in effect if 

prices for the pool of bets were calculated without regard to wagers placed 
elsewhere; or,   

(B) with permission of the Commission pay winning tickets at the payout prices at the 
host track; or,   
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/declare such accepted bets void and make refunds in accordance with the 
applicable rules.   

(3) Host State Participation in Interstate Common Pools   
(a) Rules of racing established for races held in this state shall also apply to interstate 

common pools unless the Commission shall have specifically otherwise determined.   
(b) Any contract for interstate common pools shall contain a provision whereby if, for any 

reason, it becomes impossible to successfully accept wagers placed or merge 
corresponding pools into the interstate common pool formed by the Pari-Mutuel Pool 
Host and the Commission's or the Pari-mutuel Pool Host's representative determines that 
accepting wagers or attempting to effect transfer of pool data from the guest APmWE 
may endanger the integrity of the pool or the timely processing of payouts the 
PariMutuel Pool Host shall have no liability for guest's wagers or corresponding pools 
not being accepted into the host pool.   

C.   International Common Pool Wagering   
(Proposed Rules for this section yet to be developed) 

Adopted Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07 topic was ARCI-004-025    
ARCI-004-044 Secondary Pari-mutuel Organizations (SPMOs)    

A.   SPMOs Licensed in this Jurisdiction   
(1) A Secondary Pari-mutuel Organization must be licensed by the Commission if the SPMO has 

facilities, equipment, systems, or personnel that are located in this jurisdiction (applicable to 
jurisdictions where legal) for the purpose of accepting pari-mutuel wagers.    

(2) A Secondary Pari-mutuel Organization is responsible for compliance with all rules relating to 
associations licensed by the Commission as they apply to pari-mutuel wagering.   

(3) As a condi    } 
“Lg and annual license renewal the license application shall include:   
(a) a list of personnel assigned to work in this jurisdiction   
(b) disclosure of all officers, directors, partners, and share holders with a five percent of 

greater share of ownership or beneficial interest   
(c) certification of compliance with totalisator standards and licensing requirements 

equivalent to those required for totalisator companies employed by associations licensed 
in this jurisdiction by the Commission,   

(d) a Type II SAS 70 report, or other independent report in a form acceptable to the 
commission, completed within the preceding 12 months, to assure adequate financial 
controls are in place in the SPMO,   

(e) an agreement to inspections and monitoring by the Commission all facilities used for 
accepting , recording, or processing pari-mutuel wagers accepted in this jurisdiction   

(f) certify use of a pari-mutuel system meeting all requirements for pari-mutuel systems 
/.employed by licensed racing associations in this jurisdiction   

B.   SPMOs Licensed in Other Jurisdictions   
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An SPMO operating outside this jurisdiction must as a condition of Commission approval of 
a contract to permit pari-mutuel wagers to be accepted on races run or pools hosted by an 
APmWE in this jurisdiction:   

(1) be licensed, authorized, or otherwise approved by another recognized pari-mutuel 
Commission or equivalent regulatory authority,   

(2) certify compliance with licensing requirements essentially equivalent to those required for 
licensing in this jurisdiction,   

(3) disclose all systems and facilities, including by not limited to advance deposit account 
wagering systems, whereby wagers are accepted by other than the issuing of pari-mutuel 
tickets at a public facility licensed by a pari-mutuel regulatory authority,   

(4) certify use of a pari-mutuel system meeting all requirements for pari-mutuel systems 
employed by licensed APmWEs in this jurisdiction.   

C.   Licensing Key Individuals of Each SPMO and Consent to SPMO Contracts    
(1) No SPMO shall be authorized or permitted to accept or transmit simulcast signals of or accept wagers 

on horse races conducted within, or to transmit wagering information into track pools regulated within, 
Our State unless an occupational SPMO license has been issued to each of its key individuals.  An 
occupational SPMO license shall be issued to a key individual only upon submission of a satisfactory 
application using forms prescribed by Our Racing Commission, a demonstration by the applicant of the 
suitability of the affiliated SPMO, and a determination by Our Racing Commission that the licensing 
criteria have been met.   

(2) For an applicant to demonstrate that the affiliated SPMO is suitable, the SPMO’s suitability must be 
subjected to a “due diligence” review by Our Racing Commission, its designee, or by a racing compact 
or trade association to which Our Racing Commission belongs, which includes at least:   

(a) visits to the SPMO sites, an inspection and analysis of computer systems and records to verify 
accounting records and business practices, thorough examination of computerized records and 
operational systems on the SPMO’s computers, facility inspection with complete access including 
to all equipment, activities, structures, and other property, and forensic review by accountants of 
the financial books and operational records; which review shall include repetition of the foregoing 
as needed to investigate possible material changes, alteration or renewal of its status, or any other 
purpose, and shall include such other actions and disclosure as may be needed;    

(b) full and timely disclosure of all requested information and full access to all facilities, documents, 
papers, records, and property, including but not limited to computers, equipment, structures, bank 
records, financial books and records, wagering records, the identity of each account holder, records 
identifying beneficial participants in wagers by account holders, and operating records, which shall 
include but not be limited to:   

(A) the identity of each executive, manager, officer, director, and owner of a beneficial interest 
or a source-of-funding of 1% or more (based on entity percentages being also attributed 
to controlling interests);   

(B) any actions or anticipated actions of the SPMO and its key individuals that are relevant to 
whether a material change or has occurred or might occur; and   
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(C) each bettor, account holder, or beneficial interest in wagers, that participates, directly or 
indirectly, in 5% or more (by amount or number) of the pari-mutuel wagers accepted by 
the SPMO in any calendar month (a trade secret exempt from disclosure or use except for 
licensing, regulatory, or law enforcement purposes);    

(c) a determination of suitability every two years and as needed, based on newly discovered 
information, falsity in application, suspicious activity or associations, failure to cooperate with 
regulatory or investigating body directives or conditions or requests, material changes in the 
SPMO, or any other relevant factor;    

(d) that all SPMO key individuals having made satisfactory application for an SPMO individual 
occupational license to Our Racing Commission, including an interstate compact to which it 
belongs, and are qualified to receive such a license subject to SPMO suitability.   

(3) For an applicant to demonstrate that the affiliated SPMO is suitable, the applicant must show that the 
affiliated SPMO, and each of its key individuals, meets the following criteria:   

(a) Character must be consistent with the public interest, convenience and necessity and the best 
interests of racing generally, including but not limited to:   

(A) Criminal Record:  Neither the SPMO entity nor its key individuals shall have, as a 
principal, accessory, or conspirator, in any jurisdiction at any time, pleaded guilty or nolo 
contendere to, been found guilty or been convicted of, forfeited bail or been fined for, or 
have currently pending a criminal accusatory instrument that includes any charge for, any 
offense that;  after due consideration of the specific duties, responsibilities, and/or 
influence of the applicant at the SPMO, the bearing of the offense on fitness and ability, 
rehabilitation or good conduct, the need to protect others, the defendant’s age, offense’s 
seriousness, and time elapsed; bears a direct relation to the integrity and performance of 
the SPMO and/or poses an unreasonable risk to property, safety, or welfare of specific 
persons or to the general public.  Crimes of special concern include:   

(i) any offense involving organized crime, extortion, racketeering, money laundering, 
loan sharking, illegal drugs, fraud, misrepresentation, forgery, false documents or 
instruments, illegal gambling, gaming misconduct, touting, pool-selling, bet 
solicitation, bookmaking, race-fixing or other effort to pre-determine the outcome of 
a race, moral turpitude, and similar misconduct;   

(ii) felonies; and    

(iii) more than two (2) misdemeanor criminal incidents within the preceding five (5) years.   

(B) Fraud and Misrepresentation:  Neither the SPMO entity nor its key individuals shall have, 
in any jurisdiction or forum at any time, been found to have engaged in fraud or 
misrepresentation, or have currently pending a civil action or proceeding (including 
administrative or arbitration), that includes a charge for or allegation of such misconduct.   

(C) Associations:  Neither the SPMO entity nor its key individuals shall be known associates 
of or be involved with (including as unindicted co-conspirator) any activity or person that   
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is disreputable, such as involved in organized crime, extortion, racketeering, money 
laundering, loan sharking, illegal drugs, fraud, misrepresentation, forgery, false 
documents or instruments, illegal gambling, gaming misconduct, touting, pool-selling, bet 
solicitation, bookmaking, race-fixing or other effort to pre-determine the outcome of a 
race, moral turpitude, or similar misconduct.  Associates may include significant SPMO 
account holders and beneficial participants in their wagers.   

(D) Good standing:  The SPMO entity and its key individuals shall currently be in good 
standing in all gaming, wagering, and pari-mutuel racing jurisdictions and with the agency 
or other entity regulating such activities in any jurisdiction, including no current suspension 
or revocation of any licenses and currently welcome to apply in each jurisdiction.   

(b) Fitness and experience must be consistent with the public interest, convenience and necessity and 
the best interests of racing generally.  With regard to the SPMO, this shall include but not be 
limited to that it:   

(A) shall meet general industry standards for business and financial practices, procedures, and 
controls;   

(B) shall have a wagering system that ensures that all wagering information is transmitted to 
and calculated in the appropriate host track pool;    

(C) the SPMO shall utilize a totalisator system that meets wagering-industry standards and 
certification criteria;    

(D) shall meet general industry standards for physical security of computerized wagering 
systems, business records, facilities, and patrons;    

(E) shall have no indications of improper manipulation of its wagering system (including 
software);    

(F) shall have policies and procedures that ensure its key individuals have applied and are 
eligible for all required occupational licenses;    

(G) shall have an annual independent audit with no audit opinion qualifications that reflect 
adversely on integrity;    

(H) shall have a system that verifies the identity of all bettors and requires them to disclose all 
beneficial interests in wagers it accepts;    

(I) shall have a real-time system Independent Monitoring System to monitor wagering activity 
to detect suspicious patterns including any that might indicate criminal activity or 
regulatory violations, which system shall verify all transactions performed by the 
totalisator system and provide expeditious notice of any discrepancies or suspicious 
activity to the host track, wagering site, due-diligence investigating body, and any affected 
regulatory agencies;    

(J) shall have a satisfactory record of customer relations including no excessive unresolved 
patron complaints concerning its business practices;    
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(K) shall hold all requisite business or other permits, licenses, certifications or the like that may 
be required by any jurisdiction;    

(L) shall have sufficient measures in place to protect customer funds;     

(M) shall publicize and provide a sufficient program for customer self-exclusion and wagering 
limitation; and    

(N) shall have expertise in pari-mutuel wagering and be technologically capable of 
participating in simulcast and wagering activities.     

(c) Financial responsibility must be consistent with the public interest, convenience and necessity 
and the best interests of racing generally, including but not limited to:     

(A) the SPMO and its key individuals shall not be in default or have a history of defaulting in 
the payment of and financial obligation, including the payment of taxes, due to any 
jurisdiction, or on the payment of any gaming, wagering, or pari-mutuel racing related 
financial obligations; and shall not be four (4) or more months in arrears in any child 
support that is ordered or approved by a court in any jurisdiction within the United States; 
and    

(B) the SPMO and its owners and sources of funds shall have sufficient financial means to 
participate in simulcast and wagering activities, including sufficient assets and means to 
pay industry-related debts and obligations and to fund the operations of the SPMO; and   

(d) Responsible conduct:  the SPMO must be fully cooperative and act in good faith with all 
disclosure and other duties involved in the due-diligence investigation; voluntarily submit to 
regulatory and investigating body oversight; permit inspection of all business records upon 
request by any regulatory authority or investigating body; promptly honor regulatory or 
investigating body requests for wagering patterns or other information; and on reasonable notice 
permit full access to all facilities and property by any regulatory authority or investigating body. 
(e) Waivers:     

(A) the due diligence investigation may rely upon investigations and oversight that it 
determines provide comparable assurances of integrity;    

(B) provided that the SPMO is timely and fully cooperating and acting in good faith in all 
respects, including payment of fees and costs and voluntary submission to regulatory 
oversight:     

(i) any fitness and experience criterion may be temporarily waived for an SPMO that has 
insubstantial volume, no past or present affiliation with any other SPMO entity or key 
individual, no dominating betting interest, and operates in only a small market, to the 
extent that the SPMO could not otherwise operate and the resulting integrity risk is 
offset by the advantages of regulatory oversight;    

(ii) the fitness requirements relating to host track pooling and a totalisator system may be 
waived to the extent an SPMO’s legal environment prohibits it, its alternative 
operations are documented and lawful, and it serves the best interests of racing; and    
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(iii) SPMO suitability may be recognized on a conditional and temporary basis based upon 
the preliminary findings of an ongoing due diligence investigation.      

(4) The occupational license applicant must meet each foregoing criterion that relates to individual integrity.   

(5) Each application must be accompanied by a nonrefundable application fee in the amount of FEE 
AMOUNT.  In addition, the applicant shall pay the costs of the background investigation performed by 
the Our Racing Commission or its designee to determine whether the applicant has demonstrated that 
his or her affiliated SPMO is suitable. Our Racing Commission may estimate these costs and require a 
deposit to be paid by the applicant in advance as a condition precedent to beginning or continuing an 
investigation.  The application may be denied if the applicant has failed or refuses to pay all application 
and investigative fees and costs.   

(6) Definitions:   

(a) Key Individual means each executive, manager, officer, director, owner of a beneficial interest of 
5% or more, or an owner and source-of-funding whose combined percentage interests are 5% or 
more, in the SPMO entity.  An entity’s ownership or funding shall also be fully attributed to its 
controlling person, family, or other entity.  Our Racing Commission, however, after full disclosure 
by the applicant and SPMO, may determine that;   

(A) an entity not controlled by a person, family, or other entity has no key individuals despite 
its percentage of equity or funding, and    

(B) any given bettor, account holder, or beneficial interest in wagers, directly or indirectly, 
possesses such a dominating position as to constitute a Key Individual.   

(b) Material change means any change in business property or practices that would require an 
independent analysis in the review process (including after initial review); any change in key 
individuals; and any change in any account holder, or beneficial interest in any account-holder 
wagers, that participates, directly or indirectly, in 5% or more (by amount or number) of the 
parimutuel wagers accepted by the SPMO in any calendar month.   

(c) Secondary Pari-Mutuel Organization (“SPMO”) means any person or entity that seeks to accept 
or transmit simulcast signals, accept wagers, or  transmit wagering information with regard to 
pari-mutuel horse races conducted within or track pools regulated by Our State, including 
affiliates and anyone who offers the simulcast signals or wagering opportunities to potential 
customers of the SPMO; excluding, however, simulcast and wagering conducted;   

(A) on-site at the premises of an entity licensed to conduct horse races for the purposes of 
parimutuel wagering within its state borders,    

(B) on-site at a government entity that is authorized to participate in wagering on horse races 
conducted for the purposes of pari-mutuel wagering within its state borders or    

(C) off-site by either provided that the entire simulcast and wagering service is operated within 
its state borders by such racetrack or government entity alone.   

(d) Simulcast means to telecast or distribute wagering information, audio and/or video signals of a 
horse race for the purposes of pari-mutuel wagering.    
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(7) Our Racing Commission shall not consent to the acceptance of any interstate off-track wager by an 
SPMO that has not been determined, as set forth in this Rule, to be suitable.    

(8) Confidential intellectual property or information held by an SPMO, including on behalf of its customers, 
should be identified as such by the SPMO and Our Racing Commission shall use all reasonable efforts 
to defend it from disclosure to others and shall not disclose it to other parties except as may be required 
by law.   

Adopted Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07   
Version 4.5 to 4.6 ARCI Board 7/31/09   

ARCI-004-049 Advance Deposit Account Wagering (ADW)   

Commission access to and use of information concerning wager transactions and account wagering 
customers shall be considered proprietary and shall not be disclosed publicly except as may be 
required pursuant to statutes, court orders or part of the official record of any proceeding before the 
commission.   
This shall not prevent the sharing of this information for investigative purposes with other 
parimutuel regulatory authority or law enforcement agencies.   
Committee Note: While the committee understands that ADWs have increased issues regarding proprietary information 
and customer identity information, issues of proprietary information and customer account information will be handled 
subject to the licensing jurisdiction’s Public Information laws and rules.   

A.   ADW Licensed in this Jurisdiction   
An entity that operates an ADW and is not otherwise involved in pari-mutuel wagering 
may be licensed as both an SPMO and an ADW in a consolidated licensing procedure as 
prescribed by the Commission.   

(1) An association or SPMO licensed by the Commission may apply for a license to operate an 
advanced deposit account wagering system (ADW) (applicable to jurisdictions where legal) 
whereby wagers are debited and payouts are credited to an account held by the association or 
SPMO on behalf of a person who has applied for such account and been accepted pursuant to 
these rules.   
   

(2) A provider of advanced deposit account wagering facilities or systems for a ADW must be 
licensed by the Commission if account facilities, equipment or personnel are located in this 
jurisdiction pursuant to a contract with a licensed association or SPMO.  (applicable to 
jurisdictions where legal)   

(3) The ADW license application shall include:   
(a) a copy of  the contract(s)  to provide services to an association or SPMO licensed by the 

Commission   
(b) a list of personnel assigned to work in this jurisdiction, and a list of all employees 

involved in accepting pari-mutuel wagers placed in this jurisdiction, and employees with 
access to facilities where such wagers are placed, or systems and records relating to 
account wagering are operated and secured, who are not located in this jurisdiction   

(c) list of all officers, directors, partners, and share holders with a five percent or greater 
share of ownership or beneficial interest   
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(d) full disclosure of all fees and other financial considerations relating to the contract with 
the association or SPMO   

(e) certify to the host Commission prompt access to reports, logs, wagering transaction 
detail, and customer account detail, in printed form or standard electronic format 
approved by the commission   

(f) provide a detailed description and certification of systems and procedures used to 
validate the identity, age, and jurisdiction of legal residence of account holders and to 
validate the legality of wagers accepted   

(g) include certification of prompt Commission access to all records relating to customer 
identify, age, and residency in hard copy or standard electronic format acceptable to the 
commission   

(h) certify prompt Commission access to customer account detail in hard copy or an 
electronic format acceptable to the Commission for   
(A) persons who place wagers on races conducted in this jurisdiction, customers are 

identified as legal residents of this jurisdiction, who place wagers on races ran in 
this jurisdiction and races available for wagering by persons in this jurisdiction,   

(B) persons the Commission has reason to investigate based on possible placing of 
wagers for persons other than the account holder, wagers that may be related to the 
investigation of any race or wagering pattern, or relevant to any other investigation 
as may be determined by the Commission   

(i) include certification of secure retention of all records related to wagering and customers 
accounts for a period of not less than three years or such longer period specified by the 
Commission,   

(j) include, as an attachment,  a certified copy of rules governing the acceptance and 
management of accounts, and a certified copy of any changes in such rules at least thirty 
days prior to the effective date   

(4) All persons employed by ADWs pursuant to (3) (b) above, not licensed by the Commission, 
shall hold a current pari-mutuel employee or vendor employee license issued by the National 
License Compact.  The ADW shall provide and maintain with the Commission a current list 
of such employees and including their current National License number.   

(5) Must utilize and communicate pari-mutuel wagers to a pari-mutuel system meeting all 
requirements for pari-mutuel systems employed by licensed racing associations in this 
jurisdiction   

(6) An ADW must operate and communicate with the totalisator system in such a way as not to 
provide or facilitate a wagering advantage based on access to information and processing of 
wagers by ADW account holders relative to persons who wager at race tracks or public off 
track wagering facilities.  The ADW shall have in place an independent real time monitoring 
system and use approved by the Commission, and use other procedures as needed, to insure 
compliance with this requirement.   

(7) Advanced Deposit Account Wagering Rules   
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(a) Notification. The ADW shall notify the patron, at the time of opening the account, of 
any rules the association has made concerning deposits, withdrawals, average daily 
balance, user fees, interest payments and any other aspect of the operation of the 
account.  The ADW shall notify the patron whenever the rules governing the account are 
changed, such notification occurring before the new rules are applied to the account and 
including the opportunity for the patron to close or cash-in the account.  The patron shall 
be deemed to have accepted the rules of account operation upon opening or not closing 
the account.  The ADW shall request authorization from the Commission before a 
system of account wagering is offered.   

(b) Refusals. The ADW may reserve the right at any time to refuse to open an account, to 
accept a wager, or to accept a deposit.   

(c) Patron Information. Each account holder shall provide such personal information as the 
ADW and the Commission require, including an address to which communications are 
to be delivered.  The ADW shall provide each account holder, a confidential account 
number and password to be used by the patron to confirm the validity of every account 
transaction.   

(d) Deposits. Deposits may be made in cash or by check, whereby the proceeds of the check 
may first need banker's clearance.  Holding periods will be determined by the ADW and 
advised to the account holder.  A receipt for the deposit must be issued to the account 
holder, but does not need to reflect the current account balance.   
   

(e) Sufficient Account Balance. Each account holder shall be deemed to be aware of the 
status of that account at all times.  Wagers will not be accepted which would exceed the 
available balance of that account. Any account not updated when a transaction is 
completed shall be inoperable until the transaction is posted and the account balance 
updated.   

(f) Account Credits. When an account is entitled to a payout or refund, said monies will be 
credited to the respective accounts, thus increasing the credit balance.  It is the 
responsibility of the account holder to verify proper credits and, if in doubt, notify the 
association within the agreed upon time-frame for consideration.  Unresolved disputes 
may be forwarded to the commission by the ADW or the account holder.  No claim will 
be considered by the commission unless submitted in writing and accompanied by 
supporting evidence.   

(g) Account Operation.   
(A) The ADW must maintain complete records of every deposit, withdrawal, wager 

and winning payout for each.  These records shall be made available to the 
Commission upon request.   

(B) For wagers made for an account by telephone, the ADW shall make a voice 
recording of the entire transaction and shall not accept any such wager if the voice 
recording system is inoperable.  Voice recordings shall be retained for not less than 
6 months and shall be made available to the commission for investigative purposes.   
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(C) Any account wagering system must provide for the account holder's review and 
finalization of a wager before it is accepted by the ADW.  Neither the account 
holder nor the ADW shall change a wager after the account holder has reviewed 
and finalized the wager.  In the case of a wager made by telephone, the voice 
recording of the transaction shall be deemed to be the actual wager, regardless of 
what was recorded by the pari-mutuel system.   

(h) Account Closure. The ADW may close any account when the holder thereof attempts to 
operate with an insufficient balance or when the account is dormant for a period 
approved by the Commission.  In either case, the ADW shall refund the remaining 
balance of the account to the account holder.   

B.   ADWs in Other Jurisdictions   
As a condition of approval of any simulcasting and/or common pool wagering contract 
between an APmWE in this jurisdiction, and an ADW in another jurisdiction, any agreement 
subject to Commission approval, shall include   

(1) disclosure of all ADWs wagering on any races run in this jurisdiction, and all ADWs 
wagering on races run in other jurisdictions that would be available for wagering in this 
jurisdiction, pursuant to the contract   

(2) certification of ADW licensing, authorization, or approval by the recognized pari-mutuel 
authority in the other jurisdiction   

(3) certification of compliance with rules for operation of an ADW comparable to those stated in 
section (7) (A) above   

(4) full disclosure of all fees, market share revenue, and other financial considerations relating to 
the contract   

(5) certify to the host commission prompt access to reports, logs, wagering transaction detail, and 
customer account detail, in printed form or standard electronic format approved by the 
commission   

(6) provide a detailed description and certification of systems and procedures used to validate the 
identity, age, and jurisdiction of legal residence of account holders and to validate the legality 
of wagers accepted   

(7) include certification of prompt commission access to all records relating to customer identify, 
age, and residency in hard copy or standard electronic format acceptable to the commission,   

(8) certify prompt commission access to customer account detail in hard copy or an electronic 
format acceptable to the commission for   
(a) persons who place wagers on races conducted in this jurisdiction, customers are 

identified as legal residents of this jurisdiction, who place wagers on races ran in this 
jurisdiction and races available for wagering by persons in this jurisdiction,   

(b) persons the commission has reason to investigate based on possible placing of wagers 
for persons other than the account holder ,based on wagers placed that may be related to 
the investigation of any race or wagering pattern, or relevant to any other investigation 
as may be determined by the commission.   
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(9) include certification of secure retention of all records related to wagering and customers’ 
accounts for a period of not less than three years or such longer period specified by the 
commission,   

(10) include, as an attachment, a certified copy of rules governing the acceptance and management 
of accounts, and provide a certified copy of any changes in such rules at least thirty days prior 
to the effective date.  

C. Advanced Deposit Wagering on Past Live Racing Products  
(1) “Animal Races” means pari-mutuel wagering on all forms of animal racing authorized 

by the Racing Commission including but not limited to live animal races and previously 
held animal racing. Previously held animal races include but are not limited to 
audiovisual, audio, or other forms of recording historical animal racing in additional to 
virtual depictions (animated, computer simulation or other artificial representation) of 
previously held animated races 

(2) “Past live racing product” means a real-time pari-mutuel race that is created by an 
advanced deposit wagering hub utilizing past live race results, which have been 
archived and randomly selected to rebroadcast the past live race for simulcast wagering 
purposes 

(3) Operations  
(a) The race card will be selected at random from the library of live racing previously 
held 
(b) The player will be provided with three or more data points of past live racing 
performances showing the relative merits of the contestants 
(c) The data points may be adjusted by the hub to protect against the unmasking of the 
actual race and such adjustment will be subject to confidential review by and of the 
Commission 
(d) The takeout rate may not exceed 22 percent unless otherwise approved by the 
Racing Commission upon request of the advanced wagering hub. Subject to that 
restriction, the takeout rate shall be established by the advanced deposit wagering hub 
and reported to the Racing Commission. 
(e) Only contests that were held at licensed race tracks may be used, and the race track 
shall have licensed its intellectual property, including the right to use past live racing 
results to the advanced deposit wagering hub, either directly or indirectly, for such use 
(f) The contests contained in the library need not have the same number of contestants  
(g) Any winnings may be collected through the advanced deposit wagering hub 
(h) All wagers must be processed by a totalizer company, which is licensed by the 
Racing Commission 

                 (i) The method of randomly selecting the race cards shall be certified by an independent  
                    auditor that is approved by the Racing Commission 
                (j) Any incidents that impact the account holders must be reported by an incident report  
                      to the state Racing Commission within 48 hours of discovery 

(k) All wagers passed on past live racing products are subject any mitigation for the  
  effects off account wagering on the source market 
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                   (l) Incidental to the wager on past live races, the hub shall broadcast the race, 
                         Including the finish using the actual audio-video of the past live race or a virtual      
                         audio-video of past live race that replicates, at minimum, the finish of the past live 
                          race. 

(4) Commission Approval 
(a) A full plan of operations must be subjected to the Racing Commission prior to 
approval of the past live racing product, and such plan must include the following: 
(A) The type of races to be approved 
(B) The jurisdictions in which the product will be available 
(C) The wagers that will be accepted  
(D ) The days and hours of wagering operations 
(E) The practices and procedures that will ensure the security of the account holders  
(F) The maintenance and repair procedure that will ensure the integrity of all of product  
    components 
(G) Other such information as required by the Racing Commission 

 (b) The independent testing laboratory will supply the subject of its review directly to  
      the Racing Commission and such review will include without limitation: 
(A) The addition of cryptographic hash values or similar approved signatures to all  
     all relevant software 
(B) A description of the system including components and operations 

                  (C) A review of the software’s source code and, if relevant, any interaction of the past 
                         live racing product’s software system with the totalizator’s software system. 
                  (D) A description of system subcomponents.  
                   (E) A list of the pool types, takeout and commission.  
                   (F) A statistical validation of the number of available races. 
                   (G) A review of the functionality of the race event randomizer or equivalent.  
                   (H) The testing and validation of handicapping data.  
                    (I) Performance of a controlled pari-mutuel pool accounting test, which includes   

the tracking of wagers placed and wagers won or lost for each race, the reconciliation 
of the  account balance in the totalizator system, and the verification that all money 
wagered  was properly distributed in a pari-mutuel fashion, in accordance with the 
software  guideline document. 

                 (J) Verification of all possible race outcomes. 
                 (K) Verification of system functionality and integrity.  
                 (5) Any changes or modifications to the live past racing product’s software,   

hardware, wagers or operations will require approval by the Racing Commission. The 
Executive Director shall determine if such change requires a third party independent 
laboratory review. If it is determined by the Executive Director that a third-party 
review is warranted the following shall apply: 
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(a) Review of the changes or modifications to the software, hardware or 
related components of the past live racing product (by the third party 
independent laboratory). 

(b) Such review will include, but is not limited to, all of the following that 
are deemed relevant by the Executive Director:   

(A) A review of product changes and comparison against documented 
changes. 

(B) A verification that modifications accurately produce the past live 
racing product.  
(C) A review and comparison of hash signatures against past hash 
signatures for the software, totalizator interface and race event randomizer 
or equivalent.   

 (6) Additional Requirements.  

(a) The advanced deposit wagering hub shall not offer any additional 
wagers on any racing products without written approval by the Racing 
Commission.   

(b) The Racing Commission shall have complete access to all security 
information and data, including but not limited to accounting, security 
systems, software, hardware and related components, and reports.   

                    
                    

 
 
Adopted Version 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07 topic was ARCI-004-015 

Added subsection C entitled “Advanced Deposit Wagering on Past Live Racing Products” to ARCI-004-049 - Advanced Deposit 
Account Wagering. Version 9.5 ARCI Board of Directors 12/04/20 
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ARCI-004-105 Calculation Of Payouts And Distribution Of Pools   

   

Part I   
   

A.   General   
(1) All permitted pari-mutuel wagering pools shall be separately and independently calculated 

and distributed.  Takeout shall be deducted from each gross pool as stipulated by law.  The 
remainder of the monies in the pool shall constitute the net pool for distribution as payout on 
winning wagers.   

(2) Either the standard or net price calculation procedure may be used to calculate single 
commission pools, while the net price calculation procedure must be used to calculate 
multicommission pools.   
(a) Standard Price Calculation Procedure   
SINGLE PRICE POOL (WIN POOL)   
   

 Gross Pool       =   Sum of Wagers on all Betting Interests - Refunds     

 Takeout    =    Gross Pool x Percent Takeout     
Net Pool    =    Gross Pool - Takeout     

Profit          =    Net Pool - Gross Amount Bet on Winner     

Profit Per Dollar    =   Profit / Gross Amount Bet on Winner     

$1 Unbroken Price   
   

=    Profit Per Dollar + $1     

$1 Broken Price =   $1 Unbroken Price Rounded Down to the Break       Point  
Total Payout      =   $1 Broken Price x Gross Amount Bet on Winner     

Total Breakage =   Net Pool - Total Payout           
   
PROFIT SPLIT (PLACE POOL)   
   
Profit is net pool less gross amount bet on all place finishers.  Finishers split profit 1/2 and 
1/2 (place profit), then divide by gross amount bet on each place finisher for two unique 
prices.   
   
PROFIT SPLIT (SHOW POOL)   
   
Profit is net pool less gross amount bet on all show finishers.  Finishers split profit 1/3 and  
1/3 and 1/3 (show profit), then divide by gross amount bet on each show finisher for three 
unique prices.     

Net Price Calculation Procedure   
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SINGLE PRICE POOL  (WIN POOL)   
   
Gross Pool         =   Sum of Wagers on all Betting Interests - Refunds 
Takeout      =   Gross Pool x Percent Takeout  for Each Source:   

  Net Pool       =   Gross Pool - Takeout   
Net Bet on Winner      =   Gross Amount Bet on Winner x (1 - Percent  
Takeout)   

  Total Net Pool        =   Sum of All Sources Net pools   
  Total Net Bet on Winner   =   Sum of All Sources Net Bet on Winner   
  Total Profit         =   Total Net Pool - Total Net Bet on Winner   
  Profit Per Dollar    =   Total Profit / Total Net Bet on Winner   
 $1 Unbroken Base Price =   Profit Per Dollar + $1 for each source:   

$1 unbroken price      =    $1 Unbroken Base Price x (1 - Percent Takeout)    
$1 Broken Price    =   $1 Unbroken Price Rounded Down to the Break   
Point   

  Total Payout         =   $1 Broken Price x Gross Amount Bet on Winner   
  Total Breakage    =   Net Pool - Total Payout   

                  
   
PROFIT SPLIT(PLACE POOL)   
   
Total profit is the total net pool less the total net amount bet on all place finishers.  Finishers 
split total profit 1/2 and 1/2 (place profit), then divide by total net amount bet on each place 
finisher for two unique unbroken base prices.   
   
PROFIT SPLIT (SHOW POOL)   
   
Total profit is the total net pool less the total net amount bet on all show finishers.  Finishers 
split total profit 1/3 and 1/3 and 1/3 (show profit), then divide by total net amount bet on each 
show finisher for three unique unbroken base prices.   

(3) If a profit split results in only one covered winning betting interest or combinations it shall be 
calculated the same as a single price pool.   

(4) Minimum payout and the method used for calculating breakage shall be established by the 
Commission.      

(5) The individual pools outlined in these rules may be given alternative names by each 
association, provided prior approval is obtained from the Commission.   

B.   Win Pools   
(1) The amount wagered on the betting interest which finishes first is deducted from the net pool, 

the balance remaining being the profit; the profit is divided by the amount wagered on the 
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betting interest finishing first, such quotient being the profit per dollar wagered to Win on 
that betting interest.   

(2) The net Win pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to winning wagers in the 
following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:    
(a) To those whose selection finished first; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) To those whose selection finished second; but if there are no such wagers then   
(c) To those whose selection finished third; but if there are no such wagers, then (d) The 

entire pool shall be refunded on Win wagers for that contest.         

(3) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Win pool shall be distributed as if 

no dead heat occurred.   
(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Win pool shall be distributed 

as a profit split.   
Table 1:  WIN POOL   
(Standard Price Calculation)   
   

  Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests       =   $   194,230.00   
   

  Refunds                 =   $       1,317.00   
   
Gross Pool:   

  Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests - Refund   =   $   192,913.00   
   

  Percent Takeout              =         18%   
   
Takeout:   

  Gross Pool x Percent Takeout        =   $     34,724.34   
   
Net Pool:   

  Gross Pool  - Takeout              =   $   158,188.66   
   

  Gross Amount Bet on Winner        =   $     23,872.00   
   
Profit:   

  Net Pool - Gross Amount Bet on Winner       =   $   134,316.66   
   
Profit Per Dollar:   

  Profit / Gross Amount Bet on Winner     =   $         5.6265   
   
$1 Unbroken Price:   
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  Profit Per Dollar + $1              =   $   6.6265357   

C.   Place Pools   
(1) The amounts wagered to Place on the first two betting interests to finish are deducted from 

the net pool, the balance remaining being the profit; the profit is divided into two equal 
portions, one being assigned to each winning betting interest and divided by the amount 
wagered to Place on that betting interest, the resulting quotient is the profit per dollar 
wagered to Place on that betting interest.   

(2) The net Place pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, based 
upon the official order of finish:   
(a) If contestants of a coupled entry or mutuel field finished in the first two places, as a 

single price pool to those who selected the coupled entry or mutuel field; otherwise   
(b) As a profit split to those whose selection is included within the first two finishers; but if 

there are no such wagers on one of those two finishers, then   
(c) As a single price pool to those who selected the one covered betting interest included 

within the first two finishers; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) As a single price pool to those who selected the third-place finisher; but if there are no 

such wagers, then   
(e) The entire pool shall be refunded on Place wagers for that contest.   

(3) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Place pool shall be distributed as a 

single price pool.   
(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Place pool shall be distributed 

as a profit split.   
(4) If there is a dead heat for second involving:   

(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Place pool shall be distributed as 
if no dead heat occurred.   

(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Place pool is divided with 
one-half (1/2) of the profit distributed to Place wagers on the betting interest finishing 
first and the remainder is distributed equally amongst Place wagers on those betting 
interests involved in the dead heat for second.   

   
Table 2: PLACE POOL   
(Standard Price Calculation)   
   

 Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests =            $   194,230.   
 Refunds =                        $   1,317.00   

   
Gross Pool:   

 Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests - Refunds    =      $   192,913.00  
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 Percent Takeout             =            18%   
   
Takeout:   

  Gross Pool x Percent Takeout        =      $     34,724.34   
   

Net Pool:   

  Gross Pool - Takeout               =      $   158,188.66   

   

  Gross Amount Bet on 1st place finisher       =      $     23,872.00   

   

  Gross amount Bet on 2nd place finisher       =      $     12,500.00   

   

Profit:   

Net Pool - Gross Amount Bet on 1st place finisher   

  - Gross Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher       =      $   121,816.66   

   

Place Profit:   

  Profit / 2                 =      $   60,908.33   

   

Profit Per Dollar for 1st place:   

  Place Profit / Gross Amount Bet on 1st place finisher =      $   2.5514548   

   

$1 Unbroken Price for 1st place:   

  Profit Per Dollar for 1st place + $1          =      $   3.5514548   

   

Profit Per Dollar for 2nd place:   

  Place Profit / Gross Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher =      $   4.8726664   

   

$1 Unbroken Price for 2nd place:   
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  Profit Per Dollar for 2nd place + $1          =      $   5.8726664   

D.   Show Pools   
(1) The amounts wagered to Show on the first three betting interests to finish are deducted from 

the net pool, the balance remaining being the profit; the profit is divided into three equal 
portions, one being assigned to each winning betting interest and divided by the amount 
wagered to Show on that betting interest, the resulting quotient being the profit per dollar 
wagered to Show on that betting interest. The net Show pool shall be distributed to winning 
wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) If contestants of a coupled entry or mutuel field finished in the first three places, as a 

single price pool to those who selected the coupled entry or mutuel field; otherwise   

(b) If contestants of a coupled entry or mutuel field finished as two of the first   three 
finishers, the profit is divided with two-thirds (2/3) distributed to those who selected the 
coupled entry or mutuel field and one-third (1/3) distributed to those who selected the 
other betting interest included within the first three finishers; otherwise   

(c) As a profit split to those whose selection is included within the first three finishers; but 
if there are no such wagers on one of those three finishers, then   

(d) As a profit split to those who selected one of the two covered betting interests included 
within the first three finishers; but if there are no such wagers on two of those three 
finishers, then   

(e) As a single price pool to those who selected the one covered betting interest included 
within the first three finishers; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(f) As a single price pool to those who selected the fourth-place finisher; but if there are no 
such wagers, then   

(g) The entire pool shall be refunded on Show wagers for that contest.   
(2) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   

(a) two contestants representing the same betting interest, the profit is divided with 
twothirds (2/3) distributed to those who selected the first-place finishers and one-third 
(1/3) distributed to those who selected the betting interest finishing third.   

(b) three contestants representing a single betting interest, the Show pool shall be 
distributed as a single price pool.   

(c) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Show pool shall be 
distributed as a profit split.   

(3) If there is a dead heat for second involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the profit is divided with one-third 

(1/3) distributed to those who selected the betting interest finishing first and two-thirds 
(2/3) distributed to those who selected the second-place finishers.   

(b) contestants representing two betting interests, the Show pool shall be distributed as a 
profit split.   

(c) contestants representing three betting interests, the Show pool is divided with one-third 
(1/3) of the profit distributed to Show wagers on the betting interest finishing first and 
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the remainder is distributed equally amongst Show wagers on those betting interests 
involved in the dead heat for second.   

(4) If there is a dead heat for third involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Show pool shall be distributed as 

if no dead heat occurred.   
(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Show pool is divided with 

two-thirds (2/3) of the profit distributed to Show wagers on the betting interests 
finishing first and second and the remainder is distributed equally amongst Show wagers 
on those betting interests involved in the dead heat for third.   

   
Table 3:  SHOW POOL   
(Standard Price Calculation)   
   

  Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests          =   $   194,230.00   
   

  Refunds                    =   $       1,317.00   
   
Gross Pool:   

  Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests - Refunds       =   $   192,913.00   

   

  Percent Takeout                 =         18%   

   

Takeout:   

  Gross Pool x Percent Takeout           =   $      34,724.34   

   

Net Pool:   

  Gross Pool - Takeout                  =   $   158,188.66   

   

  Gross Amount Bet on 1st place finisher          =   $     23,872.00   

    

  Gross Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher          =   $     12,500.00   

   

  Gross Amount Bet on 3rd place finisher          =   $       4,408.00   
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Profit:   

Net Pool - Gross Amount Bet on 1st place finisher   

- Gross Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher   

- Gross Amount Bet on 3rd place finisher         =   $   117,408.66   

   

Show Profit:   

  Profit / 3                    =   $     39,136.22   

   

Profit Per Dollar for 1st place:   

  Show Profit / Gross Amount Bet on 1st place finisher  =   $     1.6394194   

   

$1 Unbroken Price for 1st place:   

  Profit Per Dollar for 1st place + $1             =   $     2.6394194   

   

Profit Per Dollar for 2nd place:   

  Show Profit / Gross Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher    =   $     3.1308976   

   
$1 Unbroken Price for 2nd place:   
  Profit Per Dollar for 2nd place + $1             

   

Profit Per Dollar for 3rd place:   

=   $     4.1308976   

  Show Profit / Gross Amount Bet on 3rd place finisher  =   $     8.8784528   

   

$1 Unbroken Price for 3rd place   
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  Profit Per Dollar for 3rd place + $1       

   

   

Table 4:  SHOW POOL   

Single Takeout Rate & Single Betting Source   

(Net Price Calculation)   

   

      =   $   9.8784528   

  Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests          =   $   194,230.00   

  Refunds                 

Gross Pool:   

   =   $         1,317.00   

  Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests - Refunds       =   $   192,913.00   

  Percent Takeout                 

Takeout:   

=         18%   

  Gross Pool x Percent Takeout           

Total Net Pool:   

=   $   34,724.34   

  Gross Pool - Takeout                  =   $   158,188.66   

  Gross Amount Bet on 1st place finisher          =   $     23,872.00   

  Net Amount Bet on 1st place finisher        =   $     19,575.04   

  Gross Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher          =   $     12,500.00   

  Net Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher        =   $     10,250.00   

  Gross Amount Bet on 3rd place finisher          =   $       4,408.00   
  Net Amount Bet on 3rd place finisher        =   $       3,614.56   

Total Net Bet on Winners:   
Net Amount Bet on 1st place finisher +   
Net Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher +   

  Net Amount Bet on 3rd place finisher        =   $     33,439.60   
Total Profit:   

  Total Net Pool - Total Net Bet on Winners          =   $   124,749.06   
Show Profit:   

  Total Profit / 3                 =   $     41,583.02   
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Profit Per Dollar for 1st place:   

  Show Profit / Net Amount Bet on 1st place finisher      =   $     2.1242879   
$1 Unbroken Base Price for 1st place:   

  Profit Per Dollar for 1st place + $1             =   $   3.1242879   
$1 Unbroken Price for 1st place:   
$1 Unbroken Base Price for 1st   

   place x (1 - percent takeout)               =   $   2.5619161   
   
Profit Per Dollar for 2nd place:   
Show Profit / Net Amount Bet on 2nd place finisher  =   $   4.0568800 $1 Unbroken 
Base Price for 2nd place:   

  Profit Per Dollar for 2nd place + $1             =   $   5.0568800   
$1 Unbroken Price for 2nd place:   
$1 Unbroken Base Price for 2nd   

   place x (1 - percent takeout)               =   $   4.1466416   
   
Profit Per Dollar for 3rd place:   

  Show Profit / Net Amount Bet on 3rd place finisher     =   $   11.504310   
$1 Unbroken Base Price for 3rd place:   

  Profit Per Dollar for 3rd place + $1             =   $   12.504310      
$1 Unbroken Price for 3rd place:   
$1 Unbroken Base Price for 3rd   

   place x (1 - percent takeout)               =    $   10.253534      

E.   Double Pools   
(1) The Double requires selection of the first-place finisher in each of two specified contests.    
(2) The net Double pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, 

based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) As a single price pool to those whose selection finished first in each of the two contests; 

but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) As a profit split to those who selected the first-place finisher in either of the two 

contests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a single price pool to those who selected the one covered first-place finisher in either 

contest; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) As a single price pool to those whose selection finished second in each of the two 

contests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(e) The entire pool shall be refunded on Double wagers for those contests.   

(3) If there is a dead heat for first in either of the two contests involving:   
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(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Double pool shall be distributed 
as if no dead heat occurred.   

(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Double pool shall be 
distributed as a profit split if there is more than one covered winning combination.   

(4) Should a betting interest in the first-half of the Double be scratched prior to the first Double 
contest being declared official, all money wagered on combinations including the scratched 
betting interest shall be deducted from the Double pool and refunded.   

(5) Should a betting interest in the second-half of the Double be scratched prior to the close of 
wagering on the first Double contest, all money wagered on combinations including the 
scratched betting interest shall be deducted from the Double pool and refunded.   

(6) Should a betting interest in the second-half of the Double be scratched after the close of 
wagering on the first Double contest, all wagers combining the winner of the first contest 
with the scratched betting interest in the second contest shall be allocated a consolation 
payout. In calculating the consolation payout the net Double pool shall be divided by the total 
amount wagered on the winner of the first contest and an unbroken consolation price 
obtained.  The broken consolation price is multiplied by the dollar value of wagers on the 
winner of the first contest combined with the scratched betting interest to obtain the 
consolation payout. Breakage is not declared in this calculation.  The consolation payout is 
deducted from the net Double pool before calculation and distribution of the winning Double 
payout.  Dead heats including separate betting interests in the first contest shall result in a 
consolation payout calculated as a profit split.   

(7) If either of the Double contests are cancelled prior to the first Double contest, or the first 
Double contest is declared "no contest", the entire Double pool shall be refunded on Double 
wagers for those contests.   

(8) If the second Double contest is cancelled or declared "no contest" after the conclusion of the 
first Double contest, the net Double pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to wagers 
selecting the winner of the first Double contest.  In the event of a dead heat involving separate 
betting interests, the net Double pool shall be distributed as a profit split.   

   
Table 5: DOUBLE POOL   
(Standard Price Calculation)   

  Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests          =   $   194,230.00   
  Refunds                    =   $        1,317.00   

   
Gross Pool:   

  Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests - Refunds       =   $   192,913.00   
  Percent Takeout                 =         18%   

   
Takeout:   

  Gross Pool x Percent Takeout           =   $      34,724.34   
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Net Pool:   

  Gross Pool - Takeout                  =   $   158,188.66   

   

  Gross Amount Bet on Winning Combination     =   $     23,872.00   

   

 Profit:       

Net Pool - Gross Amount Bet on    

 Winning Combination              =   $   134,316.66   

   

Profit Per Dollar:   

 Profit / Gross Amount Bet on Winning Combination  =   $   5.6265357   

     

$1 Unbroken Price:   

 Profit Per Dollar + $1                 =   $   6.6265357  

   

   

Table 6:  DOUBLE POOL   

CONSOLATION PRICING   

   

 Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests          =   $   194,230.00  

 Refunds                    =   $       1,317.00   

   

Gross Pool:   

 Sum of Wagers on All Betting Interests - Refunds       =   $   192,913.00  

 Percent Takeout                 =         18%   

   

Takeout:   
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 Gross Pool x Percent Takeout             =   $      34,724.34   

Net Pool:   

 Gross Pool - Takeout                  =   $    158,188.66  

   

Consolation Pool:   

Sum Total Amount Bet on winner of the first   

  contest with all second contest betting interests       =   $      43,321.00  

    

$1 Consolation Unbroken Consolation Price:   

 Net Pool / Consolation Pool                =   $     3.6515468  

 $1 Consolation Broken Price               =   $      3.65  
   
Amount Bet on winner of the first contest   

 with scratched betting interests:          =   $         1,234.00   
   
Consolation Liability:   
$1 Consolation Broken Price x (Amount Bet 
on the winner of the first contest   

 with scratched betting interests)             =   $       4,504.10  
   
Adjusted Net Pool:   

 Net Pool - Consolation Liability             =   $   153,684.56  
   

  Gross Amount Bet on the Winning Combination       =   $     23,872.00   
   
Profit:   
Adjusted Net Pool - Gross Amount Bet   

  on the Winning Combination              =   $   129,812.56   
   
Profit Per Dollar:   
Profit / Gross Amount Bet on   

  the Winning Combination                =   $   5.4378586   
  $1 Unbroken Price: Profit Per Dollar + $1          =   $   6.4378586      
   

F.    Win Three Pools   
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(1) The Win Three requires selection of the first-place finisher in each of three specified contests.   
(2) The net Win Three pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, 

based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) As a single price pool to those whose selection finished first in each of the three 

contests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in any two of the 

three contests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in any one of the 

three contests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) The entire pool shall be refunded on Win Three wagers for those contests.   

(3) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the three contests involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Win Three pool shall be 

distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   
(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Win Three pool shall be 

distributed as follows.   
(A) as a profit split to those whose selections finished first in each of the three contests; 

but if there are no such wagers, then   
(B) as a single price pool to those who selected the first place finisher in any two of the 

three contests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(C) as a single price pool to those who selected the first place finisher in any one of the 

three contests; but if there are no such wagers, then (D) the entire Win Three pool 
shall be refunded.    

(4) Should a betting interest be scratched from a leg of the Win Three all bets with the scratched 
betting interest will be handled as follows:   
(a) If the scratch (which herein after includes being declared a non-starter or a non-betting 

starter) was made prior to the start of the first leg, all bets containing such scratched 
betting interest shall be refunded to determine the gross pool an removed from further 
consideration in the pool;   

(b) If the scratch was made in the second leg after the start of the first leg, a consolation 
payoff shall be computed for those bets combining the winners of the first and third legs 
with the scratched betting interest as follows: from the gross pool shall be deducted the 
statutory take-out and then the amount represented by the bets on combinations 
involving betting interests scratched from the third leg (reduced by the take-out 
thereon).  The resulting remainder shall be divided by the amounts bet on the 
combination of such first and third leg winners with all betting interests (less breaks) to 
determine the consolation price per dollar payable to those bets combining winners of 
the first and third legs with the betting interest scratched in the second leg.  The break 
shall not be deduced from the pool.   

(c) If a betting interest is scratched in the third leg after the start of the first leg, a 
consolation payoff shall be computed as for those bets combining the winners of the 
first and second legs with such scratched betting interest as follows: from the gross pool 
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shall be deducted the statutory take-out and then the amount represented by bets on 
combinations involving betting interests scratched from the second leg (reduced by the 
rate of the take-out thereon).  The resulting remainder shall be divided by the amount 
bet on the combination of such first and second leg winners with all betting interests in 
the third leg (less breaks) to determine the consolation price per dollar payable to those 
bets combining winners of the first and second legs with an betting interest scratched in 
the third leg.  The breaks shall not be deducted from the pool.   

(d) If betting interests are scratched in both the second and third legs after the start of the 
first leg, a consolation payoff shall be computed for those bets combining the winner of 
the first leg with the betting interests scratched in both the second and third legs as 
follows: from the gross pool shall be deducted the takeout and the remainder shall be 
divided by the amount bet on the winner of the first leg combined with all other betting 
interests (less breaks) to determine the consolation price per dollar payable to those 
tickets combining the winner of the first leg with the scratch betting interests from both 
the second and third legs.   

(5) If all three Win Three contests are cancelled or declared "no contest", the entire pool shall be 
refunded on Win Three wagers for those contests.   

(6) If one or two of the Win Three contests are cancelled or declared "no contest", the Win Three 
pool will remain valid and shall be distributed in accordance with subsection 2 of this rule.   

(7) In the Win Three pool is distributed according to subparagraphs (3)(b)(B) or (C) a public 
announcement shall be made as to the possible winning three combinations.     

G.   Pick (n) Pools   
(1) The Pick (n) requires selection of the first-place finisher in each of a designated number of 

contests.  The association must obtain written approval from the Commission concerning the 
scheduling of Pick (n) contests, the designation of one of the methods prescribed in 
subsection (2), and the amount of any cap to be set on the carryover.  Any changes to the 
approved Pick (n) format require prior approval from the Commission.   

(2) The Pick (n) pool shall be apportioned under one of the following methods:   
(a) Method 1, Pick (n) with Carryover: The net Pick (n) pool and carryover, if any, shall be 

distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in each of 
the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  If there are no such 
wagers, then a designated percentage of the net pool shall be distributed as a single price 
pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in the greatest number of Pick (n) 
contests; and the remainder shall be added to the carryover. Where there is no correct 
selection of the first-place finisher in at least one of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the 
official  order of finish, the day’s net pool shall be refunded and the previous carryover 
pool amount, if any, shall be carried over to the next scheduled corresponding pool.   

(b) Method 2, Pick (n) with 100% Carryover: The net Pick (n) pool and carryover, if any, 
shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in 
each of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  If there are no such 
wagers, then 100% of that day’s net pool shall be added to the carryover. Where there is 
no correct selection of the first-place finisher in at least one of the Pick (n) contests, 
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based upon the official order of finish, the day’s net pool shall be refunded and the 
previous carryover pool amount, if any, shall be carried over to the next scheduled 
corresponding pool.   

(c) Method 3, Pick (n) with Minor Pool and Carryover:  The major share of the net Pick (n) 
pool and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed to those who selected the first-place 
finisher in each of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  The 
minor share of the net Pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those who selected the 
firstplace finisher in the second greatest number of Pick (n) contests, based upon the 
official order of finish.  If there are no wagers selecting the first-place finisher of all 
Pick (n) contests, the minor share of the net Pick (n) pool shall be distributed as a single 
price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in the greatest number of Pick 
(n) contests; and the major share shall be added to the carryover. Where there is no 
correct selection of the first-place finisher in at least one of the Pick (n) contests, based 
upon the official order of finish, the day’s net pool shall be refunded and the previous 
carryover pool amount, if any, shall be carried over to the next scheduled corresponding 
pool.   

(d) Method 4, Pick (n) with No Minor Pool and No Carryover:  The net Pick (n) pool shall 
be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in the 
greatest number of Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  If there are 
no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.   

(e) Method 5, Pick (n) with Minor Pool and No Carryover:  The major share of the net Pick 
(n) pool shall be distributed to those who selected the first place finisher in the greatest 
number of Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  The minor share of 
the net Pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those who selected the first-place finisher in 
the second greatest number of Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  
If there are no wagers selecting the first-place finisher in a second greatest number of 
Pick (n) contests, the minor share of the net Pick (n) pool shall be combined with the 
major share for distribution as a single price pool to those who selected the first-place 
finisher in the greatest number of Pick (n) contests.  If the greatest number of first-place 
finishers selected is one (1), the major and minor shares are combined for distribution as 
a single price pool.  If there are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.   

(f) Method 6, Pick (n) with Minor Pool and No Carryover: The major share of net Pick (n) 
pool shall be distributed to those who selected the first-place finisher in each of the Pick 
(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  The minor share of the net Pick (n) 
pool shall be distributed to those who selected the first-place finisher in the second 
greatest number of Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  If there are 
no wagers selecting the first-place finisher in all Pick (n) contests, the entire net Pick (n) 
pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first-place 
finisher in the greatest number of Pick (n) contests.  If there are no wagers selecting the 
first-place finisher in a second greatest number of Pick (n) contests, the minor share of  
the net Pick (n) pool shall be combined with the major share for distribution as a single 
price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in each of the Pick (n) contests.  
If there are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.         
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(g) Method 7, Pick (n) with Carryover and “Unique Winning Ticket” Provision: The net 
Pick (n) pool and carryover, if any, shall be distributed to the holder of a unique winning 
ticket that selected the first-place finisher in each of the Pick (n) contests, based upon 
the official order of finish. If there is no unique ticket selecting the first-place finisher in 
each of the Pick (n) contests, or if there are no wagers selecting the first-place finisher of 
all Pick (n) contests, the minor share of the net Pick (n) pool shall be distributed as a 
single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in the greatest number of 
Pick (n) contests, and the major share shall be added to the carryover. Associations may 
suspend previously approved unique winning ticket wagering with the prior approval of 
the Commission. Any carryover shall be held until the suspended unique winning ticket 
wagering is reinstated. Where there is no correct selection of the first-place finisher in at 
least one of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish, the day’s net 
pool shall be refunded and the previous carryover pool amount, if any, shall be carried 
over to the next scheduled corresponding pool. In obtaining authorization for operating 
the Pick (n) pool under this subsection, associations must clearly identify which 
definition under paragraph 16(b) will be relied upon for determining the existence of a 
unique winning ticket.    

(h) Method 8, Pick (n) with the Pool split into three shares, one share having a Carryover: 
The share percentages are determined by the pool host and approved by the   
Commission.  The first share of the net Pick (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be 
distributed to those who selected the first-place finisher in each of the Pick (n) contests, 
based upon the official order of finish. The second share of the net Pick (n) pool shall be 
distributed to those who selected (n-1) of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official 
order of finish and a third share of the Pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those who 
selected (n-2) of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  If there 
are no wagers selecting the first-place finisher of all Pick (n) contests, the first share 
shall be added to the carryover.  If there are no wagers selecting (n-1) of the Pick (n) 
contests, this second share shall be added to the carryover.  If there are no wagers 
selecting (n-2) of the Pick (n) contests, this third share shall be added to the carryover. 
Where there is no correct selection of the first-place finisher in at least one of the Pick 
(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish, the day’s net pool shall be refunded 
and the previous carryover pool amount, if any, shall be carried over to the next 
scheduled corresponding pool.   

(i) Method 9, Pick (n) with the pool split into three shares, with Carryovers, and a Unique 
Winning Ticket Provision: The share percentages are determined by the pool host and 
approved by the Commission. The first share of the net Pick (n) pool and the first share 
carryover, if any, shall be distributed to those who selected the first-place finisher in 
each of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  The second share 
of the net Pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those who selected the first-place finisher 
in the second greatest number of Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of 
finish.  If there are no wagers selecting the first-place finisher of all Pick (n) contests, 
the second share of the net Pick (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to 
those who selected the first-place finisher in the greatest number of Pick (n) contests, 
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and the first share shall be added to the first share carryover. The third share and the  
third share carryover, if any, shall be distributed to the holder of a unique winning ticket 
that selected the first-place finisher in each of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the 
official order of finish. If there is no unique winning ticket selecting the first-place 
finisher in each of the Pick (n) contests, the third share shall be added to the third share 
carryover. For greater certainty, the holder of a unique winning ticket shall receive both 
the first share, and first share carryover, if any as well as the third share, and the third 
share carryover, if any. Where there is no correct selection of the first-place finisher in 
at least one of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish, the day’s net 
pool shall be refunded and the previous carryover pool(s) amount(s), if any, shall be 
carried over to the next scheduled corresponding pool. In obtaining authorization for 
operating the Pick (n) pool under this subsection, associations must clearly identify 
which definition under paragraph 16(b) will be relied upon for determining the existence 
of a unique winning ticket.   

(3) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the Pick (n) contests involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Pick (n) pool shall be distributed 

as if no dead heat occurred.   
(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Pick (n) pool shall be 

distributed as a single price pool with each winning wager receiving an equal share of 
the profit.   

(4) If a wagering interest is “scratched” for a Pick (n) contest, or is designated to run for purse 
money only, the association shall   use the actual favorite, as evidenced by total amounts 
wagered in the Win pool at the host association for the contest at the close of wagering on 
that contest, and shall be substituted for the scratched betting interest for all purposes, 
including pool calculations.  In the event that the Win pool total for two or more favorites is 
identical, the substitute selection shall be the betting interest with the lowest program 
number.  The totalizator shall produce reports showing each of the wagering combinations 
with substituted betting interests which became winners as a result of the substitution, in 
addition to the normal winning combination.  Notwithstanding the provisions of this 
subsection, an association may also obtain authorization from the Commission to allow 
patrons to select an alternate wagering interest in any of the Pick (n) contests.   

(5) Subject to subsection (9), (10), or (12), the Pick (n) pool shall be cancelled and all Pick (n) 
wagers for the individual performance shall be refunded if:   
(a) at least two contests included as part of a Pick 3 are cancelled or declared "no contest."   
(b) at least three contests included as part of a Pick 4, Pick 5 or Pick 6 are cancelled or 

declared "no contest."   
(c) at least four contests included as part of a Pick 7, Pick 8 or Pick 9 are cancelled or 

declared "no contest."   
(d) at least five contests included as part of a Pick 10 are cancelled or declared "no contest."   

(6) Subject to subsection (9), (10), or (12), if at least one contest included as part of a Pick (n) is 
cancelled or declared "no contest", but not more than the number specified in subsection (5) 
of this rule, the net pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those whose selection 
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finished first in the greatest number of Pick (n) contests for that performance.  Such 
distribution shall include the portion ordinarily retained for the Pick (n) carryover but not the 
carryover from previous performances.   

(7) If the condition of the course warrants a change of racing surface in any of the legs of the 
Pick (n) races, and such change was not known to the public prior to the closing of wagering 
for the Pick (n) pool, the stewards shall declare the changed leg(s) a “no contest” for Pick (n) 
wagering purposes only.  A “no contest” race is not to be considered as a contested race.   

(8) The Pick (n) carryover may be capped at a designated level approved by the Commission so 
that if, at the close of any performance, the amount in the Pick (n) carryover equals or 
exceeds the designated cap, the Pick (n) carryover will be frozen until it is won or distributed 
under other provisions of this rule.  After the Pick (n) carryover is frozen, 100 percent of the 
net pool, part of which ordinarily would be added to the Pick (n) carryover, shall be 
distributed to those whose selection finished first in the greatest number of Pick (n) contests 
for that performance.   

(9) A written request for permission to distribute the Pick (n) carryover on a specific 
performance may be submitted to the Commission.  The request must be for a specified date 
no greater than one (1) year from the date the request is submitted and contain justification  
for the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, and the intended date and 
performance for the distribution.   

(10) Should the Pick (n) carryover be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance in which there are no wagers selecting the first-place finisher in each of the Pick 
(n) contests, the entire pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those whose selection 
finished first in the greatest number of Pick (n) contests.  The Pick (n) carryover shall be 
designated for distribution on a specified date and performance only under the following 
circumstances:   
(a) Upon written approval from the Commission as provided in subsection (8) of this rule.   
(b) Upon written approval from the Commission when there is a change in the carryover 

cap, a change from one type of Pick (n) wagering to another, or when the Pick (n) is 
discontinued.   

(c) On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.   
(11) A written request for permission to transfer the Pick (n) carryover to another Pick (n) pool 

operated by the same pool host may be submitted to the Commission. The request must 
contain justification for the transfer, including an explanation of the benefit to be derived, a 
description of the method by which the pool host will present the information to the public 
that identifies the racetrack(s) for which the pool will be operated and the intended date(s) 
and performance(s) of the transfer.   

(12) Unless otherwise stated in writing by the Commission under subsection (9), on the last Pick 
(n) race on the final day of the meeting, the net pool, including any applicable carryover, shall 
be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in the 
greatest number of Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.   

(13) Notwithstanding subsections (9) and (11), if for any reason the Pick (n) carryover must be 
held over to the corresponding Pick (n) pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be 
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deposited in an interest-bearing account approved by the Commission.  The Pick (n) 
carryover plus accrued interest shall then be added to the net Pick (n) pool of the following 
meet on a date and performance so designated by the Commission.   

(14) With the written approval of the Commission, the association may contribute to the Pick (n) 
carryover a sum of money up to the amount of any designated cap.   

(15) The association may suspend previously-approved Pick (n) wagering with the prior approval 
of the Commission.  Any carryover shall be held until the suspended Pick (n) wagering is 
reinstated.  An association may request approval of a Pick (n) wager or separate wagering 
pool for specific performances.   

(16) As it relates to any distribution method under section 2 which contains a unique winning 
ticket provision:   

a. A written request for permission to distribute the Pick (n) unique winning ticket 
carryover on a specific performance may be submitted to the Commission. The 
request must contain justification for the distribution, an explanation of the benefit 
to be derived, and the intended date and performance for the distribution. Should 
the Pick (n) unique winning ticket net pool and any applicable carryover be 
designated for distribution on a specified date and performance in which there is no 
unique  
winning ticket, the entire pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who 
selected the first-place finisher in the greatest number of Pick (n) contests.   

b. Associations must clearly identify which selection under clauses (i) and (ii) below 
will be relied upon for determining the existence of a unique winning ticket:   

i. there is one and only one winning ticket that correctly selected the firstplace 
finisher in each of the Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of 
finish, to be verified by the unique serial number assigned by the tote 
company that issued the winning ticket; or   

ii. the total amount wagered on one and only one winning combination 
selecting the first-place finisher in each of the Pick (n) contests, based up on 
the official order of finish, is equal to the minimum allowable wager.   

   

      
Table 7:  PICK 7 POOL – Multiple Takeout Rates & Multiple Betting Sources (Net Price 
Calculation)   
    
    
   
(Net Price Calculation)   

   Percent 
Takeout   

Gross Pool   Gross Amt.   
Bet on Win   

Net Pool   Net   
Amount   

Bet on Win   
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Source 1   16.0   $190,000.00   $44.00   $159,600.00   $36.96   

Source 2   18.5   $10,000.00   $18.00   $8,150.00   $14.67   

Source 3   21.0   $525,730.00   $124.00   $415,326.70   $97.96   

TOTALS      $725,730.00   $186.00   $583,076.70   $149.59   
   
   
   

Total Profit   
Total Net Pool <MINUS> Total Net Bet on the Winning Combination   

   
$582,927.11   

Profit Per Dollar   
Total Profit <DIVIDED BY> Total Net Bet on the Winning Combination   

    $3,386.8321   

$1 Unbroken Base Price   
Profit Per Dollar <PLUS> $1   

    $3,387.8321   

$1 Unbroken Base Price for Source 1   
$1 Unbroken Base Price <MULTIPLIED BY> ( 1 <MINUS> Percent Takeout)   

    $3,274.1789   

$1 Unbroken Base Price for Source 2   
$1 Unbroken Base Price <MULTIPLIED BY> ( 1 <MINUS> Percent Takeout)   

    $3,176.7331   

$1 Unbroken Base Price for Source 3   
$1 Unbroken Base Price <MULTIPLIED BY> ( 1 <MINUS> Percent Takeout)   

    $3,079.2873   

   

H.   Place Pick (n) Pools   
(1) The Place Pick (n) requires selection of the first or second-place finisher in each of a 

designated number of contests.  The association must obtain written approval from the 
Commission concerning the scheduling of Place Pick (n) contests, the designation of one of 
the methods prescribed in Part (2), the distinctive name identifying the pool and the amount 
of any cap to be set on the carryover.  Any changes to the approved Place Pick (n)  format 
require prior approval from the Commission.   

(2) The Place Pick (n) pool shall be apportioned under one of the following methods:   
(a) Method 1, Place Pick (n) with Carryover: The net Place Pick (n) pool and carryover, if 

any, shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first or 
secondplace finisher in each of the Place Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order 
of finish.  If there are no such wagers, then a designated percentage of the net pool shall 
be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first or second-place 
finisher in the greatest number of Place Pick (n) contests; and the remainder shall be 
added to the carryover.   
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(b) Method 2, Place Pick (n) with Minor Pool and Carryover:  The major share of the net 
Place Pick (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed to those who selected 
the first or second-place finisher in each of the Place Pick (n) contests, based upon the 
official order of finish.  The minor share of the net Place Pick (n) pool shall be 
distributed to those who selected the first or second-place finisher in the second greatest 
number of Place Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  If there are no 
wagers selecting the first or second-place finisher of all Place Pick (n) contests, the 
minor share of the net Place Pick (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to 
those who selected the first or second-place finisher in the greatest number of Place Pick 
(n) contests; and the major share shall be added to the carryover.   

(c) Method 3, Place Pick (n) with No Minor Pool and No Carryover:  The net Place Pick (n) 
pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first or 
secondplace finisher in the greatest number of Place Pick (n) contests, based upon the 
official order of finish.  If there are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.   

(d) Method 4, Place Pick (n) with Minor Pool and No Carryover:  The major share of the 
net Place Pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those who selected the first or secondplace 
finisher in the greatest number of Place Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order 
of finish.  The minor share of the net Place Pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those 
who selected the first or second-place finisher in the second greatest number of Place 
Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  If there are no wagers 
selecting the first or second-place finisher in a second greatest number of Place Pick (n) 
contests, the minor share of the net Place Pick (n) pool shall be combined with the major 
share for distribution as a single price pool to those who selected the first or secondplace 
finisher  
in the greatest number of Place Pick (n) contests.  If the greatest number of first or 
second-place finishers selected is one (1), the major and minor shares are combined for 
distribution as a single price pool.  If there are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.   

(e) Method 5, Place Pick (n) with Minor Pool and No Carryover:  The major share of net 
Place Pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those who selected the first or second-place 
finisher in each of the Place Pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish.  
The minor share of the net Place Pick (n) pool shall be distributed to those who selected 
the first or second-place finisher in the second greatest number of Place Pick 
(n)contests, based upon the official order of finish.  If there are no wagers selecting the 
first or second-place finisher in all Place Pick (n) contests, the entire net Place Pick (n) 
pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first or second-
place finisher in the greatest number of Place Pick (n) contests.  If there are no wagers 
selecting the first or second-place finisher in a second greatest number of Place Pick (n) 
contests, the minor share of the net Place Pick (n) pool shall be combined with the major 
share for distribution as a single price pool to those who selected the first or secondplace 
finisher in each of the Place Pick (n) contests.  If there are no winning wagers, the pool 
is refunded.   

(3) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the Place Pick (n) contests involving:   
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(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Place Pick (n) pool shall be 
distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   

(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Place Pick (n) pool shall be 
distributed as a single price pool with a winning wager including each betting interest 
participating in the dead heat.          

(4) If there is a dead heat for second in any of the Place Pick (n) contests involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Place Pick (n) pool shall be 

distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   
(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Place Pick (n) pool shall be 

distributed as a single price pool with a winning wager including the betting interest 
which finished first or any betting interest involved in the dead heat for second.   

(5) Should a betting interest in any of the Place Pick (n) contests be scratched, the actual favorite, 
as evidenced by total amounts wagered in the Win pool at the host association for the contest 
at the close of wagering on that contest, shall be substituted for the scratched betting interest 
for all purposes, including pool calculations.  In the event that the Win pool total for two or 
more favorites is identical, the substitute selection shall be the betting interest with the lowest 
program number.  The totalisator shall produce reports showing each of the wagering 
combinations with substituted betting interests which became winners as a result of the 
substitution, in addition to the normal winning combination.   

(6) The Place Pick (n) pool shall be cancelled and all Place Pick (n) wagers for the individual 
performance shall be refunded if:   
(a) at least two contests included as part of a Place Pick 3 are cancelled or declared "no 

contest."      
(b) at least three contests included as part of a Place Pick 4, Place Pick 5 or Place Pick 6 are 

cancelled or declared "no contest."   
(c) at least four contests included as part of a  Place Pick 7, Place Pick 8 or Place Pick 9 are 

cancelled or declared "no contest."   
(d) at least five contests included as part of a Place Pick 10 are cancelled or declared "no 

contest."   
(7) If at least one contest included as part of a Place Pick (n) is cancelled or declared "no 

contest", but not more than the number specified in subsection 6 of this rule, the net pool shall 
be distributed as a single price pool to those whose selection finished first or second  in the 
greatest number of Place Pick (n) contests for that performance.  Such distribution shall 
include the portion ordinarily retained for the Place Pick (n) carryover but not the carryover 
from previous performances.   

(8) The Place Pick (n) carryover may be capped at a designated level approved by the 
Commission so that if, at the close of any performance, the amount in the Place Pick (n) 
carryover equals or exceeds the designated cap, the Place Pick (n) carryover will be frozen 
until it is won or distributed under other provisions of this rule.  After the Place Pick (n) 
carryover is frozen, 100 percent of the net pool, part of which ordinarily would be added to 
the Place Pick (n) carryover, shall be distributed to those whose selection finished first or 
second  in the greatest number of Place Pick (n) contests for that performance.   
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(9) A written request for permission to distribute the Place Pick (n) carryover on a specific 
performance may be submitted to the Commission.  The request must contain justification for 
the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, and the intended date and 
performance for the distribution.   

(10) Should the Place Pick (n)  carryover be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance in which there are no wagers selecting the first or second-place finisher in each 
of the Place Pick (n) contests, the entire pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to 
those whose selection finished first or second  in the greatest number of Place Pick (n) 
contests.  The Place Pick (n)  carryover shall be designated for distribution on a specified date 
and performance under any of the following circumstances:   
(a) Upon written approval from the Commission as provided in subsection 9 of this rule.   
(b) Upon written approval from the Commission when there is a change in the carryover 

cap, a change from one type of Place Pick (n) wagering to another, or when the Place 
Pick (n) is discontinued.   

(c) On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.   
(11) If, for any reason, the Place Pick (n) carryover must be held over to the corresponding Place 

Pick (n) pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing 
account approved by the Commission.  The Place Pick (n) carryover plus accrued interest 
shall then be added to the net Place Pick (n) pool of the following meet on a date and 
performance so designated by the Commission.   

(12) With the written approval of the Commission, the association may contribute to the Place 
Pick (n) carryover a sum of money up to the amount of any designated cap.   

(13) Providing information to any person regarding covered combinations, amounts wagered on 
specific combinations, number of tickets sold, or number of live tickets remaining is strictly 
prohibited.  This shall not prohibit necessary communication between totalisator and 
parimutuel department employees for processing of pool data.   

(14) The association may suspend previously-approved Place Pick (n) wagering with the prior 
approval of the Commission.  Any carryover shall be held until the suspended Place Pick (n) 
wagering is reinstated.  An association may request approval of a Place Pick (n) wager or 
separate wagering pool for specific performances.   

I.   Quinella Pools   
(1) The Quinella requires selection of the first two finishers, irrespective of order, for a single 

contest.    
(2) The net Quinella pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, 

based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) If contestants of a coupled entry or mutuel field finish as the first two finishers, as a 

single price pool to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with the 
next separate betting interest in the official order of finish; otherwise   

(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished as the first two betting 
interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
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(c) As a profit split to those whose combination included either the first- or second-place 
finisher; but if there are no such wagers on one of the those two finishers, then   

(d) As a single price pool to those whose combination included the one covered betting 
interest included within the first two finishers; but if there are no such wagers, then (e) 
The entire pool shall be refunded on Quinella wagers for that contest.   

(3) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Quinella pool shall be distributed 

to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with the next separate 
betting interest in the official order of finish.   

(b) contestants representing two betting interests, the Quinella pool shall be distributed as if 
no dead heat occurred.   

(c) contestants representing three or more betting interests, the Quinella pool shall be 
distributed as a profit split.                  

(4) If there is a dead heat for second involving contestants representing the same betting interest, 
the Quinella pool shall be distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   

(5) If there is a dead heat for second involving contestants representing two or more betting 
interests, the Quinella pool shall be distributed to wagers in the following precedence, based 
upon the official order of finish:   
(a) As a profit split to those combining the winner with any of the betting interests involved 

in the dead heat for second; but if there is only one covered combination, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those combining the winner with the one covered betting 

interest involved in the dead heat for second; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a profit split to those combining the betting interests involved in the dead heat for 

second; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) As a profit split to those whose combination included the winner and any other betting 

interest and wagers selecting any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat for 
second; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(e) The entire pool shall be refunded on Quinella wagers for that contest.   

J.   Quinella Double Pools   
(1) The Quinella Double requires selection of the first two finishers, irrespective of order, in each 

of two specified contests.     
(2) The net Quinella Double pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following 

precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) If a coupled entry or mutuel field finishes as the first two contestants in either contest, as 

a single price pool to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with 
the next separate betting interest in the official order of finish for that contest, as well as 
the first two finishers in the alternate Quinella Double contest; otherwise   

(b) As a single price pool to those who selected the first two finishers in each of the two   
Quinella Double contests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(c) As a profit split to those who selected the first two finishers in either of the two Quinella   
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Double contests; but if there are no such wagers on one of those contests, then   
(d) As a single price pool to those who selected the first two finishers in the one covered   

Quinella Double contest; but if there were no such wagers, then    

(e) The entire pool shall be refunded on Quinella Double wagers for those contests.      
(3) If there is a dead heat for first in either of the two Quinella Double contests involving:   

(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Quinella Double pool shall be 
distributed to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with the next 
separate betting interest in the official order of finish for that contest.   

(b) contestants representing two betting interests, the Quinella Double pool shall be 
distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   

(c) contestants representing three or more betting interests, the Quinella Double pool shall 
be distributed as a profit split.   

(4) If there is a dead heat for second in either of the Quinella Double contests involving 
contestants representing the same betting interest, the Quinella Double pool shall be 
distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   

(5) If there is a dead heat for second in either of the Quinella Double contests involving 
contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Quinella Double pool shall be 
distributed as profit split.   

(6) Should a betting interest in the first-half of the Quinella Double be scratched prior to the first 
Quinella Double contest being declared official, all money wagered on combinations 
including the scratched betting interest shall deducted from the Quinella Double pool and 
refunded.   

(7) Should a betting interest in the second-half of the Quinella Double be scratched prior to the 
close of wagering on the first Quinella Double contest, all money wagered on combinations 
including the scratched betting interest shall be deducted from the Quinella Double pool and 
refunded.   

(8) Should a betting interest in the second-half of the Quinella Double be scratched after the 
close of wagering on the first Quinella Double contest, all wagers combining the winning 
combination in the first contest with a combination including the scratched betting interest in 
the second contest shall be allocated a consolation payout. In calculating the consolation 
payout the net Quinella Double pool shall be divided by the total amount wagered on the 
winning combination in the first contest and an unbroken consolation price obtained.  The 
unbroken consolation price is multiplied by the dollar value of wagers on the winning 
combination in the first contest combined with a combination including the scratched betting 
interest in the second contest to obtain the consolation payout.  Breakage is not declared in 
this calculation.  The consolation payout is deducted from the net Quinella Double pool 
before calculation and distribution of the winning Quinella Double payout.  In the event of a 
dead heat involving separate betting interests, the net Quinella Double pool shall be 
distributed as a profit split.   
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(9) If either of the Quinella Double contests is cancelled prior to the first Quinella Double 
contest, or the first Quinella Double contest is declared "no contest", the entire Quinella 
Double pool shall be refunded on Quinella Double wagers for those contests.   

(10) If the second Quinella Double contest is cancelled or declared "no contest" after the 
conclusion of the first Quinella Double contest, the net Quinella Double pool shall be 
distributed as a single price pool to wagers selecting the winning combination in the first   
Quinella Double contest.  If there are no wagers selecting the winning combination in the first 
Quinella Double contest, the entire Quinella Double pool shall be refunded on Quinella 
Double wagers for those contests.   

K.   Show Quinella Pools   
(1) The Show Quinella requires selection of two (2) of the first three (3) finishers, irrespective of 

order, for a single contest.   
(2) The Show Quinella pool shall be apportioned under one of the following methods:   

(a) Method 1, Single Price and Refund: The net Show Quinella pool shall be distributed to 
winning wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(A) As a single price pool to those whose combinations finished as the first two betting 

interests, the first and third betting interests and/or the second and third betting 
interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(B) The entire pool shall be refunded on Show Quinella wagers for that contest.   
(b) Method 2, Single Price and Carryover: The net Show Quinella pool shall be distributed 

to winning wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(A) As a single price pool to those whose combinations finished as the first two betting 

interests, the first and third betting interests and/or the second and third betting 
interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(B) The net pool will be carried forward and added to the next Show Quinella pool.   
(c) Method 3, Profit Split and Refund: The net Show Quinella pool shall be distributed to 

winning wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(A) As a profit split to those whose combinations finished as the first two betting 

interests, the first and third betting interests and/or the second and third betting 
interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(B) The entire pool shall be refunded on Show Quinella wagers for that contest.   
(d) Method 4, Profit Split and Carryover: The net Show Quinella pool shall be distributed to 

winning wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(A) As a profit split to those whose combinations finished as the first two betting 

interests, the first and third betting interests and/or the second and third betting 
interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(B) The net pool will be carried forward and added to the next Show Quinella pool.   
(3) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   

(a) contestants representing two or three betting interests, the Show Quinella pool shall be 
distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   
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(b) contestants representing four or more betting interests, the Show Quinella pool shall be 
distributed between all possible winning combinations based upon the method selected 
in subparagraph 2.   

(4) If there is a dead heat for second involving:   
(a) contestants representing two betting interests, the Show Quinella pool shall be 

distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   
(b) contestants representing three or more betting interests, the Show Quinella pool shall be 

distributed between all possible winning combinations based upon the method selected 
in subparagraph 2.   

(5) If there is a dead heat for third involving contestants representing two or more betting 
interests, the Show Quinella pool shall be distributed between all possible winning 
combinations, including those betting interests in the dead heat, based upon the method 
selected in subparagraph 2.   

(6) Should any betting interest entered in the Show Quinella pool be scratched or excused from 
the contest, wagers including such betting interest shall be deducted from the Show Quinella 
pool and money refunded.   

(7) If, for any reason, the Show Quinella carryover must be held over to the corresponding Show 
Quinella pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing 
account approved by the Commission. The Show Quinella carryover plus accrued interest 
shall be added to the net Show Quinella pool of the following meet on a date and 
performance so designated by the Commission.   

L.   Exacta Pools   
(1) The Exacta requires selection of the first two finishers, in their exact order, for a single 

contest.    
(2) The net Exacta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, 

based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) If contestants of a coupled entry or mutuel field finish as the first two finishers, as a 

single price pool to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with the 
next separate betting interest in the official order of finish; otherwise   

(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the 
first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(c) As a profit split to those whose combination included either the first-place betting 
interest to finish first or the second-place betting interest to finish second; but if there 
are no such wagers on one of those two finishers, then   

(d) As a single price pool to those whose combination included the one covered betting 
interest to finish first or second in the correct sequence; but if there are no such wagers, 
then   

(e) The entire pool shall be refunded on Exacta wagers for that contest.   
(3) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   
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(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Exacta pool shall be distributed as 
a single price pool to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with 
the next separate betting interest in the official order of finish.   

(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Exacta pool shall be 
distributed as a profit split.   

(4) If there is a dead heat for second involving contestants representing the same betting interest, 
the Exacta pool shall be distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   

(5) If there is a dead heat for second involving contestants representing two or more betting 
interests, the Exacta pool shall be distributed to ticket holders in the following precedence, 
based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) As a profit split to those combining the first-place betting interest with any of the betting 

interests involved in the dead heat for second; but if there is only one covered 
combination, then   

(b) As a single price pool to those combining the first-place betting interest with the one 
covered betting interest involved in the dead heat for second; but if there are no such 
wagers, then   

(c) As a profit split to those wagers correctly selecting the winner for first-place and those 
wagers selecting any of the dead-heated betting interests for second-place; but if there 
are no such wagers, then   

(d) The entire pool shall be refunded on Exacta wagers for that contest.   
M.   Trifecta Pools   
(1) The Trifecta requires selection of the first three finishers, in their exact order, for a single 

contest.    
(2) The net Trifecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, 

based upon the official order of finish:    
(a) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the 

first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 

first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then    
(c) As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly selected the first-place 

betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) The entire pool shall be refunded on Trifecta wagers for that contest.   

(3) If less than three betting interests finish and the contest is declared official, payouts will be 
made based upon the order of finish of those betting interests completing the contest.  The 
balance of any selection beyond the number of betting interests completing the contest shall 
be ignored.   

(4) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   
(a) contestants representing three or more betting interests, all of the wagering 

combinations selecting three betting interests which correspond with any of the betting 
interests involved in the dead heat shall share in a profit split.   
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(b) contestants representing two betting interests, both of the wagering combinations 
selecting the two dead-heated betting interests, irrespective of order, along with the 
third-place betting interest shall share in a profit split.   

(5) If there is a dead heat for second, all of the combinations correctly selecting the winner 
combined with any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat for second shall share in 
a profit split.   

(6) If there is a dead heat for third, all wagering combinations correctly selecting the first two 
finishers, in correct sequence, along with any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat 
for third shall share in a profit split.   

(7) Coupled entries and mutuel fields shall be prohibited in Trifecta contests except in Grade I 
races (as determined by the North American Graded Stakes Committee) with written 
approval of the host Commission.   

N.   Superfecta Pools   
(1) The Superfecta requires selection of the first four finishers, in their exact order, for a single 

contest.    
(2) Distribution of Winnings – Option #1   
a. The net Superfecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, 
based upon the official order of finish:            

i. As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the   
first four betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then ii. As a single price pool to 

those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the   
first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then  iii. As a single price 

pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence,   
the first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then iv. As a single price pool 

to those whose combination correctly selected the first-place   
betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, thenv. The entire pool shall be 
refunded on Superfecta wagers for that contest.   

(3) Distribution of Winnings, Option #2   
a. The net Superfecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following 

precedence, based on the official order of finish:   

i. As a single price pool, including any applicable carryover, to those whose 
combination finished in correct sequence as the first four betting interests, 
but if there are no such wagers, then    

ii. The net pool will be divided into two separate pools. The major pool of the 
net pool shall be retained and added to a corresponding carryover pool into 
the next designated Superfecta race. The remaining minor pool shall be 
paid as a Superfecta consolation pool, which will be equally divided among 
those ticket holders who correctly select the first three betting interests, but 
if there are no such wagers, then    
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iii. The Superfecta consolation pool will be divided among those ticket holders 
who correctly select the first two interests, but if there are no such wagers, 
then    

iv. The Superfecta consolation pool will be divided among those ticket holders 
who correctly select the first betting interest, but if there are no such 
wagers, then    

v. The entire net pool shall become a carryover pool to be retained and added 
to the next designated Superfecta race.   

b. On the last Superfecta race on the final day of the meeting, the net pool, including 
any applicable carryover, shall be distributed using the method described in 
subsection (2).   

c. Where a net pool is divided into two separate pools in accordance with this 
subsection any odd cents remaining shall be retained and added to the part of the net 
pool that will be added to the corresponding carryover pool.     

   

(4) Distribution of Winnings – Option #3     
a. The net Superfecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following 

precedence, based on the official order of finish:    
i. As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct 

sequence as the first four betting interests, but if there are no such wagers, 
then    

ii. The entire net pool shall be retained and added to a corresponding carryover 
pool into the next designated Superfecta race.    

b. On the last Superfecta race on the final day of the meeting, the net pool, and include 
any applicable carryover shall be distributed using the method described in 
subsection (2).   

(5) If, for any reason, the Superfecta carryover must be held over to the corresponding Superfecta 
pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account 
approved by the Commission.  The Superfecta carryover plus accrued interest shall then be 
added to the net Superfecta pool of the following meet on a date and performance so 
designated by the Commission.    

(6) If fewer than four betting interests finish and the contest is declared official, payouts will be 
made based upon the order of finish of those betting interests completing the contest.  The 
balance of any selection on any ticket beyond the number of betting interests completing the 
contest shall be ignored. If the pools are being distributed under paragraph (3)(a) or (4)(a), 
any previous Superfecta contest’s carryover will not be included in the payoff and will be  
retained for the next contest’s carryover, and this contest’s net Superfecta pool will be 
distributed using the method described in subsection (2).   

(7) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   
(a) contestants representing four or more betting interests, all of the wagering combinations 

selecting the four betting interests , irrespective of order, shall share in a profit split.   
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(b) contestants representing three betting interests, all of the wagering combinations 
selecting the three dead-heated betting interests, irrespective of order, along with the 
fourth-place betting interest shall share in a profit split.   

(c) contestants representing two betting interests, both of the wagering combinations 
selecting the two dead-heated betting interests, irrespective of order, along with the 
third-place and fourth-place betting interests shall share in a profit split.   

(8) If there is a dead heat for second involving:   
(a) contestants representing three or more betting interests, all of the wagering 

combinations correctly selecting the winner combined with all of the three betting 
interests , irrespective of order, shall share in a profit split.   

(b) contestants representing two betting interests, all of the wagering combinations correctly 
selecting the winner, the two dead-heated betting interests, irrespective of order, and the 
fourth-place betting interest shall share in a profit split.   

(9) If there is a dead heat for third, all wagering combinations correctly selecting the first two 
finishers, in correct sequence, along with any two of the betting interests involved in the dead 
heat for third, irrespective of order, shall share in a profit split.   

(10) If there is a dead heat for fourth, all wagering combinations correctly selecting the first three 
finishers, in correct sequence, along with any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat 
for fourth shall share in a profit split.   

(11) In the event that more than one component of a coupled entry or mutuel field finishes within 
the first four positions, the first member of the coupled entry or mutuel field to finish shall 
determine the position of the single betting interest. The net pool shall be distributed to those 
whose selection included the coupled entry or mutuel field and each of the other three betting 
interests.   

O.   Twin Quinella Pools   
(1) The Twin Quinella requires selection of the first two finishers, irrespective of order, in each 

of two designated contests.  Each winning ticket for the first Twin Quinella contest must be 
exchanged for a free ticket on the second Twin Quinella contest in order to remain eligible for 
the second-half Twin Quinella pool.  Such tickets may be exchanged only at attended ticket 
windows prior to the second Twin Quinella contest.  There will be no monetary reward for 
winning the first Twin Quinella contest.  Both of the designated Twin Quinella contests shall 
be included in only one Twin Quinella pool.   

(2) In the first Twin Quinella contest only, winning wagers shall be determined using the 
following precedence, based upon the official order of finish for the first Twin Quinella 
contest:   
(a) If a coupled entry or mutuel field finishes as the first two finishers, those who selected 

the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with the next separate betting interest in the 
official order of finish shall be winners; otherwise   

(b) Those whose combination finished as the first two betting interests shall be winners; but 
if there are no such wagers, then   
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(c) Those whose combination included either the first- or second-place finisher shall be 
winners; but if there are no such wagers on one of those two finishers, then   

(d) Those whose combination included the one covered betting interest included within the 
first two finishers shall be winners; but if there are no such wagers, then (e) The entire 
pool shall be refunded on Twin Quinella wagers for that contest.   

(3) In the first Twin Quinella contest only, if there is a dead heat for first involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, those who selected the coupled entry 

or mutuel field combined with the next separate betting interest in the official order of 
finish shall be winners.   

(b) contestants representing two betting interests, the winning Twin Quinella wagers shall 
be determined as if no dead heat occurred.   

(c) contestants representing three or more betting interests, those whose combination 
included any two of the betting interests finishing in the dead heat shall be winners.   

(4) In the first Twin Quinella contest only, if there is a dead heat for second involving contestants 
representing two or more betting interests, the Twin Quinella pool shall be distributed to 
wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) As a profit split to those combining the winner with any of the betting interests involved 

in the dead heat for second; but if there is only one covered combination, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those combining the winner with the one covered betting 

interest involved in the dead heat for second; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a profit split to those combining the betting interests involved in the dead heat for 

second; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) As a profit split to those whose combination included the winner and any other betting 

interest and wagers selecting any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat for 
second; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(e) The entire pool shall be refunded on Twin Quinella wagers for that contest.   
(5) In the second Twin Quinella contest only, the entire net Twin Quinella pool shall be 

distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official order of 
finish for the second Twin Quinella contest:   
(a) If a coupled entry or mutuel field finishes as the first two finishers, as a single price pool 

to those who selected the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with the next separate 
betting interest in the official order of finish; otherwise   

(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished as the first two betting 
interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(c) As a profit split to those whose combination included either the first- or second-place 
finisher; but if there are no such wagers on one of those two finishers, then   

(d) As a single price pool to those whose combination included the one covered betting 
interest included within the first two finishers; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(e) As a single price pool to all the exchange ticket holders for that contest; but if there are 
no such tickets, then   
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(f) In accordance with subsection 2 of the Twin Quinella rules.   
(6) In the second Twin Quinella contest only, if there is a dead heat for first involving:   

(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the net Twin Quinella pool shall be 
distributed to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with the next 
separate betting interest in the official order of finish.   

(b) contestants representing two betting interests, the net Twin Quinella pool shall be 
distributed as if no dead heat occurred.   

(c) contestants representing three or more betting interests, the net Twin Quinella pool shall 
be distributed as a profit split to those whose combination included any two of the 
betting interests finishing in the dead heat.   

(7) In the second Twin Quinella contest only, if there is a dead heat for second involving 
contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Twin Quinella pool shall be 
distributed to wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) As a profit split to those combining the winner with any of the betting interests involved 

in the dead heat for second; but if there is only one covered combination, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those combining the winner with the one covered betting 

interest involved in the dead heat for second; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a profit split to those combining the betting interests involved in the dead heat for 

second; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) As a profit split to those whose combination included the winner and any other betting 

interest and wagers selecting any of the betting interests involved in the dead heat for 
second, then   

(e) As a single price pool to all the exchange ticket holders for that contest; but if there are 
no such tickets, then   

(f) In accordance with subsection 2 of the Twin Quinella rules.   
(8) If a winning ticket for the first-half of the Twin Quinella is not presented for exchange prior 

to the close of betting on the second-half Twin Quinella contest, the ticket holder forfeits all 
rights to any distribution of the Twin Quinella pool resulting from the outcome of the second 
contest.   

(9) Should a betting interest in the first-half of the Twin Quinella be scratched, those Twin 
Quinella wagers including the scratched betting interest shall be refunded.   

(10) Should a betting interest in the second-half of the Twin Quinella be scratched, an 
announcement concerning the scratch shall be made and a reasonable amount of time shall be 
provided for exchange of tickets that include the scratched betting interest.  If tickets have not  
been exchanged prior to the close of betting for the second Twin Quinella contest, the ticket 
holder forfeits all rights to the Twin Quinella pool.   

(11) If either of the Twin Quinella contests is cancelled prior to the first Twin Quinella contest, or 
the first Twin Quinella contest is declared "no contest", the entire Twin Quinella pool shall be 
refunded on Twin Quinella wagers for that contest.   

(12) If the second-half Twin Quinella contest is cancelled or declared "no contest" after the 
conclusion of the first Twin Quinella contest, the net Twin Quinella pool shall be distributed 
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as a single price pool to wagers selecting the winning combination in the first Twin Quinella 
contest and all valid exchange tickets.  If there is no such wagers, the net Twin Quinella pool 
shall be distributed as described in subsection 2 of the Twin Quinella rules.   

P.   Twin Trifecta Pools   
(1) The Twin Trifecta requires selection of the first three finishers, in their exact order, in each of 

two designated contests.  Each winning ticket for the first Twin Trifecta contest must be 
exchanged for a free ticket on the second Twin Trifecta contest in order to remain eligible for 
the second-half Twin Trifecta pool.  Such tickets may be exchanged only at attended ticket 
windows prior to the second Twin Trifecta contest.  Winning first-half Twin Trifecta wagers 
will receive both an exchange and a monetary payout.  Both of the designated Twin Trifecta 
contests shall be included in only one Twin Trifecta pool.   

(2) After wagering closes for the first-half of the Twin Trifecta and commissions have been 
deducted from the pool, the net pool shall then be divided into separate pools: the first-half 
Twin Trifecta pool and the second-half Twin Trifecta pool.    

(3) In the first Twin Trifecta contest only, winning wagers shall be determined using the 
following precedence, based upon the official order of finish for the first Twin Trifecta 
contest:   
(a) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the 

first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 

first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly selected the first-place 

betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) The entire Twin Trifecta pool shall be refunded on Twin Trifecta wagers for that contest 

and the second-half shall be cancelled.   
(4) If no first-half Twin Trifecta ticket selects the first three finishers of that contest in exact 

order, winning ticket holders shall not receive any exchange tickets for the second-half Twin 
Trifecta pool.  In such case, the second-half Twin Trifecta pool shall be retained and added to 
any existing Twin Trifecta carryover pool.   

(5) Winning tickets from the first-half of the Twin Trifecta shall be exchanged for tickets 
selecting the first three finishers of the second-half of the Twin Trifecta.  The second-half 
Twin Trifecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, based 
upon the official order of finish for the second Twin Trifecta contest:   
(a) As a single price pool, including any existing carryover monies, to those whose 

combination finished in correct sequence as the first three betting interests; but if there 
are no such tickets, then   

(b) The entire second-half Twin Trifecta pool for that contest shall be added to any existing 
carryover monies and retained for the corresponding second-half Twin Trifecta pool of 
the next consecutive performance.          

(6) If a winning first-half Twin Trifecta ticket is not presented for cashing and exchange prior to 
the second-half Twin Trifecta contest, the ticket holder may still collect the monetary value 
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associated with the first-half Twin Trifecta pool but forfeits all rights to any distribution of 
the second-half Twin Trifecta pool.   

(7) Coupled entries and mutuel fields shall be prohibited in Twin Trifecta contests.   
(8) Should a betting interest in the first-half of the Twin Trifecta be scratched, those Twin 

Trifecta wagers including the scratched betting interest shall be refunded.   
(9) Should a betting interest in the second-half of the Twin Trifecta be scratched, an 

announcement concerning the scratch shall be made and a reasonable amount of time shall be 
provided for exchange of tickets that include the scratched betting interest.  If tickets have not 
been exchanged prior to the close of betting for the second Twin Trifecta contest, the ticket 
holder forfeits all rights to the second-half Twin Trifecta pool.   

(10) If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in the second-half of the Twin Trifecta 
is reduced to fewer than the minimum, all exchange tickets and outstanding first-half winning 
tickets shall be entitled to the second-half Twin Trifecta pool for that contest as a single price 
pool, but not the Twin Trifecta carryover.   

(11) If there is a dead heat or multiple dead heats in either the first- or second-half of the Twin 
Trifecta, all Twin Trifecta wagers selecting the correct order of finish, counting a betting 
interest involved in a dead heat as finishing in any dead-heated position, shall be a winner.  In 
the case of a dead heat occurring in:   
(a) the first-half of the Twin Trifecta, the payout shall be calculated as a profit split.   
(b) the second-half of the Twin Trifecta, the payout shall be calculated as a single price 

pool.      
(12) If either of the Twin Trifecta contests are cancelled prior to the first Twin Trifecta contest, or 

the first Twin Trifecta contest is declared "no contest", the entire Twin Trifecta pool shall be 
refunded on Twin Trifecta wagers for that contest and the second-half shall be cancelled.   

(13) If the second-half Twin Trifecta contest is cancelled or declared "no contest", all exchange 
tickets and outstanding first-half winning Twin Trifecta tickets shall be entitled to the net 
Twin Trifecta pool for that contest as a single price pool, but not Twin Trifecta carryover.  If 
there are no such tickets, the net Twin Trifecta pool shall be distributed as described in 
subsection 3 of the Twin Trifecta rules.   

(14) The Twin Trifecta carryover may be capped at a designated level approved by the 
Commission so that if, at the close of any performance, the amount in the Twin Trifecta 
carryover equals or exceeds the designated cap, the Twin Trifecta carryover will be frozen 
until it is won or distributed under other provisions of this rule.  After the Twin Trifecta 
carryover is frozen, 100 percent of the net Twin Trifecta pool for each individual contest shall 
be distributed to winners of the first-half of the Twin Trifecta pool.   

(15) A written request for permission to distribute the Twin Trifecta carryover on a specific 
performance may be submitted to the Commission.  The request must contain justification for  
the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, and the intended date and 
performance for the distribution.     
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(16) Should the Twin Trifecta carryover be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance, the following precedence will be followed in determining winning tickets for 
the second-half of the Twin Trifecta after completion of the first-half of the Twin Trifecta:   
(a) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the 

first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 

first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly selected the first-place 

betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) As a single price pool to holders of valid exchange tickets.   
(e) As a single price pool to holders of outstanding first-half winning tickets.   

(17) Contrary to subsection 4 of the Twin Trifecta rules, during a performance designated to 
distribute the Twin Trifecta carryover, exchange tickets will be issued for those combinations 
selecting the greatest number of betting interests in their correct order of finish for the first-
half of the Twin Trifecta.  If there are no wagers correctly selecting the first-, second-, and 
third-place finishers, in their exact order, then exchange tickets shall be issued for 
combinations correctly selecting the first- and second-place betting interests.  If there are no 
wagers correctly selecting the first- and second-place finishers, in their exact order, then 
exchange tickets shall be issued for combinations correctly selecting the first-place betting 
interest only.  If there are no wagers selecting the first-place betting interest only in the first-
half of the Twin Trifecta, all first-half tickets will become winners and will receive 100 
percent of that performance's net Twin Trifecta pool and any existing Twin Trifecta carryover    

(18) The Twin Trifecta carryover shall be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance only under the following circumstances:   
(a) Upon written approval from the Commission as provided in subsection 15 of the Twin 

Trifecta rules.   
(b) Upon written approval from the Commission when there is a change in the carryover 

cap or when the Twin Trifecta is discontinued.    
(c) On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.   

(19) If, for any reason, the Twin Trifecta carryover must be held over to the corresponding Twin 
Trifecta pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing 
account approved by the Commission.  The Twin Trifecta carryover plus accrued interest 
shall then be added to the second-half Twin Trifecta pool of the following meet on a date and 
performance so designated by the Commission.   

(20) Providing information to any person regarding covered combinations, amounts wagered on 
specific combinations, number of tickets sold, or number of valid exchange tickets is 
prohibited.  This shall not prohibit necessary communication between totalisator and 
parimutuel department employees for processing of pool data.   

(21) The association must obtain written approval from the Commission concerning the 
scheduling of Twin Trifecta contests, the percentages of the net pool added to the first-half 
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pool and second-half pool, and the amount of any cap to be set on the carryover.  Any 
changes to the approved Twin Trifecta format require prior approval from the Commission.   

Q.   Tri-Superfecta Pools   
(1) The Tri-Superfecta requires selection of the first three finishers, in their exact order, in the 

first of two designated contests and the first four finishers, in exact order, in the second of the 
two designated contests.  Each winning ticket for the first Tri-Superfecta contest must be 
exchanged for a free ticket on the second Tri-Superfecta contest in order to remain eligible 
for the second-half Tri-Superfecta pool.  Such tickets may be exchanged only at attended 
ticket windows prior to the second Tri-Superfecta contest.  Winning first-half Tri-Superfecta 
tickets will receive both an exchange and a monetary payout.  Both of the designated 
Trisuperfecta contests shall be included in only one Tri-Superfecta pool.     

(2) After wagering closes for the first-half of the Tri-Superfecta and commissions have been 
deducted from the pool, the net pool shall then be divided into two separate pools: the first-
half Tri-Superfecta pool and the second-half Tri-Superfecta pool.     

(3) In the first Tri-Superfecta contest only, winning tickets shall be determined using the 
following precedence, based upon the official order of finish for the first Tri-Superfecta 
contest:   
(a) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the 

first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then    
(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 

first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly selected the first-place 

betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) The entire Tri-Superfecta pool shall be refunded on Tri-Superfecta wagers for that 

contest and the second-half shall be cancelled.   
(4) If no first-half Tri-Superfecta ticket selects the first three finishers of that contest in exact 

order, winning ticket holders shall not receive any exchange tickets for the second-half 
TriSuperfecta pool.  In such case, the second-half Tri-superfecta pool shall be retained and 
added to any existing Tri-Superfecta carryover pool.   

(5) Winning tickets from the first-half of the Tri-Superfecta shall be exchanged for tickets 
selecting the first four finishers of the second-half of the Tri-Superfecta.  The second-half 
TriSuperfecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, based 
upon the official order of finish for the second Tri-Superfecta contest:   
(a) As a single price pool, including any existing carryover monies, to those whose 

combination finished in correct sequence as the first four betting interests; but if there 
are no such tickets, then   

(b) The entire second-half Tri-Superfecta pool for that contest shall be added to any existing 
carryover monies and retained for the corresponding second-half Tri-Superfecta pool of 
the next performance.      

(6) If a winning first-half Tri-Superfecta ticket is not presented for cashing and exchange prior to 
the second-half Tri-Superfecta contest, the ticket holder may still collect the monetary value 
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associated with the first-half Tri-Superfecta pool but forfeits all rights to any distribution of 
the second-half Tri-Superfecta pool.   

(7) Coupled entries and mutuel fields shall be prohibited in Tri-Superfecta contests.   
(8) Should a betting interest in the first-half of the Tri-Superfecta be scratched, those 

TriSuperfecta tickets including the scratched betting interest shall be refunded.   
(9) Should a betting interest in the second-half of the Tri-Superfecta be scratched, an 

announcement concerning the scratch shall be made and a reasonable amount of time shall be 
provided for exchange of tickets that include the scratched betting interest.  If tickets have not 
been exchanged prior to the close of betting for the second Tri-Superfecta contest, the ticket 
holder forfeits all rights to the second-half Tri-Superfecta pool.      

(10) If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in the second-half of the TriSuperfecta 
is reduced to fewer than the minimum, all exchange tickets and outstanding firsthalf winning 
tickets shall be entitled to the second-half Tri-Superfecta pool for that contest as a single price 
pool, but not the Tri-Superfecta carryover.   

(11) If there is a dead heat or multiple dead heats in either the first- or second-half of the 
TriSuperfecta, all Tri-Superfecta tickets selecting the correct order of finish, counting a 
betting interest involved in a dead heat as finishing in any dead-heated position, shall be a 
winner.  In the case of a dead heat occurring in:   
(a) the first-half of the Tri-Superfecta, the payout shall be calculated as a profit split.   
(b) the second-half of the Tri-Superfecta, the payout shall be calculated as a single price 

pool.   
(12) If either of the Tri-Superfecta contests are cancelled prior to the first Tri-Superfecta contest, 

or the first Tri-Superfecta contest is declared "no contest", the entire Tri-Superfecta pool shall 
be refunded on Tri-Superfecta wagers for that contest and the second-half shall be cancelled.   

(13) If the second-half Tri-Superfecta contest is cancelled or declared "no contest", all exchange 
tickets and outstanding first-half winning Tri-Superfecta tickets shall be entitled to the net 
Tri-Superfecta pool for that contest as a single price pool, but not the Tri-Superfecta 
carryover.  If no there are no such tickets, the net Tri-Superfecta pool shall be distributed as 
described in subsection 3 of the Tri-Superfecta rules.   

(14) The Tri-Superfecta carryover may be capped at a designated level approved by the 
Commission so that if, at the close of any performance, the amount in the Tri-Superfecta 
carryover equals or exceeds the designated cap, the Tri-Superfecta carryover will be frozen 
until it is won or distributed under other provisions of this rule.  After the second-half  
TriSuperfecta carryover is frozen, 100 percent of the net Tri-Superfecta pool for each 
individual contest shall be distributed to winners of the first-half of the Tri-Superfecta pool.   

(15) A written request for permission to distribute the Tri-Superfecta carryover on a specific 
performance may be submitted to the Commission.  The request must contain justification for 
the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, and the intended date and 
performance for the distribution.   

(16) Should the Tri-Superfecta carryover be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance, the following precedence will be followed in determining winning tickets for 
the second-half of the Tri-Superfecta after completion of the first-half of the Tri-Superfecta:   
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(a) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the 
first four betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 
first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(c) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 
first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

(d) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 
first-place betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, then (e) As a single 
price pool to holders of valid exchange tickets.   

(f) As a single price pool to holders of outstanding first-half winning tickets.   
(17) Contrary to subsection 4 of the Tri-Superfecta rules, during a performance designated to 

distribute the Tri-Superfecta carryover, exchange tickets will be issued for those 
combinations selecting the greatest number of betting interests in their correct order of finish 
for the first-half of the Tri-Superfecta.  If there are no wagers correctly selecting the first-, 
second-, and third-place finishers, in their exact order, then exchange tickets shall be issued 
for combinations correctly selecting the first- and second-place betting interests.  If there are 
no wagers correctly selecting the first- and second-place finishers, in their exact order, then 
exchange tickets shall be issued for combinations correctly selecting the first-place betting 
interest only.  If there are no wagers selecting the first-place betting interest only in the first-
half of the Tri-Superfecta, all first-half tickets will become winners and will receive 100 
percent of that performance's net Tri-Superfecta pool and any existing Tri-Superfecta 
carryover as a single price pool.   

(18) The Tri-Superfecta carryover shall be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance only under the following circumstances:   
(a) Upon written approval from the Commission as provided in subsection 15 of the 

TriSuperfecta rules.   
(b) Upon written approval from the Commission when there is a change in the carryover 

cap or when the Tri-Superfecta is discontinued.    
(c) On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.   

(19) If, for any reason, the Tri-Superfecta carryover must be held over to the corresponding 
TriSuperfecta pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-
bearing account approved by the Commission.  The Tri-Superfecta carryover plus accrued 
interest shall then be added to the second-half Tri-superfecta pool of the following meet on a 
date and performance so designated by the Commission.   

(20) Providing information to any person regarding covered combinations, amounts wagered on 
specific combinations, number of tickets sold, or number of valid exchange tickets is 
prohibited.  This shall not prohibit necessary communication between totalisator and 
parimutuel department employees for processing of pool data.   

(21) The association must obtain written approval from the Commission concerning the 
scheduling of Tri-Superfecta contests, the percentages of the net pool added to the first-half 
pool and second-half pool, and the amount of any cap to be set on the carryover.  Any 
changes to the approved Tri-Superfecta format require prior approval from the Commission.    
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R.   Twin Superfecta Pools   
(1) The Twin Superfecta requires selection of the first four finishers, in their exact order, in each 

of two designated contests.  Each winning ticket for the first Twin Superfecta contest must be 
exchanged for a free ticket on the second Twin Superfecta contest in order to remain eligible 
for the second-half Twin Superfecta pool.  Such tickets may be exchanged only at attended 
ticket windows prior to the second Twin Superfecta contest.  Winning first-half Twin 
Superfecta tickets will receive both an exchange and a monetary payout.  Both of the  
designated Twin Superfecta contests shall be included in only one Twin Superfecta pool.     
    

(2) After wagering closes for the first-half of the Twin Superfecta and commissions have been 
deducted from the pool, the net pool shall then be divided into two separate pools: the 
firsthalf Twin Superfecta pool and the second-half Twin Superfecta pool.       

(3) In the first Twin Superfecta contest only, winning wagers shall be determined using the 
following precedence, based upon the official order of finish for the first Twin Superfecta 
contest:   
(a) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the 

first four betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 

first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 

first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly selected the first-place 

betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(e) The entire Twin Superfecta pool shall be refunded on Twin Superfecta wagers for that 

contest and the second-half shall be cancelled.   
(4) If no first-half Twin Superfecta ticket selects the first four finishers of that contest in exact 

order, winning ticket holders shall not receive any exchange tickets for the second-half Twin 
Superfecta pool.  In such case, the second-half Twin Superfecta pool shall be retained and 
added to any existing Twin Superfecta carryover pool.   

(5) Winning tickets from the first-half of the Twin Superfecta shall be exchanged for tickets 
selecting the first four finishers of the second-half of the Twin Superfecta.  The second-half 
Twin Superfecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, 
based upon the official order of finish for the second Twin Superfecta contest:   
(a) As a single price pool, including any existing carryover monies, to those whose 

combination finished in correct sequence as the first four betting interests; but if there 
are no such tickets, then   

(b) The entire second-half Twin Trifecta pool for that contest shall be added to any existing 
carryover monies and retained for the corresponding second-half Twin Superfecta pool 
of the next performance.    

(6) If a winning first-half Twin Superfecta ticket is not presented for cashing and exchange prior 
to the second-half Twin Superfecta contest, the ticket holder may still collect the monetary 
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value associated with the first-half Twin Superfecta pool but forfeits all rights to any 
distribution of the second-half Twin Trifecta pool.   

(7) Coupled entries and mutuel fields shall be prohibited in Twin Superfecta contests.   
(8) Should a betting interest in the first-half of the Twin Superfecta be scratched, those Twin 

Superfecta tickets including the scratched betting interest shall be refunded.   
(9) Should a betting interest in the second-half of the Twin Superfecta be scratched, an 

announcement concerning the scratch shall be made and a reasonable amount of time shall be 
provided for exchange of tickets that include the scratched betting interest.  If tickets have not 
been exchanged prior to the close of betting for the second Twin Superfecta contest, the ticket 
holder forfeits all rights to the second-half Twin Superfecta pool.      

(10) If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in the second-half of the Twin 
Superfecta is reduced to fewer than the minimum, all exchange tickets and outstanding first-
half winning tickets shall be entitled to the second-half Twin Superfecta pool for that contest 
as a single price pool, but not the Twin Superfecta  carryover.   

(11) If there is a dead heat or multiple dead heats in either the first- or second-half of the Twin 
Superfecta, all Twin Superfecta tickets selecting the correct order of finish, counting a betting 
interest involved in a dead heat as finishing in any dead-heated position, shall be a winner.  In 
the case of a dead heat occurring in:   
(a) the first-half of the Twin Superfecta, the payout shall be calculated as a profit split.   
(b) the second-half of the Twin Superfecta, the payout shall be calculated as a single price 

pool.   
(12) If the either of the Twin Superfecta contests are cancelled prior to the first Twin Superfecta 

contest, or the first Twin Superfecta contest is declared "no contest", the entire Twin 
Superfecta pool shall be refunded on Twin Superfecta wagers for that contest and the second-
half shall be cancelled.   

(13) If the second-half Twin Superfecta contest is cancelled or declared "no contest", all exchange 
tickets and outstanding first-half winning Twin Superfecta tickets shall be entitled to the net 
Twin Superfecta pool for that contest as a single price pool, but not the Twin Superfecta 
carryover.  If there are no such tickets, the net Twin Superfecta pool shall be distributed as 
described in subsection 3 of the Twin Superfecta rules.   

(14) The Twin Superfecta carryover may be capped at a designated level approved by the 
Commission so that if, at the close of any performance, the amount in the Twin Superfecta 
equals or exceeds the designated cap, the Twin Superfecta carryover will be frozen until it is 
won or distributed under other provisions of this rule.  After the second-half Twin Superfecta 
carryover is frozen, 100 percent of the net Twin Superfecta pool for each individual contest 
shall be distributed to winners of the first-half of the Twin Superfecta pool.   

(15) A written request for permission to distribute the Twin Superfecta carryover on a specific 
performance may be submitted to the Commission.  The request must contain justification for 
the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, and the intended date and 
performance for the distribution.   

(16) Should the Twin Superfecta carryover be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance, the following precedence will be followed in determining winning tickets for 
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the second-half of the Twin Superfecta after completion of the first-half of the Twin 
Superfecta:   
(a) As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct sequence as the 

first four betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 

first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct sequence, the 

first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(d) As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly selected the first-place 

betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(e) As a single price pool to holders of valid exchange tickets.   
(f) As a single price pool to holders of outstanding first-half winning tickets.   

(17) Contrary to subsection 4 of the Twin Superfecta rules, during a performance designated to 
distribute the Twin Superfecta carryover, exchange tickets will be issued for those 
combinations selecting the greatest number of betting interests in their correct order of finish 
for the first-half of the Twin Superfecta.  If there are no wagers correctly selecting the first-, 
second-, third-, and fourth-place finishers, in their exact order, then exchange tickets shall be 
issued for combinations correctly selecting the first-, second-, and third-place betting 
interests.  If there are no wagers correctly selecting the first-, second-, and third-place 
finishers, in their exact order, then exchange tickets shall be issued for combinations correctly 
selecting the first- and second-place betting interests.  If there are no wagers correctly 
selecting the first- and second-place finishers, in their exact order, then exchange tickets shall 
be issued for combinations correctly selecting the first-place betting interest only.  If there are 
no wagers selecting the first-place betting interest only in the first-half of the Twin 
Superfecta, all first-half tickets will become winners and will receive 100 percent of that 
performance's net Twin Superfecta pool and any existing Twin Superfecta carryover as a 
single price pool.   

(18) The Twin Superfecta carryover shall be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance only under the following circumstances:   
(a) Upon written approval from the Commission as provided in subsection 15 of the Twin 

Superfecta rules.   
(b) Upon written approval from the Commission when there is a change in the carryover 

cap or when the Twin Superfecta is discontinued.    
(c) On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.   

(19) If, for any reason, the Twin Superfecta carryover must be held over to the corresponding 
Twin Superfecta pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest 
bearing account approved by the Commission.  The Twin Superfecta carryover plus accrued 
interest shall then be added to the second-half Twin Superfecta pool of the following meet on 
a date and performance so designated by the Commission.   

(20) Providing information to any person regarding covered combinations, amounts wagered on 
specific combinations, number of tickets sold, or number of valid exchange tickets is 
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prohibited.  This shall not prohibit necessary communication between totalisator and 
parimutuel department employees for processing of pool data.   

(21) The association must obtain written approval from the Commission concerning the 
scheduling of Twin Superfecta contests, the percentages of the net pool added to the first-half 
pool and second-half pool, and the amount of any cap to be set on the carryover.  Any 
changes to the approved Twin Superfecta format require prior approval from the 
Commission.   

S.   Exacta (n)   
(1) The Exacta(n) requires selection of the first two finishers, in their exact order, in each of a 

designated number of contests. The association must obtain written approval from the 
Commission concerning the scheduling of Exacta(n) contests, the designation of one of the 
methods prescribed in Part 4, and the amount of any cap to be set on the carryover. Any 
changes to the approved Exacta(n) format require prior approval from the Commission.   

(2) The Exacta(n) pool shall be apportioned under one of the following methods:   
(a) Method 1, Exacta(n) With No Minor Pool and No Carryover:The net Exacta(n) pool 

shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second 
place finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta(n) contests, based upon the official 
order of finish. If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in 
exact order, in each of the Exacta(n) contests, the net Exacta(n) pool shall be distributed 
as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact 
order, in the greatest number of Exacta(n) contests. If there are no winning wagers, the 
entire pool shall be refunded on Exacta(n) wagers for those contests.    

(b) Method 2, Exacta(n) With No Minor Pool and Carryover Instead of a Refund: The 
net Exacta(n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed as a single price pool to 
those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the 
Exacta(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. If there are no wagers 
selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta(n) 
contests, the net Exacta(n) pool and the carryover shall be distributed as a single price 
pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in the 
greatest number of Exacta(n) contests. If there are no winning wagers, the net Exacta(n) 
pool shall be added to the carryover.    

(c) Method 3, Exacta(n) With No Minor Pool and Carryover:  The net Exacta(n) pool 
and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected 
the first and second place finishers, in the exact order, in each of the Exacta(n) contests, 
based upon the official order of finish. If there are no winning wagers, the net Exacta(n) 
pool shall be added to the carryover.    

(d) Method 4, Exacta(n) With Minor Pool and No Carryover:  The major share of the 
net Exacta(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the 
first and second finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta(n) contests, based upon 
the official order of finish. The minor share of the net Exacta(n) pool shall be distributed 
as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact 
order, in the second greatest number of Exacta(n) contests, based upon the official order 
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of finish. If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact 
order, in each of the Exacta(n) contests, the major share of the net Exacta(n) pool shall 
be combined with the minor share for distribution as a single price pool to those who 
selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in the greatest number of  
exacta(n) contests. If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, 
in exact order, in a second greatest number of Exacta(n) contests, the minor share of the 
net Exacta(n) pool shall be combined with the major share for distribution as a single 
price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in 
each of the Exacta(n) contests. If there are no winning wagers, the pool shall be 
refunded on Exacta(n) wagers for those contests.    

(e) Method 5, Exacta(n) With Minor Pool and Carryover:  The major share of the net 
Exacta(n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed as a single price pool to 
those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the 
Exacta(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. The minor share of the net 
Exacta(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first 
and second place finishers, in exact order, in the second greatest number of Exacta(n) 
contests, based on the official order of finish. If that are no wagers selecting the first and 
second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta(n) contests, the minor share 
of the net Exacta(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected 
the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in the greastest number of Exacta(n) 
contests, and the major share shall be added to the carryover. If there are no wagers 
selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in a second greatest number 
of Exacta(n) contests, the minor share of the net Exacta(n) pool shall be combined with 
the major share for distribution as a single price pool to those who selected the first and 
second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta(n) contests, or if there are no 
such winning wagers, added to the carryover.    

(f) Method 6, Exacta(n) With Minor Pool Based Upon Any One Exacta, and No 

Carryover:  The major share of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single 
price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in 
each of the Exacta (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. The minor share 
of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those (including 
recipients of the major share of the net Exacta (n) pool) who selected the first and 
second place finishers, in exact order, in at least one of the Exacta (n) contests, based 
upon the official order of finish. If there are no wagers selecting the first and second 
place finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta (n) contests, the major share of the 
net Exacta (n) pool shall be combined with the minor share for distribution as a single 
price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in at 
least one of the Exacta (n) contests. If there are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.   

(g) Method 7, Exacta (n) With Minor Pool Based Upon Any One Exacta, and 

Carryover:  The major share of the net Exacta (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall 
be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place 
finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta (n) contests, based upon the official order 
of finish. The minor share of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price 
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pool to those (including recipients of the major share of the net Exacta (n) pool) who 
selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in at least one of the Exacta 
(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. If there are no wagers selecting the 
first and second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta (n) contests, the 
major share shall be added to the carryover. If there are no wagers selecting the first and 
second place finishers, in exact order, in any of the Exacta (n) contests, the minor share 
of the net Exacta (n) pool shall also be added to the carryover.   

(h) Method 8, Exacta (n) With Minor Pool Based Upon Individual Exactas, and No   
Carryover   
(A) The major share of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price 

pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in 
each of the Exacta (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. The minor 
share of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool based 
upon the sum of the dollar value of wagers for each of the Exacta (n) contests 
considered separately, in which the first and second place finishers, in exact order, 
were correctly selected, based on the official order of finish. The minor share of the 
net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those (including 
recipients of the major share of the net Exacta (n) pool) who selected the first and 
second place finishers, in exact order, in one or more of the Exacta (n) contests. 
Each recipient of a minor share shall receive an amount equal to the single price 
times the number of Exacta (n) contests in which the recipient correctly selected 
the winning combination.    

(B) If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, 
in all Exacta (n) contests, the major share shall be combined with the minor share 
and the entire net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed in accordance with the rules 
in the preceding paragraph for distributing the minor share of the net Exacta (n) 
pool. If there are no winning wagers, the pool shall be refunded.   

(i) Method 9, Exacta (n) With Minor Pool Based Upon Individual Exactas, and   
Carryover   
(A) The major share of the net Exacta (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be 

distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place 
finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta (n) contests, based upon the official 
order of finish. The minor share of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a 
single price pool based upon the sum of the dollar value of wagers, for each of the 
Exacta (n) contests considered separately, in which the first and second place 
finishers, in exact order, were correctly selected, based on the official order of 
finish. The minor share of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single 
price pool to those (including recipients of the major share of the net Exacta (n) 
pool) who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in one or 
more of the Exacta (n) contests. Each recipient of a minor share shall receive an 
amount equal to the single price times the number of Exacta (n) contests in which 
the recipient correctly selected the winning combination.   
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(B) If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, 
in all Exacta (n) contests, the minor share shall be distributed in accordance with 
the rules in the preceding paragraph for distributing the minor share of the net 
Exacta (n) pool, and the major share shall be added to the carryover; except that if 
there are no winning wagers in either the major or the minor pool, the 
performance's pool shall be refunded and the carryover shall be carried over.    

(j) Method 10, Exacta (n) With Minor Pool Based Upon Individual Exactas, and 

Carryover; 100% Carryover if no Winning Wagers    
(A) The major share of the net Exacta (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be 

distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place 
finishers, in exact order, in each of the Exacta (n) contests, based upon the official 
order of finish. The minor share of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a 
single price pool based upon the sum of the dollar value of wagers, for each of the 
Exacta (n) contests considered separately, in which the first and second place 
finishers, in exact order, were correctly selected, based upon the official order of 
finish. The minor share of the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single 
price pool to those (including recipients of the major share of the net Exacta (n) 
pool) who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in one or 
more of the Exacta (n) contests. Each recipient of a minor share shall receive an 
amount equal to the single price times the number of Exacta (n) contests in which 
the recipient correctly selected the winning combination.    

(B) If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, 
in all Exacta (n) contests, the minor share shall be distributed in accordance with 
the rules in the preceding paragraph for distributing the minor share of the net 
Exacta (n) pool, and the major share shall be added to the carryover. If there are no 
winning wagers, the minor share shall also be added to the carryover.   

(3) Dead Heats. In the event of a dead heat in any of the Exacta (n) contests, the net Exacta(n) 
shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, based upon the official 
order of finish, for each exacta contest within the Exacta(n) wager:    
(a) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the Exacta (n) contests involving contestants 

representing the same betting interest, the Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single 
price pool to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined with the next 
separate betting interest in the official order of finish for that contest.    

(b) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the Exacta (n) contests involving contestants 
representing two or more betting interests, the Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a 
single price pool with a winning wager including each betting interest involved in the 
dead heat.   

(c) If there is a dead heat for second in any of the Exacta (n) contests involving contestants 
representing the same betting interest, the Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as if no 
dead heat occurred.   

(d) If there is a dead heat for second in any of the Exacta (n) contests involving contestants 
representing two or more betting interests, the Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a 
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single price pool with a winning wager including the betting interest which finished first 
together with any betting interest involved in the dead heat for second.   

(4) Scratches   
(a) Should a betting interest in any contest of the Exacta (n) be scratched or excused from 

the contest prior to the first Exacta (n) contest being declared official, all money  
wagered on combinations including the scratched betting interest shall be deducted from 
the Exacta (n) pool and refunded.   

(b) Should a betting interest in any contest of the Exacta (n) be scratched or excused from 
the contest after the first Exacta (n) contest has been declared official, all money 
wagered on combinations including this betting interest shall remain in the Exacta (n) 
pool and the ticket holder may still collect the monetary value of any distribution 
evidenced by the ticket containing the scratched betting interest.   

(c) If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in a contest of the Exacta (n) is 
reduced to fewer than two, for purposes of the Exacta (n) such contest shall be declared 
"no contest" and the Exacta (n) pool shall be subject to the rules set forth in Subsection 
5 of these rules.    

(5) Cancelled Contests   
(a) If any of the Exacta (n) contests are cancelled or declared "no contest" prior to the first 

Exacta (n) contest being declared official, the entire Exacta (n) pool shall be refunded on 
Exacta (n) wagers for those contests.   

(b) If all remaining Exacta (n) contests are cancelled or declared "no contest" after the first 
Exacta (n) contest is declared official, the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a 
single price pool to wagers selecting the winning combination in the first Exacta (n) 
contest, but not the Exacta (n) carryover. However, if there are no wagers selecting the 
winning combination in the first Exacta (n) contest, the entire Exacta (n) pool shall be 
refunded on Exacta (n) wagers for those contests.   

(c) If any of the remaining Exacta (n) contests are cancelled or declared "no contest" after 
the first Exacta (n) is declared official, the net Exacta (n) pool shall be distributed in 
accordance with rules governing distribution of the minor share where there is no 
winner of the major share.   

(6) Mandatory Distribution    
(a) A written request for permission to distribute the Exacta (n) carryover on a specific 

performance may be submitted to the Commission. The request shall contain 
justification for the mandatory distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, 
and the intended date and performance for the distribution. The association must notify 
the Commission at least 10 days prior to implementation. If the Exacta (n) pool cannot 
be distributed during a designated performance, the mandatory distribution shall resume 
on the next scheduled mandatory distribution performance.   

(b) If the Exacta (n) carryover is designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance, the following precedence shall be followed in determining winning tickets 
for the net Exacta (n) pool and the carryover pool:   
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(A) As a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in 
exact order, in each of the Exacta (n) contests, based upon the official order of 
finish. If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact 
order, in all Exacta (n) contests, then   

(B) As a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in 
exact order, in at least one of the Exacta (n) contests, based upon the official order 
of finish.   

(C) If there are no wagers which correctly selected the first and second place finishers, 
in exact order, in at least one of the Exacta (n) contests, based upon the official 
order of finish, then all Exacta (n) tickets shall become winners and receive 100% 
of that performance’s net Exacta (n) pool and the Exacta (n) carryover pool as a 
single price pool.    

(7) If, for any reason, the Exacta (n) carryover must be held over to the corresponding Exacta (n) 
pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account 
approved by the Commission. The Exacta (n) carryover plus accrued interest shall then be 
added to the net Exacta (n) pool of the following meet on a date and performance so 
designated by the Commission.   

T.   Pick (n) Position (x) Pools    
(1) The Pick (n) Position (x) Pool requires selection of the first (x) finishers, in their exact 

positions, in each of a designated number of (n) contests. For example, in a Four Position 
Pool (x = 4), the bettor chooses four finishers in each contest. If the bettor has chosen "1, 2, 3 
and 4", and the actual finishers are “4, 2, 3 and 1”, the bettor has correctly chosen 2 positions 
[the second and third place finishers.]   

(2) The association must obtain written approval from the Commission concerning the 
scheduling of Pick (n) Position (x) contests, the designation of one of the methods prescribed 
in Parts 3 and 6, the percentages of the net pool apportioned between the major share of the 
Position (x) pool and the minor share(s) of the Position (x) pool, and the amount of any cap to 
be set on the carryover.  Any changes to the approved Pick (n) Position (x) format require 
prior approval from the Commission.   

(3) Unless otherwise stated, the major share of the net Pick (n) Position (x) Pool [hereafter, 
“Position (x) Pool”] shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected all (x) 
finishers, in exact position, in a minimum specified number of positions in the (n) contests 
(considered as a whole) that comprise the Position (x) Pool, based upon the official order of 
finish. The minimum specified number of positions may be all (x) positions in all (n) contests 
(for instance, four positions in each of six contests, for a total of 24 positions) or a lesser 
specified number (for instance, 22 or more accurate positions within the six contests taken as 
a whole.)   

(4) The Pick (n) Position (x) pool shall be apportioned under one of the following methods:   
(a) Method 1, Position (x) With No Minor Pool and No Carryover   

(A) The net Position (x) pool shall be distributed in accordance with the method for 
distributing the major share as described in Subsection (3), above.   
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(B) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the net Position (x) pool shall 
be distributed as a single price pool to those who correctly selected finishers, in 
exact position, in the greatest number of positions in Position (x) contests.   

(C) If there are no winning wagers, the entire pool shall be refunded on Position (x) 
wagers for those contests.   

(b) Method 2, Position (x) With No Minor Pool and Carryover Instead of a Refund   
(A) The net Position (x) pool shall be distributed in accordance with the method for 

distributing the major share as described in Subsection (3), above.   
(B) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the net Position (x) pool and 

the carryover shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who correctly 
selected finishers, in exact position, in the greatest number of positions in Position 
(x) contests.   

(C) If there are no winning wagers, the net Position (x) pool shall be added to the 
carryover.   

(c) Method 3, Position (x) With No Minor Pool and Carryover   
(A) The net Position (x) pool shall be distributed in accordance with the method for 

distributing the major share as described in Subsection (3), above.   
(B) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the net Position (x) pool shall 

be added to the carryover.   
(d) Method 4, Position (x) With Minor Pool and No Carryover   

(A) The major share of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed in accordance with 
the method for distributing the major share as described in Subsection (3), above.   

(B) The minor share of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as a single price 
pool to those who correctly selected finishers, in exact position, in the greatest 
number of positions in Position (x) contests (but less than the number of positions 
qualifying for the major share), based upon the official order of finish.   

(C) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the major share of the net 
Position (x) pool shall be combined with the minor share for distribution as a single 
price pool to those who correctly selected finishers, in exact position, in the 
greatest number of positions in Position (x) contests.   

(D) If there are no wagers correctly selecting any finishers, in exact position, in 
Position (x) contests, other than winners of the major share of the net Position (x) 
pool, the minor share of the net Position (x) pool shall be combined with the major 
share for distribution as a single price pool to those who qualified for the major 
share.   

(E) If there are no winning wagers, the pool shall be refunded on Position (x) wagers 
for those contests.   

(e) Method 5, Position (x) With Minor Pool and Carryover   
(A) The major share of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed in accordance with 

the method for distributing the major share as described in Subsection (3), above.   
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(B) The minor share of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as a single price 
pool to those who correctly selected finishers, in exact position, in the greatest 
number of positions in Position (x) contests (but less than the number of positions 
qualifying for the major share), based upon the official order of finish.     

(C) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the minor share of the net 
Position (x) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who correctly 
selected finishers, in exact position, in the greatest number of positions in Position 
(x) contests, and the major share shall be added to the carryover.   

(D) If there are no wagers correctly selecting any finishers, in exact position, other than 
winners of the major share of the net Position (x) pool, the minor share of the net 
Position (x) pool shall be combined with the major share for distribution as a single 
price pool to those who qualified for the major share, or if there are no such 
winning wagers, added to the carryover.   

(f) Method 6, Position (x) With Minor Pool(s) and Carryover   
(A) The major share of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed in accordance with 

the method for distributing the major share as described in Subsection (3), above.   
(B) A principal minor share of the net Position (x) pool may be designated, and 

distributed as a single price pool, to those who correctly selected finishers, in exact 
position, in the greatest number of positions in Position (x) contests (but less than 
the number of positions qualifying for the major share), based upon the official 
order of finish.   

(C) Additional minor shares of the net Position (x) pool may be designated, and 
distributed as single price pools, to those who correctly selected the designated 
number, or range, of finishers, in exact position, in Position (x) contests (but less 
than the number of positions qualifying for the major share), based upon the 
official order of finish.   

(D) Those qualifying for the principal minor share may also qualify for one of the 
additional minor shares. When this occurs, the two unbroken prices shall be 
summed before surcharging or rounding the prices for breakage. For example:   

(i) Suppose there are $5 of wagers correctly selecting 12 positions, $3 of wagers 
selecting 13 positions, and $2 of wagers selecting 14 positions, and 14 is the 
greatest number of positions correctly selected.   

(ii) Suppose that the principal minor share of the net pool is $20,000.16. Further, 
one of the other minor shares is designated for a range of 12 to 15 positions, 
and this share of the net pool is $10,000.80. (These amounts are chosen only 
to illustrate the following steps.)   

(iii) Then the principal minor share is divided among those selecting 14 positions, 
and  the other minor share is divided among all the wagers selecting 12, 13,  
and 14 positions, so the 14-position winners receives the sum of two winning 
prices.   

(iv) The principal minor share $20,000.16 divided among the $2 of 14-position 
winners yields an unbroken price of $10,000.08 per dollar, and the other 
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minor share $10,000.80 divided among the $10 of 12, 13, and 14-position 
winners yields an unbroken price of $1,000.08 per dollar.   

(v) The sum $10,000.08 + $1,000.08 = $11,000.16 is the combined unbroken 
price for choosing 14 finishers.   

(vi) If the rounding for breakage is to the next lower $0.10, the final broken prices 
are $11,000.10 for 14 finishers, and $1,000.00 for 12 or 13 finishers.   

(E) The commission shall approve the number of minor shares, and the designated 
number, or range, of finishers, in exact position, in Position (x) contests qualifying 
as the winning selection in any such minor share.   

(F) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the major share shall be 
added to the carryover.  If there are no wagers qualifying for a designated minor 
share, the minor share of the net Position (x) pool shall be combined with the major 
share for distribution as a single price pool to those who qualified for the major 
share, or if there are no such winning wagers, added to the carryover.   

(g) Method 7, Position (x) With Minor Pool(s) Based Upon Any One Contest, and No   
Carryover   
(A) The major share of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as a single price 

pool to those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact position, in each (or a specified 
minimum number) of the Position (x) contests, based upon the official order of 
finish.   

(B) The minor shares of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as single price 
pools to those (including recipients of the major share of the net Position (n) pool) 
who selected all (x) finishers, in exact position, in at least one of the Position (x) 
contests, based upon the official order of finish, as follows:   

(C) There may be separate minor pools for those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact 
positions of finish, in the most Position (x) contests, those who selected all (x) 
finishers, in exact positions of finish, in the second most position (x) contests, and 
so forth down to those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact positions of finish, in 
one position (x) contest. Not all such minor shares need to be designated for the 
wager.   

(D) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the major share of the net 
Position (x) pool shall be combined with the highest level minor share for 
distribution as a single price pool. If there are no wagers qualifying for a 
designated minor share of the net Position (x) pool, that minor share shall be 
combined with the next (lower) minor share for distribution as a single price pool.   

(E) If there are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.   
(h) Method 8, Position (x) With Minor Pool(s) Based Upon Any One Contest, and   

Carryover   
(A) The major share of the net Position (x) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be 

distributed as a single price pool to those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact 
position, in each (or a specified minimum number) of the Position (x) contests, 
based upon the official order of finish.   
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(B) The minor shares of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as single price 
pools to those (including recipients of the major share of the net Position (x) pool) 
who selected all (x) finishers, in exact position, in at least one of the Position (x) 
contests, based upon the official order of finish, as follows:   

(C) There may be separate minor pools for those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact 
positions of finish, in the most position (x) contests, those who selected all (n) 
finishers, in exact positions of finish, in the second most position (x) contests, and  
so forth down to those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact positions of finish, in 
one position (x) contest. Not all such minor shares need to be designated for the 
wager.   

(D) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the major share shall be 
added to the carryover.   

(E) If there are no wagers selecting all finishers, in exact position, in a number of the 
Position (x) contests that qualify for a designated minor share, that minor share of 
the net Position (n) pool shall also be added to the carryover.    

(i) Method 9, Position (x) With Minor Pool(s) Based Upon Any One Contest, and   
Carryover   
(A) The major share of the net Position (x) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be 

distributed as a single price pool to those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact 
position, in each (or a specified minimum number) of the Position (x) contests, 
based upon the official order of finish.   

(B) The minor shares of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as single price 
pools to those (including recipients of the major share of the net Position (x) pool) 
who selected all (x) finishers, in exact position, in at least one of the Position (x) 
contests, based upon the official order of finish, as follows:   

(C) There may be separate minor pools for those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact 
positions of finish, in the most position (x) contests, those who selected all (x) 
finishers, in exact positions of finish, in the second most position (x) contests, and 
so forth down to those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact positions of finish, in 
one position (x) contest. Not all such minor shares need to be designated for the 
wager.   

(D) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the major share shall be 
added to the carryover.   

(E) If there are no wagers selecting all finishers, in exact position, in a number of the 
position (x) contests that qualify for a designated minor share, that minor share of 
the position (x) pool shall be added to the next (lower) minor share of the position 
(x) pool. If there is no lower designated minor share of the position (x) pool, the 
minor share shall also be added to the carryover.   

(j) Method 10, Position (x) With Minor Pool Based Upon Any One Contest, and 
Carryover;  
100% Carryover if no Winning Wagers   
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(A) The major share of the net Position (x) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be 
distributed as a single price pool to those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact 
position, in each (or a specified minimum number) of the Position (x) contests, 
based upon the official order of finish.   

(B) The minor share of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as a single price 
pool based upon the sum of the dollar value of wagers, for each of the Position (x) 
contests considered separately, in which all (x) finishers, in exact position, were 
correctly selected, based upon the official order of finish.  The minor share of the 
net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those (including 
recipients of the major share of the net Position (x) pool) who selected all (x) 
finishers, in exact position, in one or more of the Position (x) contests.  Each 
recipient of a minor share shall receive an amount equal to the single price times 
the number of Position (x) contests in which the recipient correctly selected the 
winning combination.   

(C) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the major share shall be 
added to the carryover.  If there are no winning wagers, the minor share shall also 
be added to the carryover.   

(k) Method 11, Position (x) with Minor Pools and Carryover   
(A) The net position (x) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed to any player   

who correctly selects (x) finishers in specified positions in each of (n) contests, 
based upon the official order of finish.   

(B) Minor shares shall be designated, and distributed as single price pools, to those who 
correctly select the designated position(s) of finishers, in Position (x) contests, based 
upon the official order of finish, and any remainder shall be added to the carryover.   

(C) The Commission shall approve the number of minor shares, and the designated 
position(s) of finishers, in exact position, in Position (x) contests qualifying as the 
winning selection(s) in any such minor share.   

(D) If there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, the major share shall be added 
to the carryover. If there are no winning wagers, the minor share shall also be added 
to the carryover.   

(5) Apportionment of Net Position (x) Pool Between Major and Minor Pool(s)   
The commission shall approve the method of apportioning the net Position (x) pool 
between winners of the Major share of the Position (x) pool and winners of the Minor 
share(s) of the Position (x) pool.    
Example (utilizing Method 8): A Four Position Pool (x = 4) consisting of 5 contests (n = 5.) The 
major share goes to those who correctly choose all 20 positions. Assume the commission has 
approved three minor shares: The highest minor share goes to those who have picked all positions, 
in exact order, in 4 of the contests. The next minor share goes to those who have picked all 
positions, in exact order, in 3 of the contests. The final minor share goes to those who have picked 
all positions, in exact order, in 1 or 2 of the contests. One apportionment of payouts could be 40% of 
the net Position (x) pool for the major share, and 20% of the net Position (x) pool for each of the 
three minor shares. Another apportionment of payouts could be 50% of the net Position (x) pool for 
the major share, 25% for the highest minor share, 15% to the next minor share, and 10% to the final 
minor share.   
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(6) Dead Heats. In the event of a dead heat in any of the Position (x) contests, based upon the 
official order of finish:   
(a) For purposes of determining whether a wager correctly selected the finishers, in exact 

position, contestants in a dead heat are deemed to jointly occupy both (or all) positions  
in the dead heat. For example, if 5 and 6 finish in a dead heat for first, then a selection of 
5 for either first or second is correct, and a selection of 6 for either first or second is also 
correct.   

(b) Each share of the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool 
regardless of dead heats.   

(7) Scratches   
(a) If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in a contest of the Position (x) 

pool is reduced to fewer than (x), for purposes of the Position (x) pool only, such contest 
shall be declared “no contest” and the Position (x) pool shall be subject to the rules set 
forth in the “Cancelled Contests” section (Part 7) of these rules.   

(b) Should a betting interest in any contest of the Position (x) pool be scratched or excused 
from the contest, no more wagers shall be accepted selecting that scratched contestant.   

(c) Existing wagers that select a scratched betting interest shall be handled under one of the 
following methods. The Commission shall make its determination of which of these 
alternatives shall apply at the time of approving the wagering pool, which alternative 
shall remain in effect until and unless changed by the Commission.   
(A) Method 1, Substitute a higher contestant number:   

(i) The next higher live contestant number that is not already part of the wager 
shall be substituted for the scratched contestant number. If no higher 
contestant number is eligible, the search shall then proceed upward from 
contestant number 1.   

(ii) If a wager selects more than one scratched contestant for a contest, the 
substitutions shall begin with the lowest scratched contestant number in the 
wager and proceed in order to the highest.   

(iii) Substitution shall be performed on the basis of single wagers, regardless of 
whether a wager was placed as part of any type of multiple wager format such 
as “box” or “wheel”.   

(iv) The totalisator shall produce reports showing each of the wagering 
combinations with substituted contestants which became winners as a result 
of the substitution, in addition to the normal winning combination.   

(B) Method 2, Substitute favorite contestant number:   

(i) The actual favorite, as evidenced by total amounts wagered in the Win pool at 
the close of wagering on that contest, shall be substituted for the scratched 
contestant for all purposes, including pool calculations.   

(ii) If the Win pool total for two or more favorites is identical, the substitute 
selection shall be the contestant with the lowest contestant number not already 
selected in the wager as part of the contest.   
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(iii) If such favorite has already been selected in the wager as part of the contest, 
the next favorite(s) shall be used, as evidenced by the total amounts wagered 
in the Win pool, ordered from the highest amount to the lowest.   

(iv) If a wager selects more than one scratched contestant for a contest, the 
substitutions shall begin with the lowest scratched contestant number in the 
wager and proceed in order to the highest.   

(v) Substitution shall be performed on the basis of single wagers, regardless of 
whether a wager was placed as part of any type of multiple wager format such 
as “box” or “wheel”.   

(vi) The totalisator shall produce reports showing each of the wagering 
combinations with substituted contestants which became winners as a result 
of the substitution, in addition to the normal winning combination. (C) 
Method 3, Scratched contestant wins   

(i) The scratched contestant is deemed to be a correct selection of a winning 
finisher, for purposes of the Position (x) pool only.   

(ii) The totalisator shall produce reports showing each of the wagering 
combinations which became winners as a result of the scratched contestants, 
in addition to the normal winning combination.   

(D) Method 4, Scratched contestant loses:   

(i) The scratched contestant is deemed to be a loser, for purposes of the Position 
(x) pool only.   

(ii) Other correctly selected finishers in a wager shall continue to count toward 
winning, as usual.   

(8) Cancelled Contests   
(a) If any of the Position (x) contests are cancelled or declared ”no contest” prior to the first 

Position (x) contest being declared official, the entire Position (x) pool shall be refunded 
on Position (x) wagers for those contests.   

(b) If all remaining Position (x) contests are cancelled or declared ”no contest” after the first 
Position (x) contest is declared official, the entire net Position (x) pool, but not the 
Position (x) carryover, shall be distributed as a single price pool to wagers selecting the 
winning combination in the first Position (x) contest.  However, if there are no wagers 
selecting the winning combination in the first Position (x) contest, the entire Position (x) 
pool shall be refunded on Position (x) wagers for those contests.   

(c) If any of the remaining Position (x) contests are cancelled or declared ”no contest” after 
the first Position (x) is declared official, the net Position (x) pool shall be distributed in 
accordance with rules governing distribution of the minor share(s) where there is no 
winner of the major share. If there is more than one minor share, the entire net Position 
(x) pool, but not the Position (x) carryover, shall be divided amongst the minor share(s), 
in accordance with the Apportionment section (Part 3) of these rules, in proportion to 
the designated percentages, or by some other method approved by the Commission.   
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(d) If any of the remaining Position (x) contests are cancelled or declared ”no contest” after 
the first Position (x) is declared official, and the net Position (x) pool has been 
designated for distribution in accordance with the Mandatory Distribution section (Part 
9) of these rules, the rules governing mandatory distribution shall apply.   

(9) Carryover Cap.  The Position (x) carryover may be capped at a designated level approved by 
the Commission so that if, at the close of any performance, the amount in the Position (x) 
carryover equals or exceeds the designated cap, the Position (x) carryover will be frozen until 
it is won or distributed under other provisions of these Position (x) rules.  After the Position 
(x) carryover is frozen, the part of the net pool that ordinarily would be added to the Position   
(x) carryover shall be distributed to those whose selection finished in the highest level of the 
minor share(s) of the Position (x) for that performance.   

(10) Mandatory Distribution   
(a) A written request for permission to distribute the Position (x) carryover on a specific 

performance may be submitted to the Commission.  The request shall contain 
justification for the mandatory distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, 
and the intended date and performance for the distribution.  The association must notify 
the Commission at least 10 days prior to implementation.  If the Position (x) pool cannot 
be distributed during a designated performance, the mandatory distribution shall resume 
on the next approved mandatory distribution performance.   

(b) If the Position (x) carryover is designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance, and if there are no wagers qualifying for the major share, then the 
following precedence shall be followed in determining winning wagers for the net 
Position (x) pool and the carryover pool:   
(A) If the method chosen in Part 3 is method 7, 8, 9, or 10, then:   
(B) The major share and the Position (x) carryover shall be distributed as a single price 

pool to those who selected all (x) finishers, in exact position, in the most individual 
Position (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. Designated minor 
shares may still be awarded;    

(C) If the method chosen in Part 3 is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, then:   
(D) The major share and the Position (x) carryover shall be distributed as a single price 

pool to those who correctly selected the most finishers, in their exact positions, in 
the Position (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. Designated minor 
shares may still be awarded.   

(E) If there are no wagers which qualified for distribution of the major share, then all 
Position (x) tickets shall become winners and share 100% of that performance’s net 
Position (x) pool and the Position (x) carryover pool as a single price pool.   

(c) The Position (x) carryover shall be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance only under the following circumstances:   
(A) Upon written approval from the Commission as provided in Part 9a) of the Position 

(x) rules.   
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(B) Upon written approval from the Commission when there is a change in the 
carryover cap or when the Position (x) wager is discontinued.    

(C) On the closing performance of the meet.   
(d) If, for any reason, the Position (x) carryover must be held over to the corresponding 

Position (x) pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an 
interestbearing account approved by the Commission.  The Position (x) carryover plus 
accrued interest shall then be added to the net Position (x) pool of the following meet on 
a date and performance so designated by the Commission.   

(11) Coupled entries and mutuel fields   
(a) Coupled entries and mutuel fields may be permitted in Position (x) contests with the 

written approval of the Commission.   
(b) Contestants coupled in wagering as a coupled entry or mutuel field shall be considered 

part of a single betting interest for the purpose of price calculations and distribution of 
Position (x) pools. Should any contestant in a coupled entry or mutuel field be officially 
withdrawn or scratched, the remaining contestants in that coupled entry or mutuel field 
shall remain valid betting interests and no refunds will be granted. If all contestants 
within a coupled entry or mutuel field are scratched, then the Scratches section (Part 6) 
of these rules shall apply.   

(c) For the purpose of Position (x) price calculations only, coupled entries and mutuel fields 
shall be calculated as a single finishing contestant, using the finishing position of the 
leading contestant in that coupled entry or mutuel field to determine order of placing. 
This rule shall apply to all circumstances, including situations involving a dead heat. For 
example, if the actual order of finish in a contest is 1 / 2 / 1A / 3 / 4, then the finishers 
used for that contest of the Position (x) would be 1 / 2 / 3 / 4.   

(12) With the written approval of the Commission, the association may contribute to the Position 
(x) carryover, or to the major or minor share(s) of the Position (x) pool, a sum of money up to 
the amount of any designated cap.   

U.   The Team Wager Pool   
(1) The Team Wager Pool requires selection of a designated “team” in each of a designated 

number of contests. Winning bets shall be determined based upon the official order of finish 
in each contest and the standing of each team with respect to the official order of finish.  For 
purposes of the Team Wager, finishers from the same team shall be bracketed together to 
determine a single betting interest, as set forth in Part 3.   

(2) Prior to the start of the contests that comprise the Team Wager, all participants in each of the 
contests shall be divided by the association between or among each of the Team Wager 
teams, and the roster of each team made public, as well as the number of points to be awarded 
to the team whose member is the first finisher in a designated contest, the second finisher, 
and so forth until no more points are awarded in that contest.   

(3) At the conclusion of all contests that comprise the Team Wager, the number of points for 
each team shall be compiled, and the team with the most points shall be declared the 
“winning team.”    
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(4) The Team Wager pool shall be apportioned under either of the following methods: (a) 
Winning Margins Team Wager   

(A) In the “Winning Margins Team Wager”, the total number of points awarded in the 
Team Wager shall be divided by the association into a series of brackets comprised 
of a series of point ranges (“winning margin”) by which one team (Team A) might 
defeat the other team (Team B); a series of point ranges by which Team B might 
defeat Team A; and a tie between the teams. Each bracket shall constitute a 
separate betting interest in the Winning Margins Team Wager.   

(B) The net Winning Margins Team Wager pool shall be distributed as a single price 
pool to those who selected the correct bracket. If there are no wagers selecting the 
correct bracket, the entire pool shall be refunded.   

(C) Example:   Points are assigned to each of the first four finishers in each contest 
[four points for the first finisher down to one point for the fourth finisher, for a 
total of 10 points awarded in each contest], based upon the official order of finish,  
with a total of six contests in the Team Wager, resulting in a total of 60 points in 
all. The brackets could be designated as:   

  (i)  Team A’s winning margin is       1-10 points   
                        11-20 points   
                        21-30 points   
                        31-40 points   
                        41-50 points   
                        51-60 points   
  (ii) Team B’s winning margin is      1-10 points   
                        11-20 points   
                        21-30 points   
                        31-40 points   
                        41-50 points   
                        51-60 points   

(iii) The two teams tie, and the margin is  0 Points   
(iv) In this example, there are 13 separate betting interests.   
(v) If, in this example, finishers representing Team A come in 1st and 3rd in one 

contest, and finishers representing Team B come in 2nd and 4th in that contest, 
Team A would have 4+2=6 points and Team B would have 3+1=4 points. 
The current winning margin (after this first contest) would be Team A by 2 
points.)   

(b) Team Double Wager   
(A) In the “Team Double Wager”, the commission shall approve two different methods 

of determining the winning tickets qualifying for a share of the net pool.   
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(B) The commission shall also approve the manner of apportioning the net Team 
Double Wager pool, and the conditions under which the pool shall be refunded or 
otherwise apportioned if there are no winning wagers.    

(C) Example: A “daily-double”-style pool consisting of having to correctly select the 
bracket of the winning margin, as above, as well as a bracket based upon and 
including the total points achieved by the winning team.   

(5) Brackets   
(a) The brackets may be comprised of the margins by which the winning team defeats the 

team that finishes second; the total number of points achieved by the winning team; or 
other method of determining the brackets, as approved by the commission.   

(b) Such factors as the number of teams in the Team Wager; the method by which teams are 
designated; the number of points to be awarded in each contest; the number of contests 
comprising the Team Wager; and the method by which the “brackets” constituting each 
betting interest in the Team Wager are designated, shall all be subject to approval of the 
commission.   

(6) Coupled Entries; Fields. With approval of the commission, coupled entries may be permitted 
in contests comprising the Team Wager, but may only participate as part of the same Team.  
With approval of the commission, fields may be permitted in contests comprising the Team 
Wager, but may only participate as part of the same Team.    

(7) Dead Heat.  If there is a dead heat including any finisher(s) for which points are awarded in 
the Team Wager, the total amount of points in the dead heat positions shall be combined and 
divided equally amongst the betting interests that have finished in the dead heat.   

(8) Scratches   
(a) Should an entry in any contest of the Team Wager be scratched or excused from the 

contest, all money wagered on combinations including this entry shall remain in the 
Team Wager pool and the ticket holder may still collect the monetary value of any 
distribution evidenced by the ticket containing the scratched betting interest.   

(b) If, due to a scratch or excused entry, the number of entries assigned to a team in a 
contest of the Team Wager is reduced to fewer than the number of positions in the final 
order of finish for which the team is eligible to receive points, for purposes of the Team 
Wager pool such contest shall be declared “no contest” and wagers involving any 
betting interests that are no longer capable of being achieved shall be refunded.   

V.   Future Wager Pool   
(1) The Future Wager requires selection of the first-place finisher in a specified contest.    
(2) The association shall apply in writing to the commission for approval to offer the Future 

Wager on the specified contest and shall not offer the wager until the commission approval 
has been granted. The written application shall include the date and time for the pool to be 
opened and closed, a description of the system for compiling the pool and calculating odds 
and payout prices, and the time interval for displaying the odds.   
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(3) The association, or in the case of interjurisdictional common pool wagering the Host track, 
shall name the contestants included in each betting interest on which future wagers may be 
made and shall assign a program number to each betting interest.   

(4) The amount wagered on the betting interest which finishes first in the specified race is 
deducted from the net pool, the balance remaining being the profit; the profit is divided by the 
amount wagered on the betting interest finishing first, such quotient being the profit per dollar 
wagered in the Future Pool on that betting interest.   

(5) The net Future Pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to winning wagers in the 
following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
(a) To those whose selection finished first; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(b) To those whose selection finished second; but if there are no such wagers, then   
(c) To those whose selection finished third; but if there are no such wagers, then (d) The 

entire pool shall be refunded on Future Pool wagers for that contest.         

(6) If there is a dead heat for first involving:   
(a) contestants representing the same betting interest, the Future Pool shall be distributed as 

if no dead heat occurred.   
(b) contestants representing two or more betting interests, the Future Pool shall be 

distributed as a profit split.   
(7) No refund shall be issued for Future Wager pool wagers on betting interests that do not start 

or finish the race.  If the association becomes aware or is notified that a betting interest is 
ineligible or unable to start the race and the pool is still open, the association shall 
immediately close betting on that betting interest.   

(8) The entire Future Wager pool shall be refunded if:   
(a) the situation described at subsection 5 d) occurs; or   
(b) the specified race is declared no contest by the judges/stewards having jurisdiction over 

the specified race; or   
(c) the specified race does not occur; or   
(d) for whatever reason, the Future Wager pool cannot be determined and the payout price 

cannot be calculated.   

W.   Match Rival Pools   
(1) The Match Rival requires the selection of the winning contestant in a designated contest or 

series of contests, in a competition between two or more equally matched betting interests, or 
based on the sportsmanship and/or skill of the jockeys/drivers and/or trainers, regardless of 
the official placing of the other betting interests in that contest or series of contests.   

(2) The choice of which contestants from a contest shall participate in the Match Rival shall be 
made as follows:   
(a) The Association must obtain written approval from the Commission concerning who 

shall determine the contestants for each Match Rival contest.   
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(b) The matching of contestants for the Match Rival shall be limited to contestant versus 
contestant, jockey versus jockey, driver versus driver and/or trainer versus trainer.   

(c) The contestants chosen for the match rival wager shall be conspicuously identified in 
the official program.   

(3) The net Match Rival pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, 
based on the official order of finish:   
(a) As a single price pool to those whose selection finished first in a single Match Rival 

contest, or first in the greatest number of a series of Match Rival contests; but if there 
are no such wagers, then   

(b) The Match Rival pool shall be refunded.   
(4) If there is a dead heat in a contest involving two or more of the contestants in:   

(a) a single-contest Match Rival pool, then the entire pool shall be refunded.   
(b) one or more contests of a series, then all the contestants involved in the dead heat shall 

be considered winners and the net pool shall be distributed as a single price pool, 
provided that:   

(c) In a series of contests, if there is a dead heat in half or more of the contests then the 
Match rival pool for those contests shall be refunded.   

(5) If any Match Rival contest is cancelled or declared no contest:   
(a) In a single-contest Match Rival pool, the pool shall be refunded.   
(b) In a series of contests, if half or more of the contests are cancelled or declared no 

contest, then the Match Rival pool for those contests shall be refunded.   
(6) If any contestant is scratched or declared a non-starter in any Match Rival contest, then that 

contest shall be cancelled.   
(7) If all contestants fail to finish in a Match Rival contest, then that contest shall be cancelled.   

X.  Pentafecta Pools   
(1) The Pentafecta requires selection of the first five finishers, in their exact order, for a 

single contest.    

(2) Distribution of Winnings – Option #1      

a. The net Pentafecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following 
precedence, based upon the official order of finish   

i. As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct 
sequence as the first five betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, 
then   

ii. As a single price pool to those whose combination finished in correct 
sequence as the first four betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, 
then   

iii. As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct 
sequence, the first three betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, 
then   
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iv. As a single price pool to those whose combination included, in correct 
sequence, the first two betting interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

v. As a single price pool to those whose combination correctly selected the 
first-place betting interest only; but if there are no such wagers, then   

vi. The entire pool shall be refunded on Pentafecta wagers for that contest.   
   

(3) Distribution of Winnings – Option #2   

a. The net Pentafecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following 
precedence, based on the official order of finish:   

i. As a single price pool, including any applicable carryover, to those whose 
combination finished in correct sequence as the first five betting interests, 
but if there are no such wagers, then    

ii. The net pool will be divided into two separate pools. The major pool of the 
net pool shall be retained and added to a corresponding carryover pool into 
the next designated Pentafecta race. The remaining minor pool shall be paid 
as a Pentafecta consolation pool, which will be equally divided among 
those ticket holders who correctly select the first four betting interests, but 
if there are no such wagers, then    

iii. The Pentafecta consolation pool will be divided among those ticket holders 
who correctly select the first three interests, but if there are no such wagers, 
then    

iv. The Pentafecta consolation pool will be divided among those ticket holders 
who correctly select the first two interests, but if there are no such wagers, 
then    

v. The Pentafecta consolation pool will be divided among those ticket holders 
who correctly select the first betting interest, but if there are no such 
wagers, then    

vi. The entire net pool shall become a carryover pool to be retained and added 
to the next designated Pentafecta race.   

b. On the last Pentafecta race on the final day of the meeting, the net pool, including 
any applicable carryover shall be distributed using the method described in 
subsection (2).   

c. Where a net pool is divided into two separate pools in accordance with this 
subsection any odd cents remaining shall be retained and added to the part of the net 
pool that will be added to the corresponding carryover pool.     

(4) Distribution of Winnings – Option #3     

(a) The net Pentafecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following 
precedence, based on the official order of finish:    
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i. As a single price pool, including any applicable carryover, to those whose 
combination finished in correct sequence as the first five betting interests, 
but if there are no such wagers, then    

ii. The entire net pool shall be retained and added to a corresponding 
carryover pool into the next designated Pentafecta race.    

(b) On the last Pentafecta race on the final day of the meeting, the net pool,   including 
any applicable carryover shall be distributed using the method described in 
subsection (2).   

(5) Distribution of Winnings – Option #4     

(a) The net Pentafecta pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following 
precedence, based on the official order of finish:    

i. As a single price pool, including any applicable carry-over, to the 
holder of a unique winning ticket whose combination finished in 
correct sequence as the first five betting interests, but if there is no 
such unique winning ticket, then   

ii. The net pool will be divided into two separate pools. The major pool of 
the net pool shall be paid as a carryover pool into the next regularly 
scheduled Pentafecta race. The remaining minor pool shall be paid as a 
Pentafecta consolation pool, which will be equally divided among 
those ticket holders who correctly select the first five interests, but if 
there are no such wagers, then   

iii. The entire net pool shall become a carryover pool into the next 
regularly scheduled Pentafecta race.   

(b) Unique winning ticket, as used in this paragraph (5)(a), shall be defined as having 
occurred when there is one and only one winning ticket whose combination finished 
in correct sequence as the first five betting interests, to be verified by the unique 
serial number assigned by the totalisator company that issued the winning ticket. In 
the event that there is more than one winning ticket whose combination finished in 
correct sequence as the first five betting interests, the unique winning ticket shall be 
deemed to not have occurred.   

(c) The association shall specify the minimum monetary amount of a unique winning 
ticket wager approved by the Commission.   

(d) A written request for permission to distribute the Pentafecta carryover on a specific 
performance may be submitted to the Commission. The request must be for a 
specified date no greater than one year from the date the request is submitted and 
contain justification for the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, 
and the intended date and performance for the distribution. Should the Pentafecta 
net pool and any applicable carryover be designated for distribution on a specified 
date and performance in which there is no unique winning ticket, the entire pool 
shall be distributed using the method described in subsection (2).   
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(e) A written request for permission to transfer the Pentafecta carryover to another   
Pentafecta pool operated by the same pool host may be submitted to the Commission.  

The request must contain justification for the transfer, including an explanation of the 

benefit to be derived, a description of the method by which the pool host will present the 

information to the public that identifies the racetrack(s) for which the pool will be operated 

and the intended date(s) and performance(s) of the transfer.   

(f) Unless otherwise stated in writing by the Commission under paragraph (d), on the 
last Pentafecta race on the final day of the meeting, the net pool, including any 
applicable carryover, shall be distributed using the method described in subsection   
(2).   

(6) Notwithstanding paragraphs 5(d) and (e), if for any other reason the Pentafecta 
carryover must be held over to the corresponding Pentafecta pool of a subsequent 
meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account approved by 
the Commission.  The Pentafecta carryover plus accrued interest shall then be added 
to the net Pentafecta pool of the following meet on a date and performance so 
designated by the Commission.   

(7) If fewer than five betting interests finish and the contest is declared official, payoffs 
will be made based upon the order of finish of those betting interests completing the 
contest. The balance of any selection on any ticket beyond the number of betting 
interests completing the contest shall be ignored. If the pools are being distributed 
under paragraph (3)(a), (4)(a), or (5)(a) any previous Pentafecta contest’s carryover 
will not be included in the payoff and will be retained for the next contest’s  
carryover, and this contest’s net Pentafecta pool will be distributed using the 
method described in subsection (2).   

(8) If there is a dead heat for first involving:    

(a) contestants representing five or more betting interests, all of the wagering 
combinations selecting the five betting interests, irrespective of order, shall share in 
a profit split.    

(b) contestants representing four betting interests, all of the wagering combinations 
selecting the four dead heated betting interests, irrespective of order, along with the 
fifth place betting interest shall share in a profit split.    

(c) contestants representing three betting interests, all of the wagering combinations 
selecting the three dead heated betting interests, irrespective of order, along with the 
fourth place and fifth place betting interests, in correct order, shall share in a profit 
split.    

(d) contestants representing two betting interests, both of the wagering combinations 
selecting the two dead heated betting interests, irrespective of order, along with the 
third place, fourth place and fifth place betting interests, in correct order, shall share 
in a profit split.     

(9) If there is a dead heat for second involving:    
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(a) contestants representing four or more betting interests, all of the wagering 
combinations correctly selecting the winner along with the four dead heated betting 
interests shall share in a profit split.    

(b) contestants representing three betting interests, all of the wagering combinations 
correctly selecting the winner, the three dead heated betting interests, irrespective of 
order, and the fifth place betting interests shall share in a profit split.    

(c) contestants representing two betting interests, all of the wagering combinations 
correctly selecting the winner, the two dead heated betting interests, irrespective of 
order, and the fourth place and fifth place betting interests, in correct order, shall 
share in a profit split.    

(10) If there is a dead heat for third involving:    

(a) contestants representing three or more betting interests, all of the wagering 
combinations correctly selecting the first two finishers, in correct order, and the 
three dead heated betting interests, irrespective of order, shall share in a profit split.    

(b) contestants representing two betting interests, both of the wagering combinations 
selecting the first two finishers, in correct order, and the two dead heated betting 
interests, irrespective of order, along with the fifth place betting interest shall share 
in a profit split.    

(11) If there is a dead heat for fourth, all wagering combinations correctly selecting the 
first three finishers, in correct sequence, along with any two of the betting interests 
involved in the dead heat for fourth, irrespective of order, shall share in a profit 
split.    

(12) If there is a dead heat for fifth, all wagering combinations correctly selecting the 
first four finishers, in correct sequence, along with any of the betting interests 
involved in the dead heat for fifth shall share in a profit split.   

(13) In the event that more than one component of a coupled entry or mutuel field 
finishes within the first five positions, the first member of the coupled entry or 
mutuel field to finish shall determine the position of the single betting interest. The 
net pool shall be distributed to those whose selection included the coupled entry or 
mutuel field and each of the other four betting interests.   

Y. 123Racing Pick (n) Wager Pool   

(1) The ‘123RACING PICK-N’ is a pari-mutuel wager that requires the selection of one runner 
from each contest in a series of specific contests comprising the 123RACING PICK-N pool 
(“123RACING pool”). ‘N’ denotes the number of designated contests in that pool.   

(2) Four is the minimum number of contests required to offer a 123RACING Pick-N pool.    

(3) If a 123RACING Pick-N pool is reduced to fewer than 4 completed contests, the 
123RACING Pick-N pool will be cancelled and all wagers will be refunded.   
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(4) Each wager is automatically assigned to a unique wager ID by the host totalizator platform, 
and is allocated “points” in each contest.   

(5) Points are allocated for winning selections of contestants that finish in the 1st, 2nd or 3rd 
position in the official results for each contest and have a pari-mutuel pay-out associated 
with its finish.  Points scored will be equivalent to adding the pari-mutuel pool host payouts 
for the Win, Place and Show wager on that selection (i.e. $2 Win, $2 Place and $2 Show 
wagers).    

(6) Points are accumulated after each contest in the 123RACING Pick-N pool and displayed on 
a leaderboard shown at betting venues and online.   

(7) Each 123RACING Pick-N wager is assigned a unique identifier/nickname associated with 
the serial number of the ticket or account wager record. This unique identifier/nickname is 
used to identify the wagers’ progress on the leaderboard display.   

(8) The unique 123RACING Pick-N wagers with the highest points scores after the last 
designated contest share in the pay-outs of the net pool according to subsection (14) of this 
section.    

(9) After each leg of the contests comprising the 123RACING Pick-N wager, the leaderboard 
displays the points accumulated from that leg and the cumulative points of each player and 
their ranking in the 123RACING Pick-N pool. After the final contest comprising the 
123RACING Pick-N, the leaderboard displays the final result and pay-outs for the 
123RACING Pick-N pool.   

(10) Where a selection in a 123RACING Pick-N wager does not finish in 1st, 2nd or 3rd in the 
official results or the selection was a non-wagering interest, no Points are scored.   

(11) The 123Racing Pick-N wager is not eliminated if a selection does not score points.    
(12) Wagering on the 123RACING Pick-N pool shall close at the start of the first designated 

contest in the 123RACING Pick-N pool. Participants are not permitted to cancel a 
123RACING Pick-N wager after the 123RACING Pick-N pool has closed.   

(13) 100% of the net 123RACING Pick-N pool is paid out upon completion of all designated 
contests in the 123RACING Pick-N pool.    

(14) The distribution of the 123RACING Pick-N pool is based on the winning wager(s) in the 
following order of precedence:    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

(a) Single winners of the 123RACING Pick-N pool   

The highest scoring single wager in the 123RACING pool receives 60% of the Net Pool.   
The 2nd highest scoring single wager receives 30% of the Net Pool.  

The 3rd highest scoring single wager receives 10% of the Net Pool.   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
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(b) If there are two 123RACING Pick-N wagers that score the highest points then those two 
winning wagers share 90% (60% + 30%) of the Net Pool equally divided between the two 
winning wagers and the 2nd highest scoring single wager receives 10% of the Net Pool.   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

(c) If there are 3 or more winning wagers scoring the same highest points 100% of the Net 
Pool is equally divided amongst each winning wager. This shall be done consistent with 
the minimum pari-mutuel payouts of the jurisdiction in which the wager was hosted.   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

(d) If there is a single wager with the highest points total, and two or more wagers with the 
second highest points total, the highest scoring wagaer will receive 60% of the Net Pool, 
and the second highest points wagers share 40% of the Net Pool equally divided by the 
two or more wagers, as the case may be, that scored the second highest points total.   

  

   

(e) If there is a single wager with the highest points total, and a single wager with the second 
highest points total,  and two or more wagers with the third highest points total, the 
highest scoring wager will receive 60% of the Net Pool, the second highest point wager 
will receive 30% of the Net Pool, and the third highest point wagers will share 10% of the 
Net Pool equally divided by the two or more wagers, as the case may be, that scored the 
third highest point total.   

  

   
(15) Subject to subsection (3), if a single contest included as part of a 123RACING Pick-N pool 

is cancelled or declared a “no contest”, the net pool shall be distributed based on the results 
of the other designated contests included in the pool.   

(16) Coupled entries or mutuel fields, as defined within the rules and regulations of the 
Commission, shall race in any 123RACING Pick-N contest as a single betting interest for 
purposes of the 123RACING Pick-N pool calculations.   

(17) A scratch after wagering on the 123RACING Pick-N has begun of any betting interest of a 
coupled entry or mutuel field selection in said 123RACING Pick-N contest shall be of no 
effect with respect to the status of such remaining entry and/or field as a viable wagering 
interest, unless in conflict with the wagering rules in the host track jurisdiction   

(18) Should a betting interest in any of the 123RACING Pick-N contests be scratched, the 
posttime favorite, as evidenced by total amounts wagered in the Win pool at the host 
association for the contest at the close of wagering on that contest shall be substituted for 
the scratched betting interest for all purposes, including pool calculations.  In the event that 
the Win pool total for two or more favorites is identical, the substitute selection shall be the 
betting interest with the lowest program number.  The totalizator shall produce reports 
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showing each of the wagering combinations with substituted betting interest which became 
winners as a result of the substitution in addition to the normal winning combination.   

(19) The takeout and the pool distribution for a 123RACING Pick-N pool shall be set by the 
host association and approved by the host regulatory commission.   

(20) With written approval of the Commission, the pool host may contribute to the Net amount 
of the 123RACING Pick-N pool.   

123RACING Scoring Example:   

Picks that finish 1st, 2nd or 3rd in each contest score points allocated by summing the 
parimutuel pay-outs equivalent to a $2 Win, Place, and Show wager, i.e. by summing the 
Official Win, Place and Show pari-mutuel pay-outs for the contest, as in the following 
example: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

Horse A – 1st   
Win: $6.00 Place: $5.60 Show: $2.20   
Total Score = Win + Place + Show = 13.80 points   
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Horse 
B – 2nd    

Place: $15.60 Show: $4.80   
Total Score = Place + Show = 20.40 points   
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Horse  
C – 3rd   
Show: $2.10   
Total Score = Show = 2.10 points   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

      
Z.  Exact (n) Pools   
   

(1) The Exact (n) requires selection of the first (n) finishers, in their exact order, for a single 
contest.  The association shall specify the distribution method described in subsection (2) 
and obtain approval from the Commission.  Any changes to the approved Exact (n) format 
requires prior approval from the Commission.    

(2) The Exact (n) pool shall be apportioned under one of the following methods:   
a. Method 1, Exact (n) with No Carryover. The net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to 

winning wager in the following precedence, based upon the official order of finish:   
i. As a single price pool to those whose selected combination finished in 

correct sequence as the first (n) betting interests; but if there are no such 
wagers, then   

ii. As a single price pool to those whose selected combination had the greatest 
number of sequential betting interests, starting with the first-place betting 
interest of the race, that finished in correct sequence; but if there are no 
such wagers, then   
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iii. The entire pool shall be refunded.   
b. Method 2, Exact (n) with Carryover. The net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to 

winning wagers in the following precedence, based on the official order of finish:   
i. As a single price pool, including any applicable carryover, to those whose 

selected combination finished in correct sequence as the first (n) betting 
interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

ii. The entire net pool shall be retained and added to the carryover which shall 
be added to the next scheduled corresponding pool.   

c. Method 3, Exact (n) with Consolation and Carryover. The share percentages are 
determined by the pool host and approved by the Commission.  The net Exact (n) 
pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, based on 
the official order of finish:   

i. As a single price pool, including any applicable carryover, to those whose 
selected combination finished in correct sequence as the first (n) betting 
interests; but if there are no such wagers, then   

ii. The net pool will be divided into two shares.  The first share shall be 
retained and added to the carryover which shall be added to the next 
scheduled corresponding pool.  The second share shall be paid as an Exact 
(n) consolation pool, which will be equally divided among those whose 
selected combination had the greatest number of sequential betting 
interests, starting with the first-place betting interest of the race, that 
finished in   

correct sequence; but if there are no such wagers, then   
iii. The entire net pool shall be retained and added to the carryover which shall 

be added to the next scheduled corresponding pool.   
   

d. Method 4, Exact (n) with Two Shares, one having a Carryover.  The share 
percentages are determined by the pool host and approved by the Commission.  The  
net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following 
precedence, based on the official order of finish:   

i. The first share of the net Exact (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be 
distributed to those whose selected combination finished in correct 
sequence as the first (n) betting interests.   

ii. The second share of the net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to those 
whose selected combination had the next greatest number of sequential 
betting interests, starting with the first-place betting interest of the race, that 
finished in correct sequence.   

iii. If there are no wagers whose selected combination finished in correct 
sequence as the first (n) betting interests, the second share shall be 
distributed as a single price pool to those whose selected combination had 
the greatest number of sequential betting interests, starting with the 
firstplace betting interest of the race, that finished in correct sequence and 
the first share shall be added to the carryover; but if there are no such 
wagers, then   
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iv. The entire net pool shall be retained and added to the carryover which shall 
be added to the next scheduled corresponding pool.    

e. Method 5, Exact (n) with Carryover and “Unique Winning Ticket” provision.  The 
share percentages are determined by the pool host and approved by the  
Commission.  The net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the 
following precedence, based on the official order of finish:   

i. As a single price pool, including any applicable carryover, to the holder of 
a unique winning ticket whose selected combination finished in correct 
sequence as the first (n) betting interests; but if there is no such unique 
winning ticket, then   

ii. The net pool will be divided into two separate shares. The first share shall 
be retained and added to the carryover which shall be added to the next 
scheduled corresponding pool.  The second share shall be paid as an Exact 
(n) consolation pool, which will be equally divided among those whose 
selected combination had the greatest number of sequential betting 
interests, starting with the first-place betting interest of the race, that 
finished in correct sequence; but if there are no such wagers, then   

iii. The entire net pool shall be retained and added to the carryover which shall 
be added to the next scheduled corresponding pool.                        

                                    
In obtaining authorization for operating the Exact (n) pool under this 
paragraph, associations must clearly identify which definition under 
paragraph (3)a will be relied upon for determining the existence of a unique 
winning ticket.    

f. Method 6, Exact (n) with the pool split into three shares, with Carryovers, and a 
“Unique Winning Ticket” provision.  The share percentages are determined by the 
pool host and approved by the Commission.  The net Exact (n) pool shall be 
distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, based on the official 
order of finish:   

i. The first share of the net Exact (n) pool and the first share carryover, if any, 
shall be distributed to those whose selected combination finished in correct 
sequence as the first (n) betting interests.   

ii. The second share of the net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to those 
whose selected combination had the next greatest number of sequential 
betting interests, starting with the first-place betting interest of the race, that 
finished in correct sequence.   

iii. If there are no wagers whose selected combination finished in correct 
sequence as the first (n) betting interests, the second share of the net Exact 
(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those whose selected 
combination had the greatest number of sequential betting interests, starting 
with the first-place betting interest of the race, that finished in correct 
sequence and the first share shall be added to the first share carryover; but 
if there are no such wagers, then the entire net pool shall be retained and 
added to the first share carryover which shall be added to the next 
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scheduled corresponding pool.  The third share and the third share 
carryover, if any, shall be distributed to the holder of a unique winning 
ticket whose selected combination finished in correct sequence as the first 
(n) betting interests, the third share shall be added to the third share 
carryover. For greater certainty, the holder of a unique winning ticket shall 
receive the first share and the first   

share carryover, if any, as well as the third share and the third share 
carryover, if any.                        
   In obtaining authorization for operating the Exact (n) pool      
 under this subsection, associations must clearly identify which   
 definition under paragraph (3)a will be relied upon for 
determining   the existence of a unique winning ticket.   
   

g. Method 7, Exact (n) with the pool split into three shares, one share having a 
carryover.  The share percentages are determined by the pool host and approved by 
the Commission.  The net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to the winning wagers 
in the following precedence, based on the official order of finish:    

i. The first share of the net Exact (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be 
distributed to those whose selected combination finished in correct 
sequence as the first (n) betting interests.   

ii. The second share of the net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to those 
whose selected combination had the greatest number, which is less than (n), 
of sequential betting interests, starting with the first-place betting interest of 
the race, that finished in correct sequence.   

iii. The third share of the net Exact (n) pool shall be distributed to those whose 
selected combination had the next greatest number, which is less than 
provided for in the second share, of sequential betting interests, starting 
with the first-place betting interest of the race, that finished in correct 
sequence.  iv. In the event that ticket holders whose selected combination  
had the greatest number of sequential betting interests, starting with the 
first-place betting interest of the race, that finished in correct sequence is a 
ticket with only one betting interest incorrect sequence, then such winning 
ticket holders shall receive the second and third shares.    

v. If there are no wagers whose selected combination finished in 
correct sequence as the first (n) betting interests, the first share shall 
be added to the carryover.   

vi. If there are no wagers whose selected combination had at least one 
sequential betting interest, starting with the first-place betting 
interest of the race, that finished in correct sequence, the entire net 
pool shall be retained and added to the carryover which shall be 
added to the scheduled corresponding pool.   

(3) As it relates to any distribution method under subsection (2) which contains a unique 
winning ticket provision:   
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a. Associations must clearly identify which selection under clause i and ii below will 
be relied upon for determining the existence of a unique winning ticket.   

i. There is one, and only one, winning ticket whose selected combination 
finished in correct sequence as the first (n) betting interests, based upon the 
official order of finish, to be verified by the unique serial number assigned 
by the tote company that issued the winning ticket; or   

ii. The total amount wagered on one, and only one, winning combination 
whose selected combination finished incorrect sequence as the first (n) 
betting interests, based upon the official order of finish, is equal to the 
minimum allowable wager.   

b. The association shall specify the minimum monetary amount of a unique winning 
ticket wager.   

(4) An association may guarantee one or more pools, or shares of a pool under any of the 
payout methods described in subsection (2) without guaranteeing any of the other shares, 
if any, contained in the applicable method.    

(5) On the last race with an Exact (n) pool on the final day of the meeting, the net pool, 
including any applicable carryover may:   

a. Be distributed using the method described in paragraph (2)a; or   
b. With the approval of the Commission, be carried over to a subsequent meet.   

(6) Where a net Exact (n) pool is divided into two or more separate shares in accordance with 
this section, any odd cents remaining shall be retained and added to the part of the net pool 
that will be added to the carryover.   

(7) A written request for permission to distribute the Exact (n) carryover on a specific 
performance may be submitted to the Commission.  The request must be for a specified 
date no greater than one year from the date the request is submitted and contain 
justification for the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, and the 
intended date and performance for the distribution.  Should the association elect to 
distribute the Exact (n) pool pursuant to either paragraph (2)b, c, d, e, f, or g and the Exact 
(n) net pool and any applicable carryover which is designated for distribution on a 
specified date and performance in which there is no selected combination that finished in 
correct sequence as the first (n) betting interests, the entire pool shall be distributed using 
the method described in (2)a.   

(8) A written request for permission to transfer the Exact (n) carryover to another Exact (n) 
pool operated by the same pool host may be submitted to the Commission.  The request 
must contain justification for the transfer, including an explanation of the benefit to be 
derived, a description of the method by which the pool host will present the information to 
the public that identifies the racetracks(s) for which the pool will be operated and the 
intended date(s) and performance(s) of the transfer.   

(9) If for any reason other than as permitted pursuant to subsection (5), the Exact (n) 
carryover must be held over to the corresponding Exact (n) pool of a subsequent meet, the 
carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account approved by the Commission.   

(10) The following procedure shall be used to determine the official order of finish if there is a 
dead heat for any of the (n) finishing positions among two or more betting interests:   
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a. The betting interests, starting with the first-place betting interest of the race, in 
correct sequence finishing before the dead heat, if any, followed by   

b. The betting interests which dead heated, irrespective of sequence, followed by   
c. The betting interests in correct sequence after the dead heat, if any.   
d. In the event there is more than one dead heat, the rule for determining the finishing 

position of the betting interests as set forth in paragraphs (10)a through c above 
shall be applied.   

e. If there is a dead heat the Exact (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool 
with each winning wager receiving an equal share of the profit.   

(11) In the event that a ticket is purchased prior to the day’s scratches being announced and a 
betting interest draws into the race off the also eligible list, the association shall specify 
which method it will use described under paragraph (11)a or b.  A guest association which 
commingles wagers into the pool may elect to not offer wagering to its customers until all 
scratches have been announced and all betting interests, if any, have drawn into the race 
off the also eligible list.   

a. The scratched betting interest will be substituted with the betting interest that drew 
into the race off the also eligible list.  In the event that two betting interest scratch, 
the scratched betting interest with the lower program number will be substituted 
with the also eligible that has the lower program number and the scratched betting 
interest with the higher program number will be substituted with the also eligible 
that has the higher program number.  In the event that more than two betting 
interests are scratched, the pattern for determining the also eligible betting interest 
to be substituted for the scratched betting interest set forth in the previous sentence 
shall be applied for all such betting interests; or   

b. The association can elect to refund the ticket.   
(12) In the event that a ticket is purchased prior to the day’s surface change, if any, being 

announced and a betting interest designated as “main track only” draws into the race, the 
association shall specify which method it will use described under paragraph (12)a or b.  
A guest association which commingles wagers into the pool may elect to not offer 
wagering to its customers until all betting interests which were designated as “main track 
only,” if any, have been declared starters.    

a. A betting interest that was scratched will be substituted with the betting interest that 
was designated as “main track only.”  In the event that two betting interests scratch, 
the scratched betting interest with the lower program number will be substituted 
with the “main track only” betting interest that has the lower program number and 
the scratched betting interest with the higher program number will be substituted 
with the “main track only” betting interest that has the higher program number.  In 
the event that more than two betting interests are scratched, the pattern for 
determining the “main track only” betting interest to be substituted for the scratched 
betting interest set forth in the previous sentence shall be applied for all such betting 
interests; or   

b. The association may elect to refund the ticket.   
(13) The association, with the approval of the Commission, may close the Exact (n) pool prior 

to the association closing its other single contest wagering pools.  If after the Exact (n) 
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pool closes, a betting interest is either scratched, declared a non-starter, or does not finish 
the race, such betting interest shall be considered only for purpose of the Exact (n) pool to 
have finished the race in last position.  If two betting interests are scratched, declared 
nonstarters, or do not finish the race after the Exact (n) pool has closed, the scratched, 
nonstarter, or non-finishing betting interest with the highest program number shall be 
considered to have finished in last position and the scratched, non-starter, or non-finishing 
betting interest with the second highest program number shall be considered to have 
finished second to last.  In the event that more than two betting interests are scratched, 
declared non-starters, or do not finish the race after the Exact (n) pool has closed, the 
pattern for determining the finishing position of the betting interests set forth in the 
previous sentence shall be applied for all such betting interests.  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, but only as it relates to tickets which contain a betting interest which is 
scratched after the pool closes but before the race is declared “off” or a betting interest 
which is declared a non-starter, the association may elect to refund such ticket.   

(14) In the event that the race is declared a non-contest, or if when the pool closes thre are less 
than (n) betting interests, the entire pool shall be refunded and any previous carryover 
shall be added to the next scheduled corresponding pool.   

   
        

Part II   
A.   Instant Racing Pools   
(1) Instant Racing #1 (Electronic 1-2-3 “Classic”)   

(a) Notice: This pool type may be subject to proprietary claims.   

(b) Summary: Electronic 1-2-3 requires selection of the first three finishers for a single 
contest selected from a historical library of previously run contests that are replayed 
from a central video server according to the following procedures:   

(A) The contest from the historical library is selected at random before the player 
enters any selection.   

(B) The player may examine one or more charts including past performance 
information showing the relative merits of the contestants as they actually were on 
the day of the contest.   

(C) After the player’s selections are registered, the identity of the contest is revealed, a 
video segment of the contest finish is shown, and the actual official results are 
displayed.   

(D) A player wins by matching some or all of the first three finishers in one of six 
different ways. Any winnings may be collected instantly.   

(E) A player must risk a second unit bet in the wager to qualify for the highest value 
pool (3 Exact Order).   

(c) Wager Amount:   
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(A) The Association shall designate acceptable values for wagering units. The player 
may enter only one or two unit bets per play.   

(d) Pool Split: After the applicable takeout has been deducted from the wager, the 
remaining amount shall be apportioned among several separate pools which have been 
carried over from previous contests played by all players:   

(A) The remaining amount (after takeout) of the first unit bet shall be apportioned 
among  six pools, including one pool for each of five ways to win, and to the first 
Seed Pool when it is below its designated cap amount.   

(B) The remaining amount (after takeout) of the second unit bet, if wagered, shall be 
apportioned to the highest value pool (3 Exact Order), and to the second Seed Pool 
when it is below its designated cap amount.   

(e) Ways to Win: Wagers may qualify to win in up to six different ways, including:   

(A) 3 Exact Order: The player’s selections correctly match the first three finishers in 
exact order, only for players who risked two unit bets in the wager.   

(B) 3 Any Order: The player’s selections correctly match the first three finishers in any 
order.   

(C) Top 2 Exact Order: The player’s top two selections correctly match the first two 
finishers in exact order.   

(D) 3 to get Top 2: Any of the player’s three selections correctly match the first two 
finishers in any order.   

(E) Top Pick Wins Contest: The player’s top selection correctly matches the first 
(winning) finisher.   

(F) Any 2 of 3: The player’s selections correctly match any two of the first three 
finishers in any order.   

(f) Payment Calculation:    

(A) The winning price shall be the entire amount in the pool for which the wager 
qualifies, less the price round-off (breakage).   

(B) When the first unit bet qualifies to win more than one of its five ways to win, only 
the largest single pool amount qualified for shall be paid.   

(C) When the second unit bet qualifies to win the 3 Exact Order pool, the winning 
price shall be added to the winning price from the first unit bet.   

(D) Each way to win has a minimum payoff amount for winning wagers, which shall 
be posted.   

(E) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum payoff amount shall not be less than the 
amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(F) If two players qualify to win the same pool within a short time, the first winner 
shall be paid the current pool and the second shall be paid the new pool, which 
begins with the minimum payoff amount.   
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(g) Dead Heat: A contest that has a dead heat for first, second, or third shall not be used for 
Electronic 1-2-3 wagering.   

(h) Coupled Entries, Mutuel Fields:   

(A) A contest involving coupled entries or mutuel fields shall not be used for   
Electronic 1-2-3 wagering if there are two or more betting interests live for a single 
contestant number.   

(B) The one remaining live betting interest of a coupled entry or mutuel field shall be 
represented by its contestant number without a letter. For example, contestant 
number “1” represents either contestant “1” or “1A”.   

(i) Seed Pool: To cover the cases when one of the minimum payoff amounts is paid, the 
Seed Pool is accumulated from a designated percent of wagers.   

(A) Each time a pool’s minimum payoff amount is paid in excess of the actual amount 
available in the pool, the shortfall shall be deducted from the Seed Pool.   

(B) After a pool is paid, the actual amount of the pool may be seeded from the Seed   
Pool to a specified initial amount less than or equal to its minimum payoff amount.   

(C) While the Seed Pool is below a designated cap amount, the allotments to the other 
pools are each decreased and the difference shall be allotted to the Seed Pool.   

(D) The Seed Pool of the first unit bet shall be kept separate from that of the second 
unit bet.   

(j) Commission Approval:   

(A) The takeout rate may not exceed a maximum rate approved by the Commission. 
Subject to that restriction, the takeout rate shall be set by the Association and 
reported to the Commission.   

(B) The method of apportioning wagers to each of the pools shall be approved by the 
Commission.   

(C) The method of seeding pools shall be approved by the Commission.   

(D) Should the Electronic 1-2-3 pools be designated for termination or mandatory 
distribution on a specific date, a method approved by the Commission shall be 
used.   

(E) The method of picking the random numbers used for selecting contests and past 
performance charts shall be certified by an independent authority that is approved 
by the Commission.   

(F) The designated values of wagering units shall be approved by the Commission.   

(2) Instant Racing #1.1 (Electronic 1-2-3 with Pick-N)   

(a) Notice: This pool type may be subject to proprietary claims.   

(b) Summary: Electronic 1-2-3 requires selection of the first three finishers for a single 
contest selected from a historical library of previously run contests that are replayed 
from a central video server according to the following procedures:   
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(A) The contest from the historical library is selected at random before the player 
enters any selection.   

(B) The player may examine one or more charts including past performance 
information showing the relative merits of the contestants as they actually were on 
the day of the contest.   

(C) After the player’s selections are registered, the identity of the contest is revealed, a 
video segment of the contest finish is shown, and the actual official results are 
displayed.   

(D) A player wins by matching some or all of the first three finishers in one of several 
different ways. Any winnings may be collected instantly.   

(E) A player must risk a second unit bet in the wager to qualify for the highest value 
pool(s) (for example the Pick N, matching the first finisher in N consecutive 
contests).   

(c) Wager Amount:   

(A) The Association shall designate acceptable values for wagering units.    
(B) The player may enter only one or two unit bets per play.   

(d) Pool Split: After the applicable takeout has been deducted from the wager, the 
remaining amount shall be apportioned among several separate pools which have been 
carried over from previous contests played by all players:   
(A) The remaining amount (after takeout) of the first unit bet shall be apportioned 

among the first unit bet pools, including one pool for each of several ways to win, 
and to the first Seed Pool when it is below its designated cap amount.   

(B) The remaining amount (after takeout) of the second unit bet, if wagered, shall be 
apportioned among the second unit bet pools (for example the Pick N), and to the 
second Seed Pool when it is below its designated cap amount.   

(e) Ways to Win for the First Unit Bet: For players who risked either one or two unit bets in 
each wager, some or all of the following ways to win, or other similar ways, may be 
declared:   

(A) 3 Exact Order: The player’s selections correctly match the first three finishers in 
exact order.   

(B) 3 Any Order: The player’s selections correctly match the first three finishers in any 
order.   

(C) Top 2 Exact Order: The player’s top two selections correctly match the first two 
finishers in exact order.   

(D) 3 to get Top 2: Any of the player’s three selections correctly match the first two 
finishers in any order.   

(E) Top Pick Wins Contest: The player’s top selection correctly matches the first 
(winning) finisher.   
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(F) Any 2 of 3: The player’s selections correctly match any two of the first three 
finishers in any order.   

(f) Ways to Win for the Second Unit Bet: For players who risked two unit bets in each 
wager, some or all of the following ways to win, or other similar ways, may be declared:   

(A) Pick N: The player has won the Top Pick Wins Contest pool in N consecutive 
plays, with two unit bets in each wager. After winning the Pick N pool, the player 
must start over accumulating wins to be eligible for either the Pick N pool or the 
Pick N-1 pool again.   

(B) Pick N-1: The player has won the Top Pick Wins Contest pool in N-1 consecutive 
plays, with two unit bets in each wager.   

(C) Pick N Consolation: The player has won the Top Pick Wins Contest pool in N-1 
consecutive plays and then has lost in the next, with two unit bets in each wager. 
The Pick N Consolation shall be declared as a way to win only when the Pick N-1 
pool has not been.   

(g) Payment Calculation:    
(A) For each way to win except the Pick N Consolation, the winning price shall be the 

entire amount in the pool for which the wager qualifies, less the price round-off 
(breakage).   

(B) For the Pick N Consolation, the winning price shall be a designated percentage of 
the amount in the Pick N pool, less the price round-off (breakage). The remaining 
amount of the Pick N pool carries forward for the next Pick N winner.   

(C) When the first unit bet qualifies to win more than one of its ways to win, only the 
largest single pool amount qualified for shall be paid.   

(D) When the second unit bet qualifies to win more than one of its ways to win, only 
the largest single pool amount qualified for shall be paid.   

(E) When the second unit bet qualifies to win, its winning price shall be added to the 
winning price from the first unit bet.   

(F) Each way to win has a minimum payoff amount for winning wagers, which shall 
be posted.   

(G) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum payoff amount shall not be less than the 
amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(H) If two players qualify to win the same pool within a short time, the first winner 
shall be paid the current pool and the second shall be paid the new pool, which 
begins with the minimum payoff amount.   

(h) Dead Heat: A contest that has a dead heat for first, second, or third shall not be used for 
Electronic 1-2-3 wagering.   

(i) Coupled Entries, Mutuel Fields:   

(A) A contest involving coupled entries or mutuel fields shall not be used for   
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Electronic 1-2-3 wagering if there are two or more betting interests live for a single 
contestant number.   

(B) The one remaining live betting interest of a coupled entry or mutuel field shall be 
represented by its contestant number without a letter. For example, contestant 
number “1” represents either contestant “1” or “1A”.   

(j) Seed Pool: To cover the cases when one of the minimum payoff amounts is paid, the 
Seed Pool is accumulated from a designated percent of wagers.   

(A) Each time a pool’s minimum payoff amount is paid in excess of the actual amount 
available in the pool, the shortfall shall be deducted from the Seed Pool.   

(B) After a pool is paid, the actual amount of the pool may be seeded from the Seed   
Pool to a specified initial amount less than or equal to its minimum payoff amount.   

(C) While the Seed Pool is below a designated cap amount, the allotments to the other 
pools are each decreased and the difference shall be allotted to the Seed Pool.   

(D) The Seed Pool of the first unit bet shall be kept separate from that of the second 
unit bet.   

(k) Commission Approval:   

(A) The takeout rate may not exceed a maximum rate approved by the Commission. 
Subject to that restriction, the takeout rate shall be set by the Association and 
reported to the Commission.   

(B) The method of apportioning wagers to each of the pools shall be approved by the 
Commission.   

(C) The method of seeding pools shall be approved by the Commission.   

(D) The number of pools and specific “Ways to Win”, declared from time to time by 
the Association from the list set forth above or other similar ways, shall be 
approved by the Commission.   

(E) When a Pick N Consolation has been declared as a way to win, the percentage of 
the Pick N pool to be paid as a consolation shall be approved by the Commission.   

(F) Should the Electronic 1-2-3 pools be designated for termination or mandatory 
distribution on a specific date, a method approved by the Commission shall be 
used.   

(G) The method of picking the random numbers used for selecting contests and past 
performance charts shall be certified by an independent authority that is approved 
by the Commission.   

(H) The designated values of wagering units shall be approved by the Commission.   

(3) Instant Racing #2 (Across The Board)   

(a) Notice: This pool type may be subject to proprietary claims.   
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(b) Summary: Across the Board requires selection of the first three finishers for a single 
contest selected from a historical library of previously run contests that are replayed 
from a central video server according to the following procedures:   

(A) The contest from the historical library is selected at random before the player 
enters any selection.   

(B) The player may examine one or more charts including past performance 
information showing the relative merits of the contestants as they actually were on 
the day of the contest.   

(C) Contestant numbers are placed on a card with nine boxes arranged in a square of 
three columns and three rows. The player chooses three selections that are placed 
in the boxes according to one of the methods described below. See Methods of 
Filling Cards.   

(D) The first column, on the left side, contains the contestant numbers selected to finish 
first (win); the second column contains the contestant numbers selected to finish 
first or second (place); the third column contains the contestant numbers selected to 
finish first, second or third (show).   

(E) After the player’s selections are registered, the identity of the contest is revealed, a 
video segment of the contest finish is shown, and the actual official results are 
displayed.   

(F) A player wins by matching some or all of the boxes on a card with the first, 
second, and third finishers in any of several different ways. See Ways to Win. Any 
winnings may be collected instantly.   

(G) A player may purchase from one to four card bets per wager, at one unit bet per 
card.   

(H) A player who purchases three cards in one wager participates in the 3-Card-Bonus 
pool (if available), and player who purchases four cards in one wager also 
participates in the 4-Card-Bonus pool (if available).   

(c) Methods of Filling Cards: One of the following methods shall be used to place 
contestant numbers in the nine boxes of each card:   

(A) Method 1: Selections from the list of all valid contestant numbers shall be placed at 
random into the nine boxes on each card, in a manner such that the player’s first 
selection shall appear at least once in the first (win) column, the second shall 
appear at least once in the second (place) column, the third shall appear at least 
once in the third (show) column, and least a specified number (N) of the nine shall 
be selected from among player’s three contestant number selections.   

(B) Method 2: The player’s three contestant number selections shall be placed in order 
in the diagonal “\” of each card, with the first player selection in the upper left box, 
the second in the middle box, and the third in the lower right box. The remaining 
six boxes of each card shall be filled at random from the list of all valid contestant 
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numbers, in a manner such that at least a specified number (N) of the six shall be 
selected from among player’s three contestant number selections.   

(C) Method 3: The player’s three contestant number selections shall be placed in 
random order in the diagonal “\” of each card, which includes the upper left box, 
the middle box, and the lower right box. The remaining six boxes of each card 
shall be filled at random from list of all valid contestant numbers, in a manner such 
that at least a specified number (N) of the six shall be selected from among 
player’s three contestant number selections.   

(D) Method 4: Selections from the list of all valid contestant numbers shall be placed at 
random into the nine boxes on each card, in a manner such that at least a specified 
number (N) of the boxes shall be selected from among player’s three contestant 
number selections, and each of the player’s three selections shall appear at least 
once on the card.   

(E) Free Box: For any of the above methods, the Association may elect to include in a 
card one or more Free Boxes that match any finishing number.   

(d) Wager Amount:   
(A) The Association shall designate acceptable values for wagering units.   

(B) The player may enter only one to four unit bets per play.   

(C) One unit bet purchases a wager on the first card; two unit bets purchase a wager on 
each of the first two cards; three unit bets purchase a wager on each of the first 
three cards; four unit bets purchase a wager on each of the four cards.   

(e) Pool Split: After the applicable takeout has been deducted from the wager, the 
remaining amount shall be apportioned among several separate pools which have been 
carried over from previous contests played by all players:   
(A) The remaining amount (after takeout) of the bet amount shall be apportioned 

among a pool for each of several ways to win, and to the Seed Pool when it is 
below its designated cap amount.   

(f) The takeout rate and allocation to each pool may be different for each of the bet 
amounts from one to four units.   

(g) Ways to Win: A wager may qualify to win in any of several different ways on any of the 
cards in the wager:   

(A) One or more of the ways to win may be designated as the 3-Card Bonus pool, only 
for those players who purchase three or four cards in one wager.   

(B) One or more of the ways to win may be designated as the 4-Card Bonus pool, only 
for those players who purchase four cards in one wager.   

(C) Some of the ways to win may be restricted to specific cards (for instance, a way to 
win could apply only on the first card regardless of the wager amount.)   

(D) Some or all of the following ways to win may be included, or other ways to win 
may be declared:   
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(i) Big “X”: (Only for players who wager on all four cards at once.) With the 
four cards arranged in a square where cards one and two are above, and cards 
three and four are directly below, the selections in cards one and four match 
correctly in the boxes that form each card’s Diagonal “\” from upper left to 
lower right to form a long diagonal through both cards, and the selections in 
cards two and three match correctly in the boxes that form each card’s 
Diagonal “/” from upper right to lower left to form a long diagonal through 
both cards.   

(ii) Big “Z”: (Only for players who wager on all four cards at once.) With the 
four cards arranged in a square where cards one and two are above, and cards 
three and four are directly below, the letter “Z” is formed as follows: The 
selections in cards one and two match correctly in the boxes that form each 
card’s Top Row to form a long line along the top of both cards; The 
selections in cards two and three match correctly in the boxes that form each 
card’s Diagonal “/” from upper right to lower left to form a long diagonal 
through both cards; The selections in cards three and four match correctly in 
the boxes that form each card’s Bottom Row to form a long line along the 
bottom of both cards.   

(iii) N Boxes on All Cards: (Only for players who wager on all four cards at once. 
Players who wager on just three cards may also be included, if specified.) The 
sum of the boxes that match correctly on any of the cards must number N or 
more. The value N shall be a specific number.   

(iv) Cover-All: The selections on a card match correctly in all of the nine boxes.   

(v) 8 Boxes: Eight or more selections on a card match correctly.   

(vi) 7 Boxes: Seven or more selections on a card match correctly.   
(vii) “X”: The selections on a card match correctly in the four corner boxes and the 

middle box, which are the top and bottom boxes of the first (win) and third 
(show) columns, and the middle box of the second (place) column.   

(viii) Plus “+”: The selections on a card match correctly in the middle boxes of the 
first (win) and third (show) columns, and in all three boxes of the second 
(place) column.   

(ix) Diagonal “\”: The selections match correctly in the boxes that form a card’s 
diagonal from upper left to lower right.   

(x) Diagonal “/”: The selections match correctly in the boxes that form a card’s 
diagonal from upper right to lower left.   

(xi) Top Row: The selections match correctly in the boxes that form a card’s first 
row.   

(xii) Middle Row: The selections match correctly in the boxes that form a card’s 
second row.   
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(xiii) Bottom Row: The selections match correctly in the boxes that form a card’s 
third row.   

(xiv) First Column: The selections match correctly in the boxes that form a card’s 
first column, on the left side, which are contestant numbers finishing the 
contest first (“win”).   

(xv) Second Column: The selections match correctly in the boxes that form a 
card’s second column, which are contestant numbers finishing the contest 
first or second (“place”).   

(xvi) Third Column: The selections match correctly in the boxes that form a card’s 
third column, which are contestant numbers finishing the contest first or 
second or third (“show”).   

(xvii) Four Corners: The selections match correctly in all four corners of a card, 
which are the top and bottom boxes of the first (win) and third (show) 
columns.   

(xviii) Combination: With approval of the Commission, additional ways to win 
may be declared, for instance by combining others into one. Example: “Any 
Column or Diagonal” could be a single way to win.   

(g) Payment Calculation:    

(A) The winning price is the entire amount in the pool for which the wager qualifies, 
less the price round-off (breakage).   

(B) A wager that qualifies for a Bonus pool on more than one card shall be deemed to 
qualify for only one such Bonus pool for the entire wager.   

(C) A wager that qualifies for more than one different Bonus pool shall be deemed to 
qualify once for only the largest of those Bonus pools.   

(D) When a wager qualifies more than once on a card for a single way to win, it shall 
be paid the winning price multiplied by the number of times it qualifies.   

(E) When a wager qualifies for more than one way to win on a card (not considering 
Bonus pools), only the largest single amount qualified for shall be paid.   

(F) When a wager wins on more than one card, the total payment shall be the sum of 
the payments from each card.   

(G) Each way to win has a minimum payoff amount for winning wagers, which shall 
be posted.   

(H) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum payoff amount shall not be less than the 
amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(I) If two players qualify to win the same pool within a short time, the first winner 
shall be paid the current pool and the second shall be paid the new pool, which 
begins with the minimum payoff amount.   

(h) Dead Heat: A contest that has a dead heat for first, second, or third shall not be used for 
Across the Board wagering.   
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(i) Coupled Entries, Mutuel Fields:   

(A) A contest involving coupled entries or mutuel fields shall not be used for Across 
the Board wagering if there are two or more betting interests live for a single 
contestant number.   

(B) The one remaining live betting interest of a coupled entry or mutuel field shall be 
represented by its contestant number without a letter. For example, contestant 
number “1” represents either contestant “1” or “1A”.   

(j) Seed Pool: To cover the cases when one of the minimum payoff amounts is paid, the 
Seed Pool is accumulated from a designated percent of wagers.   

(A) Each time a pool’s minimum payoff amount is paid in excess of the actual amount 
available in the pool, the shortfall shall be deducted from the Seed Pool.   

(B) After a pool is paid, the actual amount of the pool may be seeded from the Seed   
Pool to a specified initial amount less than or equal to its minimum payoff amount.   

(C) While the Seed Pool is below a designated cap amount, the allotments to the other 
pools are each decreased and the difference shall be allotted to the Seed Pool.   

(k) Commission Approval:   

(A) The takeout rate may not exceed a maximum rate approved by the Commission. 
Subject to that restriction, the takeout rate shall be set by the Association and 
reported to the Commission.   

(B) The method of apportioning wagers to each of the pools shall be approved by the 
Commission.   

(C) The method of seeding pools shall be approved by the Commission.   
(D) The number of pools and specific “Ways to Win”, declared from time to time by 

the Association from the list set forth above or other similar ways, shall be 
approved by the Commission.   

(E) The method of filling in cards with contestant numbers or Free Boxes shall be 
approved by the Commission.   

(F) Should the Across the Board pools be designated for termination or mandatory 
distribution on a specific date, a method approved by the Commission shall be 
used.   

(G) The method of picking the random numbers used for selecting contests and past 
performance charts, and for filling cards, shall be certified by an independent 
authority that is approved by the Commission.   

(H) The designated values of wagering units shall be approved by the Commission.   

(4) Instant Racing #3 (Multi-Line)   

(a) Notice: This pool type may be subject to proprietary claims.   
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(b) Summary: Multi-Line requires selection of the first three finishers for a single contest 
selected from a historical library of previously run contests that are replayed from a 
central video server according to the following procedures:   

(A) The contest from the historical library is selected at random before the player 
enters any selection.   

(B) The player may examine one or more charts including past performance 
information showing the relative merits of the contestants as they actually were on 
the day of the contest.   

(C) Contestant numbers are placed in a rectangular grid of boxes arranged in a 
specified number of rows and columns, for example fifteen boxes in three rows and 
five columns. The player chooses three selections that are placed in the boxes 
according to one of the methods described below. See Methods of Filling Grid.   

(D) After the player’s selections are registered, the identity of the contest is revealed, a 
video segment of the contest finish is shown, and the actual official results are 
displayed.   

(E) A player wins by matching some or all of the boxes on the grid with the first, 
second, and third finishers in any of several different ways. See Ways to Win. Any 
winnings may be collected instantly.   

(F) When the player matches certain ways to win, a Bonus Wager begins (if available) 
which could award the player additional winnings.    

(G) A single wager may include (activate) one or more different Pay Lines. A Pay Line 
is a specific sequence of boxes consisting of one box from each column of the grid.   

(H) A single wager costs at least one unit bet per active pay line. If permitted, the 
player may wager more than one unit bet per pay line.   

(I) A player who bets on all of the pay lines in one wager participates in the highest 
value pool, the Maximum Line Jackpot pool (if available).   

(c) Methods of Filling Grid: One of the following methods shall be used to place contestant 
numbers in the boxes in the grid:   

(A) Method 1: There are three rows in the grid. The player’s three contestant number 
selections shall be placed in random order in a designated column of the grid, for 
example in the third of five columns. The remaining boxes of the grid shall be 
filled at random from the list of all valid contestant numbers.   

(B) Method 2: There are three rows in the grid. The player’s three contestant number 
selections shall be placed in random order such that one is placed in each row of 
the grid, in random columns. The remaining boxes of the grid shall be filled at 
random from the list of all valid contestant numbers.   

(C) Free Box: For any of the above methods, the Association may elect to include one 
or more Free Boxes that match any finishing number.   
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(D) Multiplier Box: For any of the above methods, the Association may elect to include 
a Multiplier Box that matches any finishing number, and reveals a multiplier 
number X such that:   

i. The multiplier number X shall be selected from a specified range of 
numbers, for example from one to ten.   

ii. The Multiplier Box shall appear in an approved random fashion, for 
example so that the Multiplier Box does not appear part of the time, and low 
multiplier numbers appear more often than high numbers.   

iii. When a Multiplier Box is included in a pay line, then any winning price for 
the pay line shall be multiplied as specified in Payment Calculation, below. 
iv. If a pay line including the Multiplier Box qualifies to play a Bonus 
Wager, then the pay line shall qualify X times as specified in Bonus Wager, 
below.   

(E) Bonus box: For any of the above methods, the Association may elect to include 
one or more Bonus boxes to provide ways to qualify for the Bonus Wager.   

(F) Extra symbols: For any of the above methods, the Association may elect to include 
one or more Extra symbols in the boxes, to provide more ways to win.   

(d) Wager Amount and Pay Lines:   

(A) The Association shall designate acceptable values for wagering units.   

(B) The Association shall designate a maximum number of unit bets allowed per active 
pay line.   

(C) In each play, the player must enter the same number of unit bets for every active 
pay line.   

(D) The player must select active pay lines in a designated sequence from the first 
numbered pay line up to the maximum numbered pay line.   

(E) An example of pay lines for three rows and five columns: pay line #1 is the middle 
row; pay line #2 is the top row; pay line #3 is the bottom row; pay line #4 is a “V” 
shape starting at the top left box, down to the bottom middle box, up to the top 
right box; pay line #5 is an inverted “V” shape starting at the bottom left box, up to 
the top middle box, down to the bottom right box.   

(e) Pool Split: After the applicable takeout has been deducted from the wager, the 
remaining amount shall be apportioned among several separate pools which have been 
carried over from previous contests played by all players:   

(A) The remaining amount (after takeout) of the bet amount shall be apportioned 
among a pool for each of several ways to win, and to the Seed Pool (depending on 
its current amount), and to the Bonus Wager pool (if available).   

(B) The takeout rate and allocation to each pool may be different for each of the bet 
amounts from one to the maximum number of bet units.   
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(f) Ways to Win: A wager may qualify to win in any of several different ways on any of the 
active pay lines in the wager:   

(A) One or more of the ways to win may be designated to participate in the Maximum 
Line Jackpot pool(s), only for those players who select all of the pay lines in one 
wager.   

(B) Some or all of the following ways to win may be included, or other ways to win 
may be declared (examples matching a five column grid):   

(xix) All Win: All of the selections in the pay line match the first finisher.   

(xx) All Second: All of the selections in the pay line match the second finisher.   

(xxi) All Place: All of the selections in the pay line match the first or second 
finisher.   

(xxii) All Third: All of the selections in the pay line match the third finisher.   

(xxiii) All Show: All of the selections in the pay line match the first, second, or 
third finisher.   

(xxiv) Four in a row Win: The first four or the last four selections in the pay line 
match the first finisher.   

(xxv) Four in a row Second: The first four or the last four selections in the pay line 
match the second finisher.   

(xxvi) Four in a row Place: The first four or the last four selections in the pay line 
match the first or second finisher.   

(xxvii) Four in a row Third: The first four or the last four selections in the 
pay line match the third finisher.   

(xxviii) Four in a row Show: The first four or the last four selections in the 
pay line match the first, second, or third finisher.   

(xxix) Three in a row Win: The first three or the last three selections in the pay line 
match the first finisher.   

(xxx) Three in a row Second: The first three or the last three selections in the pay 
line match the second finisher.   

(xxxi) Three in a row Place: The first three or the last three selections in the pay 
line match the first or second finisher.   

(xxxii) Three in a row Third: The first three or the last three selections in the 
pay line match the third finisher.   

(xxxiii) Three in a row Show: The first three or the last three selections in the 
pay line match the first, second, or third finisher.   

(xxxiv) Three Scattered Win: Any three selections in the pay line match the 
first finisher.   
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(xxxv) Three Scattered Second: Any three selections in the pay line match the 
second finisher.   

(xxxvi) Three Scattered Place: Any three selections in the pay line match the 
first or second finisher.   

(xxxvii) Three Scattered Third: Any three selections in the pay line match the 
third finisher.   

(xxxviii) Three Scattered Show: Any three selections in the pay line match the 
first, second, or third finisher.   

(xxxix) Trifecta Box: All three of the player’s selections match the first, 
second, or third finisher, similar to a Trifecta Box bet. When this way to win 
is included in the game, the column where the player’s selections are placed 
constitutes a special pay line, included in the wager at no extra cost.   

(g) Payment Calculation:    

(A) The winning price for a pool shall be calculated as follows:   

(i) The entire amount in the pool after takeout shall be divided by the maximum 
number of unit bets per pay line, then:   

(ii) The result shall be rounded down if necessary, for price round-off (breakage), 
then:   

(iii) The result shall be raised if necessary to the minimum payoff amount, then:   

(iv) The result shall be multiplied by the actual number of unit bets wagered per 
pay line.   

(B) When a wager qualifies for a Maximum Line Jackpot pool on one or more pay lines, 
then:   

(i) The wager shall be deemed to qualify for only one Maximum Line Jackpot 
pool for the entire wager.   

(ii) Any other pay line(s) that would have qualified for the Maximum Line 
Jackpot pool shall instead qualify for ways to win in the same manner as for 
players who do not bet the maximum amount.   

(iii) The wager shall not qualify on any pay line to play a Bonus Wager.   

(C) When a wager qualifies for more than one way to win on a pay line, only the 
largest single amount qualified for shall be paid.   

(D) When a Multiplier Box is included anywhere in a pay line, then any winning price 
for the pay line shall be multiplied by the multiplier number X.   

(E) When a wager qualifies for the Trifecta Box pool then the winning price shall be 
multiplied by the number of unit bets in the wager.   

(F) When a wager wins on more than one pay line, the total payment shall be the sum 
of the payments from each pay line.   
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(G) Each way to win has a minimum payoff amount for winning wagers, which shall 
be posted.   

(H) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum payoff amount shall not be less than the 
amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(I) If two players qualify to win the same pool within a short time, the first winner 
shall be paid the current pool and the second shall be paid the new pool, which 
begins with the minimum payoff amount.   

(h) Bonus Wager: One or more of the ways to win may be designated so that when the 
player qualifies for this way to win, a Bonus Wager begins.   

(A) A Bonus Wager rule shall be designated from one of the Bonus Wager Methods 
described below, or from a Bonus Wager method with rules declared separately 
from the base Multi-Line game.   

(B) Any payment from the Bonus Wager shall be added to the payments from the base 
Multi-Line game.   

(C) When more than one pay line qualifies to play the Bonus Wager, the Bonus Wager 
payoff shall be multiplied by number of qualifying pay lines as specified in the 
Bonus Wager rules.   

(D) When more than one unit bet is wagered per pay line, then the pay line shall be 
deemed to qualify N times in regard to part (C) above, where N is the number of 
unit bets per pay line.   

(E) When a pay line that qualifies to play the Bonus Wager includes a Multiplier Box, 
then the pay line shall be deemed to qualify X times in regard to part  (C) above, 
where X is the multiplier number.   

(F) When the Bonus Wager is complete, play returns to the basic Multi-Line game.   

(i) Dead Heat: A contest that has a dead heat for first, second, or third shall not be used for 
Multi-Line wagering.   

(j) Coupled Entries, Mutuel Fields:   

(A) A contest involving coupled entries or mutuel fields shall not be used for 
MultiLine wagering if there are two or more betting interests live for a single 
contestant number.   

(B) The one remaining live betting interest of a coupled entry or mutuel field shall be 
represented by its contestant number without a letter. For example, contestant 
number “1” represents either contestant “1” or “1A”.   

(k) Seed Pool: To cover the cases when one of the minimum payoff amounts is paid, the 
Seed Pool is accumulated from a designated percent of wagers.   

(A) Each time a pool’s minimum payoff amount is paid in excess of the actual amount 
available in the pool, the shortfall shall be deducted from the Seed Pool.   

(B) After a pool is paid, the actual amount of the pool may be seeded from the Seed   
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Pool to a specified initial amount less than or equal to its minimum payoff amount.   

(C) While the Seed Pool is below a designated threshold amount, the allotments to the 
other pools are each decreased and the difference shall increase the allotment to the 
Seed Pool.   

(l) Bonus Wager Method 1, “Spot Shot”:   

(A) Preface: Spot Shot is a Bonus Wager to be played whenever a specified condition 
occurs during the play of the base Multi-Line game.   

(B) Summary: Spot Shot distributes the pari-mutuel Bonus Wager pool from the base 
game. It requires selection of one of the first three finishers for a single contest 
selected from a historical library of previously run contests, according to the 
following two-phase procedure:   

(i)  The Stake: The first phase requires selection among several symbols shown on 
the screen to determine the player’s Stake in the contest:   

(I) The player is presented with several symbols (spots) that hide a random 
arrangement of Multiplier Numbers.   

(II) The player selects (shoots) one symbol, revealing the hidden Multiplier 
Number.   

(III) The Multiplier Number is further multiplied by the number of times the 
player has qualified in the base game to play this Bonus Wager, giving 
the number of units in the player’s Stake.   

(ii) The Contest: The second phase requires selection of one of the first three 
finishers for a single contest:   

(I) The contest from the historical library is selected at random before the 
player enters any selection.   

(II) The player may examine one or more charts including past performance 
information showing the relative merits of the contestants as they 
actually were on the day of the contest.   

(III) After the player’s selection is registered, the identity of the contest is 
revealed, and the actual official results are displayed.   

(IV) The finishing position of the player’s selection shall determine the 
player’s winning status, Win for finishing first, Second for finishing 
second, Third for finishing third, or Other for any other finish.   

(C) Payment Calculation: The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be computed according to 
the following procedure:   

(i) For each possible winning status Win, Second, Third, or Other, a designated 
percentage of the Bonus Wager pool (after takeout), less the price round-off 
(breakage), shall be deemed the possible amounts of the Payoff Per Unit 
Stake.   
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(ii) The Payoff Per Unit Stake corresponding to the player’s actual winning status 
shall be multiplied by the player’s Stake, yielding the total Bonus Wager 
payoff. The remaining amount of the Bonus Wager pool carries forward for 
the next Bonus Wager winner, with payoff according to the rules of the Bonus 
Wager.   

(iii) The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be added to the payments from the base 
game as specified by the base game rule.   

(iv) Each possible winning status has a minimum payoff amount for winning 
wagers, which shall be posted.   

(v) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum payoff amount shall not be less than 
the amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(m) Bonus Wager Method 2, “Multi Shot”:   

(A) Preface: Multi Shot is a Bonus Wager to be played whenever a specified condition 
occurs during the play of the base Multi-Line game.   

(B) Summary: Multi Shot distributes the pari-mutuel Bonus Wager pool from the base 
game according to the following procedure:   

(i) The player shall be presented with a screen containing:   
(ii) Several target symbols that hide a random arrangement of Winning Amounts 

and Stopper symbols.   

(iii) The Multiplier that shows number of times the player has qualified in the base 
game to play this Bonus Wager.   

(iv) A Bonus Amount that shall begin with a specified percentage of the Bonus 
Wager pool.   

(v) The player shall select (shoot) symbols one at a time until a Stopper symbol is 
revealed.   

(vi) Each time a Winning Amount is revealed it shall be added to the Bonus 
Amount.   

(vii) When a Stopper symbol is revealed this Bonus Wager shall end.   

(C) Payment Calculation: The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be computed according to 
the following procedure:   

(i) When the Bonus Wager starts, the beginning Bonus Amount shall be 
computed as a designated percentage of the current Bonus Wager pool (after 
takeout), less the price round-off (breakage).   

(ii) When each Winning Amount is revealed, it shall be computed as a randomly 
chosen percentage of the current Bonus Wager pool (after takeout), less the 
price round-off (breakage).   

(iii) Each such Winning Amount shall be added to the cumulative sum shown as 
the Bonus Amount.   
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(iv) The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be computed as the product of final sum 
shown as the Bonus Amount, multiplied by the Multiplier.   

(v) The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be added to the payments from the base 
game as specified by the base game rule.   

(vi) Each calculation of a beginning Bonus Amount or an additional Winning 
Amount as specified above shall be an independent winning event, computed 
from the current amount in the Bonus Wager pool at the time that event 
occurs. The remaining amount of the Bonus Wager pool carries forward for 
the next such Bonus Wager winning event, for the same or a different player, 
with payoff according to the rules of the Bonus Wager for that next event.   

(vii) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum total Bonus Wager payoff amount 
shall not be less than the amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(n) Bonus Wager Method 3, “Multi Level”:   

(A) Preface: Multi-Level is a Bonus Wager to be played whenever a specified 
condition occurs during the play of the base Multi-Line game.   

(B) Summary: Multi-Level distributes the pari-mutuel Bonus Wager pool from the 
base game. There are two or more levels in the game, each played according to 
following procedure:   

(i) Several symbols shall appear on the screen that hide a random arrangement of 
Winning Amounts and Continue symbols.   

(ii) The Winning Amounts found in each level shall be larger than the prior level. 
The final level of the game shall have no Continue symbols.   

(iii) The player shall select symbols one at a time until a Continue symbol is 
revealed, or until a maximum number of symbols has been selected, 
whichever comes first.   

(iv) If a Continue symbol is revealed, the player shall continue on to the next level 
of the game.   

(v) Each time a Winning Amount is revealed it shall be added to the total Bonus 
Wager payoff.   

(vi) If the maximum number of symbols has been selected without revealing the 
Continue symbol, the Bonus Wager shall be over and  the sum of all awarded 
Winning Amounts shall be the total Bonus Wager payoff.   

(C) Payment Calculation: When the Winning Amount is revealed, it shall be computed 
according to the following procedure:   

(i) An amount shall be computed as a randomly chosen percentage of the current 
Bonus Wager pool (after takeout), then:   

(ii) The result shall be rounded down if necessary, for price round-off (breakage), 
then:   
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(iii) The result shall be multiplied by the number times the player qualified to play 
the Bonus Wager as specified in the base game rule, giving the final Winning 
Amount.   

(iv) The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be added to the payments from the base 
game as specified by the base game rule.   

(v) Each calculation of a Winning Amount as specified above shall be an 
independent winning event, computed from the current amount in the Bonus 
Wager pool at the time that event occurs. The remaining amount of the Bonus 
Wager pool carries forward for the next such Bonus Wager winning event, for 
the same or a different player, with payoff according to the rules of the Bonus 
Wager for that next event.   

(vi) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum total Bonus Wager payoff amount 
shall not be less than the amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(o) Commission Approval:   

i. The takeout rate may not exceed a maximum rate approved by the Commission. 
Subject to that restriction, the takeout rate shall be set by the Association and 
reported to the Commission.   

ii. The method of apportioning wagers to each of the pools shall be approved by the 
Commission.   

iii. The method of seeding pools shall be approved by the Commission.   

iv. The number of pools and specific ways to win, declared from time to time by the 
Association from the list set forth above, shall be approved by the Commission.   

v. The method of filling in the grid with contestant numbers or Free Boxes or  
Multiplier Boxes or Bonus Boxes or Extra symbols shall be approved by the 

Commission. vi.   The arrangement and number of pay lines in the grid shall be 

approved by the Commission.   

vii. The establishment of rules for a Bonus Wager and the method of 
apportioning wagers to the Bonus Wager pool shall be approved by the 
Commission.   

viii. In Bonus Wager Method 1 “Spot Shot”, the method of determining the 
number of  hidden Multiplier Numbers and their values, and the 
percentages of the Bonus Wager pool used for the Payoff Per Unit Stake, 
shall be approved by the Commission.   

ix. In Bonus Wager Method 2 “Multi Shot”, the method of determining the 
number  

and arrangement of hidden Winning Amounts and Stoppers, and percentages of 
the Bonus Wager pool used for the beginning Bonus Amount and Winning 
Amounts, shall be approved by the Commission.   
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x. In Bonus Wager Method 3 “Multi Level”, the method of determining the 
number and arrangement of hidden Winning Amounts and Continue 
symbols; the percentages of the Bonus Wager pool used for the Winning 
Amounts; the number of levels; the number of symbols per level; and the 
maximum number of symbols that may be selected in each level, shall be 
approved by the Commission. xi.   Should the Multi-Line pools be 
designated for termination or mandatory distribution on a specific date, a 
method approved by the Commission shall be used.   

xii. The method of picking the random numbers used for selecting contests and past 
performance charts, and for filling the grid, shall be certified by an independent 
authority that is approved by the Commission.   

xiii. The designated values of wagering units and maximum number of unit bets 
allowed per pay line shall be approved by the Commission.   

(5) Instant Racing #3.1  (Bonus Wager "Take or Leave")   

(a) Notice: This pool type may be subject to proprietary claims.   
(b) Preface: Take or Leave is a Bonus Wager to be played whenever a specified condition 

occurs during the play of one of the other Instant Racing games, referred to here as the 
base game. An example of a base game is Instant Racing #3 (Multi-Line).   

(c) Summary: Take or Leave is a method of pari-mutuel wagering.  The player is offered a 
payout from a set of constant and variable payouts.  The player may take the value 
offered, or leave that offer in lieu of a subsequent offer.  This is repeated for some 
number of offers, after which the player must take the final offer.  All payouts are paid 
from the pari-mutuel bonus pool.   

(d) Payment Calculation: The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be computed according to the 
following procedure:   

(A) Payouts offered to the player will be selected from a set of groups of payouts, 
where each group will have a set number of constant values and variable payouts.   

(B) Each payout group will have a variable likelihood of being selected for values to 
offer the player.   

(C) Variable values in payout groups are calculated as number of shares of the current 
bonus pool.  Values are calculated in whole units wagered, and any leftover 
breakage remains in the bonus pool.  The number of shares can vary depending on 
the size of the bonus pool.   

(D) Players are given a set number of offers one at a time from the payout group 
assigned to the player upon entering the bonus round.  The player may either 
accept the offer, or leave it and receive a subsequent offer.  The player must always 
accept the final offer.   

(E) The likelihood of each value in a payout group being offered to a player can either 
be in a weighted or an even distribution.   
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(F) The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be added to the payments from the base game 
as specified by the base game rule.   

(G) Each possible winning status has a minimum payout amount for winning wagers, 
which shall be posted.   

(H) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum payout amount shall not be less than the 
amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(e) Commission Approval:   

(A) All variables mentioned in Payment Calculation and Summary sections found 
above will be set by the Association and reported to the Commission.   

(6) Instant Racing #4  (Instant Double)   
(a) Notice: This pool type may be subject to proprietary claims.   

(b) Summary: Instant Double is a method of pari-mutuel wagering which requires selection 
of one or more of the first three finishers for each of two contests selected from a  
historical library of previously run contests that are replayed from a central video server 
according to the following procedures:   

(A) The first contest from the historical library is selected at random before the player 
enters any selection.   

(B) The player may examine one or more charts including past performance 
information showing the relative merits of the contestants as they actually were on 
the day of the first contest.   

(C) After the player’s selections are registered, the identity of the first contest is 
revealed, a video segment of the contest finish is shown, and the actual official 
results are displayed.   

(D) A player qualifies to play the Bonus Wager by matching some or all of the first 
three finishers of the first contest in one of several different ways. See Ways to 
Qualify for Bonus Wager.   

(E) In the Bonus Wager the player’s selections are matched with a second contest, the 
Bonus Contest, selected from the historical library. Any winnings may be collected 
instantly.   

(F) The results of the Bonus Wager are displayed as a pattern of symbols for easy 
identification.   

(G) Certain patterns of symbols may qualify the player to play an Extended Bonus 
Wager (if available).   

(c) Wager Amounts:   

(A) The Association shall designate acceptable values for wagering units.   

(B) For players who purchase the maximum number of unit bets in one wager, the 
highest value pool shall be augmented by the Maximum Bet Jackpot pool (if 
available).   
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(C) For a player who qualifies to play an Extended Bonus Wager, the number of unit 
wagers purchased may affect the type of the Extended Bonus Wager.   

(d) Pool Split: After the applicable takeout has been deducted from the wager, the 
remaining amount shall be apportioned among several separate pools which have been 
carried over from previous contests played by all players:   

(A) The remaining amount (after takeout) of the bet amount shall be apportioned 
among a pool for each of several ways to win, the Maximum Bet Jackpot pool (if 
available), the Extended Bonus Wager (if available), and to the Seed Pool 
(depending on its current amount).   

(B) The takeout rate and allocation to each pool may be different for each of the bet 
amounts from one to the maximum number of bet units.   

(e) Ways to Qualify for Bonus Wager: Some or all of the following ways to qualify for the 
Bonus Wager may be included, or other similar ways may be declared with approval of 
the Commission:   

(A) 3 Exact Order: The player’s selections correctly match the first three finishers of 
the first contest in exact order.   

(B) 3 Any Order: The player’s selections correctly match the first three finishers of the 
first contest in any order.   

(C) Top 2 Exact Order: The player’s top two selections correctly match the first two 
finishers of the first contest in exact order.   

(D) Top Pick Wins Contest: The player’s top selection correctly matches the first 
(winning) finisher of the first contest.   

(E) Any 2 of 3: The player’s selections correctly match any two of the first three 
finishers of the first contest in any order.   

(F) In the Money: Any one of the player’s three selections correctly matches the first, 
second, or third finisher of the first contest.   

(f) Ways to Win the Bonus Wager: A wager may qualify to win the Bonus Wager using the 
following procedure:   

(A) The Bonus Contest shall be selected using various designated permutations of the 
player’s selections in a manner approved by the Commission.   

(B) The association may elect to associate each of the several separate pools with a 
group of two or more of these ways to win so that either:   

(i) Each such way to win shall be an equivalent way to win that pool, or:   

(ii) One such way to win shall be paid a designated multiple of the payment 
calculated for another way to win.   

(C) One or more of the ways to win may be designated to participate in the Maximum 
Bet Jackpot pool, only for those players who purchase the maximum number of 
unit bets in one wager.   
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(D) Some or all of the following ways to win may be included, or other similar ways 
may be declared with approval of the Commission:   

(i) 3 Exact Order: The player’s selections correctly match the first three finishers 
of the bonus contest in exact order.   

(ii) 3 Any Order: The player’s selections correctly match the first three finishers 
of the bonus contest in any order.   

(iii) Third-Second-First: The player’s selections match the first three finishers of 
the bonus contest in reverse order.   

(iv) Top 2 Exact Order: The player’s top two selections correctly match the first 
two finishers of the bonus contest in exact order, and the player’s third 
selection is ignored.   

(v) Top Pick Wins Contest: The player’s top selection correctly matches the first 
(winning) finisher of the bonus contest, and the player’s second and third 
selections are ignored.   

(vi) Top 2 Exact Order Only: The player’s top two selections correctly match the 
first two finishers of the bonus contest in exact order, but the player’s third 
selection matches nothing.   

(vii) Top Pick Wins Contest Only: The player’s top selection correctly matches the 
first (winning) finisher of the bonus contest, but the player’s second and third 
selections match nothing.   

(viii) 3 Any Order Consolation: The player’s selections fail to match any other way 
to win in the bonus contest, but do correctly match the first three finishers of 
the first contest in any order.   

(g) Payment Calculation:    

(A) The winning price for a pool shall be calculated as follows:   

(i) The entire amount in the pool after takeout shall be divided by the maximum 
number of unit bets, then:   

(ii) If there are other ways to win this pool that specify a multiple,  the result shall 
be further divided by the largest multiple, then:   

(iii) The result shall be rounded down if necessary for price round-off (breakage), 
then:   

(iv) The result shall be raised if necessary to the minimum payoff amount, then:   

(v) The result shall be multiplied by the actual number of unit bets wagered, then:   

(vi) If the way to win this pool specifies a multiple, the result shall be further 
increased by that multiple.   

(vii) Only for players who purchase the maximum number of unit bets in one 
wager, if this way to win has been designated to be paid the Maximum Bet 
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Jackpot pool, then that amount shall be added to the winning price, rounded 
down if necessary for price round-off (breakage).   

(B) When a wager qualifies for more than one way to win, only the largest single 
amount qualified for shall be paid.   

(C) Each way to win has a minimum payoff amount for winning wagers, which shall 
be posted.   

(D) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum payoff amount shall not be less than the 
amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(E) If two players qualify to win the same pool within a short time, the first winner 
shall be paid an amount calculated from the current pool and the second shall be 
paid an amount calculated from the new pool, which may begin with the minimum 
payoff amount.   

(h) Dead Heat: A contest that has a dead heat for first, second, or third shall not be used for 
Instant Double wagering.   

(i) Coupled Entries, Mutuel Fields:   

(A) A contest involving coupled entries or mutuel fields shall not be used for Instant 
Double wagering if there are two or more betting interests live for a single 
contestant number.   

(B) The one remaining live betting interest of a coupled entry or mutuel field shall be 
represented by its contestant number without a letter. For example, contestant 
number “1” represents either contestant “1” or “1A”.   

(j) Seed Pool: To cover the cases when one of the minimum payoff amounts is paid, the 
Seed Pool is accumulated from a designated percent of wagers.   

(A) Each time the application of the minimum payoff results in a payoff amount in 
excess of the actual amount available in the pool, the shortfall shall be deducted 
from the Seed Pool.   

(B) After a pool is paid, the actual amount of the pool may be seeded from the Seed 
Pool to a specified initial amount.   

(C) While the Seed Pool is below a designated threshold amount, the allotments to the 
other pools are each decreased and the difference shall increase the allotment to the 
Seed Pool.   

(k) Extended Bonus Wager: One or more pattern of symbols may be designated to qualify 
the player to play an Extended Bonus Wager.   

(A) An Extended Bonus Wager shall be another type of game with rules declared 
separately from the base Instant Double game.   

(B) Any payment from the Extended Bonus Wager shall be added to the payments 
from the base Instant Double game.   
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(C) When the Extended Bonus Wager is complete, play returns to the base Instant 
Double game.   

(l) Commission Approval:   

(A) The takeout rate may not exceed a maximum rate approved by the Commission. 
Subject to that restriction, the takeout rate shall be set by the Association and 
reported to the Commission.   

(B) The method of apportioning wagers to each of the pools shall be approved by the 
Commission.   

(C) The method of seeding pools shall be approved by the Commission.   

(D) The number of pools and specific ways to win, and specific ways to qualify for the   
Bonus Wager and the Extended Bonus Wager, declared from time to time by the 
Association from the list set forth above or other similar ways, shall be approved 
by the Commission.   

(E) The Bonus Contest selection method shall be approved by the Commission.   

(F) Should the Instant Double pools be designated for termination or mandatory 
distribution on a specific date, a method approved by the Commission shall be 
used.   

(G) The designated values of wagering units shall be approved by the Commission.   

(7) Instant Racing #4.1  (Bonus Wager "Mix and Match")   
(a) Preface: Mix and Match is a Bonus Wager to be played whenever a specified condition 

occurs during the play of one of the other Instant Racing games, referred to here as the 
base game. An example of a base game is Instant Racing #4 (Instant Double) which may 
use this rule as its Extended Bonus Wager.   

(b) Summary: Mix and Match is a method of pari-mutuel wagering. All payouts are paid 
from the pari-mutuel bonus pool. The player may be presented with one or more of the 
following types of Bonus Wagers, or other similar types of Bonus Wagers may be 
declared with approval of the Commission.   

(A) Handicap a Contest: Handicapping information is displayed for a contest. The 
player selects a contestant number. Possible winning payoffs are shown for 
finishing as Win, Second, Third, or Other. The running of the contest is depicted. 
One of the four amounts is paid as the Winning Amount.   

(B) Pick N: A designated number of possible winning amounts are hidden by spots on 
the screen. The player selects spots one at a time until N amounts have been 
selected. The sum of the uncovered amounts is paid as the Winning Amount.   

(C) Pick Till You Miss: A designated number of possible winning amounts and Stop 
symbols are hidden by spots on the screen. The player selects spots one at a time 
until a Stop symbol is revealed, or until a designated maximum number of amounts 
have been selected, whichever comes first. The sum of the uncovered amounts is 
paid as the Winning Amount.   
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(i) When an additional Bonus Wager is available, Continue symbols may be 
included as a special type of Stop symbol. If a Continue is revealed, the 
player proceeds directly to the additional Bonus Wager.   

(ii) Optionally a Free Pass symbol may be included. If a Free Pass is revealed, the 
next Stop symbol is waived and the Bonus Wager continues.   

(D) Match N Amounts: A designated number of possible winning amounts are hidden 
by spots on the screen. As the player selects each spot its amount is revealed. 
When the player has uncovered N amounts that match, that single Winning 
Amount is paid. The non-matching amounts are ignored.   

(E) Match N Symbols: A designated number of possible winning amounts and symbols 
are hidden by spots on the screen. As the player selects each spot, its symbol and 
amount is revealed. When the player has uncovered N matching symbols, the sum  
of their amounts is paid as the Winning Amount. The amounts for non-matching 
symbols are ignored.   

(F) Match N Ladder:  A designated number of symbols are hidden by spots on the 
screen. The player selects N of the spots attempting to uncover up to N matching 
target symbols. There are N+1 possible Winning Amounts, corresponding to 
matching from none up to all N of the target symbols.   

(G) Take it or Leave it: A designated number of possible winning amounts are 
displayed. There may be more than one group of possible winning amounts, each 
group having a variable likelihood of being chosen. The amounts in the chosen 
group are highlighted in a random cycle. The player presses a button and the cycle 
stops on a random offer. The player can accept the offer and is awarded that 
Winning Amount, or can reject that offer and continue to play. After a designated 
maximum number of plays, the last offer is accepted automatically.   

(H) Take Away: A designated number of possible winning amounts are displayed. The 
amounts are removed one at a time automatically until only the actual Winning 
Amount remains.   

(I) Multiplier Options: With approval of the Commission, any type of Bonus Wager 
may be preceded or followed by a step that chooses a Multiplier number to 
increase the final Winning Amount of the Bonus Wager. Also, if the base game 
specifies that the player can qualify for the Bonus Wager more than once, the 
Winning Amount is further multiplied by the number of times qualified.   

(J) Automatic Option: With approval of the Commission, any type of Bonus Wager 
may be designated to run automatically once the player enters the Bonus Wager.   

(c) Payment Calculation: As each possible Winning Amount is revealed, it shall be 
computed according to the following procedure:   

(A) Possible Winning Amounts shall be selected from a set number of constant values 
and variable payouts.   

(B) Variable payouts shall be computed as follows:   
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(i) As a percentage of the current Bonus Wager pool (after takeout).   
(ii) The result shall be rounded down if necessary, for price round-off (breakage).   

(iii) Any leftover breakage remains in the Bonus Wager pool.   

(C) The result shall be multiplied by the Multiplier (if any) and further by the number 
of times the player qualified to play the Bonus Wager if specified in the base game 
rule, giving the final Winning Amount.   

(D) The total Bonus Wager payoff shall be added to the payments from the base game 
as specified by the base game rule.   

(E) Each calculation of a Winning Amount as specified above shall be an independent 
winning event, computed from the current amount in the Bonus Wager pool at the 
time that event occurs. The remaining amount of the Bonus Wager pool carries   
forward for the next such Bonus Wager winning event, for the same or a different 
player, with payoff according to the rules of the Bonus Wager for that next event.   

(F) In the case of a minus pool, the minimum total Bonus Wager payoff amount shall 
not be less than the amount of one unit bet wagered.   

(d) Commission Approval:   

(A) All variables mentioned in Payment Calculation and Summary sections found above 
shall be approved by the Commission.   

B.   RACINGO Pool   
(1) RACINGO requires selection of the first, second and third finishers, in exact or inexact order, 

as the case may be, for three designated races.  The selection shall be made on a ticket 
approved by the Commission.  The RACINGO daily net pool shall be allocated to one of four 
prize categories.   

(2) The association shall obtain written approval from the Commission concerning the ticket 
design, the percent of the daily pool net pool allocated to each prize category, the scheduling 
of the RACINGO contests, the guaranteed minimum payout (if any) for any prize category, 
the amount of any cap to be set on any carryover, and the date of any scheduled mandatory 
distribution.   

(3) Within each prize category all winning tickets shall be calculated as a single price pool.  
Winners for each prize category will be determined by matching squares on the RACINGO 
ticket in the patterns as described below:    
(a) For Prize Category A – “The DIAMOND” – Matching four (4) squares on the ticket in 

the following pattern: middle left with upper and lower center and middle right (i.e.  
place position 1st leg, win and show position 2nd leg, and place position 3rd leg).   

(b) For Prize Category B - “The X” – Matching five (5) squares on the ticket in the 
following pattern: upper and lower left with middle center and upper and lower right 
(i.e. win and show position 1st leg, place position 2nd leg, and win and show position 3rd 
leg).   

(c) For Prize Category C – The FULL CARD IN ANY ORDER – Matching all squares on   
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the ticket.  Selections can appear on the ticket in any order of finish for first, second and 
third in each of the three separate legs.   

(d) For Prize Category D – The FULL CARD IN EXACT ORDER – Matching all squares   
on the ticket.  All selections must appear on the ticket in their exact order of finish for 
first, second and third in each of the three separate legs.  In the event of a dead heat (s) 
for any position a square will be considered an exact match if it contains any of the 
betting interests dead heated for that position.    

(4) Except as provided for in Subsections 7 and 12, winning tickets shall apply to one prize 
category only in precedence starting with Prize Category D.  For example, a winning ticket 
for Prize Category D shall not participate in the distribution of Prize Categories A, B, or C.  A 
winning ticket for Prize Category C shall not participate in the distribution of Prize 
Categories A, B, or D.  A winning ticket for Prize Category B shall not participate in the 
distribution of Prize Categories A, C, or D.  And a winning ticket for Prize Category A shall 
not participate in the distribution of Prize Categories B, C, or D.   

(5) The net pool for Prize Category D may be supplemented in order to guarantee a minimum 
payout.  Such minimum payout (if applicable) must be established by the association and 
authorized by the Commission prior to the first RACINGO pool or prior to the first   
RACINGO pool after Prize Category D has been won.  For example, if a minimum payout of 
$1 million is established, the actual gross pool plus any applicable carryover would be 
supplemented to raise the payout to $1 million.  The amount to be supplemented would 
decrease as the jackpot pool grows.  The supplement would cease once the jackpot pool 
reaches $1 million.   

(6) The payout for each prize category shall be separately calculated as a single price pool by 
dividing the amount of winning dollars into the portion of the net pool plus any applicable 
carryover and supplemental money allocated to that particular prize category.    

(7) Prize Categories C and D are separate Jackpot prizes. The net pool for each jackpot will 
consist of the current allocation of the daily net RACINGO pool plus the applicable 
carryover, if any.  If no winning tickets are sold for either of these Prize Categories C and D, 
100 percent of that performance’s net pool allocated to the respective Prize Categories plus 
applicable carryover shall be carried over to the corresponding prize category of the next 
scheduled RACINGO contest.   

(8) In the event there is no pari-mutuel ticket sold selecting a winner for Prize Category A or 
Prize Category B, the portion of the net pool allocated for that prize will be divided equally, 
and added to the carryover for distribution in Prize Categories C and D.   

(9) A RACINGO pool shall not be offered if any of the three designated RACINGO legs have 
fewer than three programmed betting interests.   

(10) The RACINGO pool shall be cancelled and all RACINGO wagers for the individual contest 
shall be refunded and no additions to the jackpot prizes will be made if:   
(a) any of the three designated legs are cancelled or declared “no contest”, or   
(b) fewer than three betting interests start or finish in any of the three designated legs.   

(11) In the event of a scratch after wagering has begun on RACINGO, substitution will be to the 
next highest program number available and not already bet by the RACINGO player.  In the 
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event where the next highest program number is either scratched or already in use by the 
RACINGO player, substitution will proceed via a wrap-around method to the lowest unused 
program number and come forward until an available program number has been reached.   
Substitution for scratched entries will always begin with the lowest numbered scratched entry 
in that leg of the contest.  In the event of multiple scratched program numbers in the same 
leg, the substitution for each of the scratched betting interests will begin with the lowest 
program number in that leg of the contest.  Substitutions will take place only after the Host 
track has posted all official scratches in the official results of each leg.   

(12) In the event of a dead heat in any of the 3 designated RACINGO races, squares on 
RACINGO tickets containing any of the dead heated betting interests in that race shall be 
considered matching squares.  For example, if in the first designated RACINGO race betting 
interests 1 and 2 finished in a dead heat to win, RACINGO players who selected either 1 or 2 
to win in the first race would be given credit for a matching square.  Using this same 
example, if a RACINGO player selected either 1 or 2 in either the win or place positions for 
the first designated race, they would be given credit for a matching square for both win and 
place positions.  Squares containing dead heated entries in the correct order of finish in that  
leg shall be considered exact matching squares pursuant to qualification for Prize Category D 
as detailed below.   

(13) On a performance designated for mandatory distribution of a RACINGO pool, the current 
pool allocation to the Jackpot prize plus any applicable carryover will be distributed 
according to Subsection 3 or, if there are no tickets sold in the various prize categories, in the 
following manner:   
(a) Prize Category D: If no tickets are sold to win Prize Category D, the sum of the 

allocated net pool and accumulated carryover from Prize Category D will be added to 
the allocated net pool and accumulated carryover from Prize Category C.   

(b) Prize Category C: If no tickets are sold to win Prize Category C, the sum of the 
allocated net pool and accumulated carryover from Prize Category C shall be added to 
the allocated net pool and accumulated carryover for Prize Category B.    

(c) Prize Category B: If no tickets are sold to win Prize Category B, the sum of the 
allocated net pool and accumulated carryover from Prize Category B shall be added to 
the allocated net pool plus accumulated carryover for Prize Category A.   

(d) Prize Category A: If no tickets are sold to win Prize Category A, the allocated net pool 
plus accumulated carryover from Prize Categories A shall be added to the allocated net 
pool plus accumulated carryover for Prize Category D.     

(e) If no ticket is sold to win Prize Categories A, B, C, or D, the allocated net pool plus 
accumulated carryover from the respective Prize Categories shall be paid to all ticket 
holders of the current RACINGO contest.   

(14) If for any reason the net pool cannot be paid, the funds shall be deposited in an interest 
bearing account approved by the Commission and available the next time the pool is offered 
by the Host.   

C.   Choose (n) Rules   
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(1) The Choose (n) is a form of pari-mutuel wagering. Each bettor attempts to choose the winner 
of (n) races but chooses the races at his own discretion instead of having the races designated 
for him by the association. The races need not be consecutive and the ticket’s first race may 
begin at any time provided that there are an equal number of races left on the program. The 
Choose (n) ticket is in effect a contract by the purchaser of the ticket to select any of the (n) 
winners from the entire card.  The association must obtain written approval from the 
Commission concerning the scheduling of Choose (n) contests and the amount of any cap to 
be set on the carryover.  Any changes to the approved Choose (n) format require prior 
approval from the Commission.   

(2) The Choose (n) pool shall be held separately from all other pools and is in no way part of a 
daily double, exacta, trifecta or any other wagering pool. The Choose (n) is a pool wherein 
the bettor is required to select any (n) winning horses from that particular card and is not a 
parlay.   

(3) Choose (n) tickets shall be sold in denominations as determined by the association. No less 
than or no more than the (n) races will comprise a Choose (n) ticket.   

(4) Races in which Choose (n) wagering is permitted shall be approved by the Commission.  
Some races may be closed to Choose (n) wagering at the discretion of the association. The  
Choose (n) pool shall close after each race but shall reopen with respect to subsequent races  
that have not yet been run provided that there are at least as many races remaining as required 
to be selected on a winning Choose (n) ticket.   

(5) The design of the Choose (n) tickets shall be clearly and immediately distinguishable from 
other pari-mutuel tickets.   

(6) Those horses constituting an entry or field, as defined within the rules and regulations of the 
Commission, shall race in any Choose (n) race as a single wagering interest for purposes of 
the Choose (n) pool calculations. A scratch after wagering has begun of any part of the entry 
or field selection in a race shall be of no effect with respect to the status of such entry and/or 
field as a viable wagering interest.   

(7) At any time after wagering begins on the Choose (n), should a horse, entire betting entry or 
field be scratched or declared a non- starter in any Choose (n) race, no further tickets 
selecting such horses, entry or field shall be issued, and wagers upon such horse, entry or 
field for purposes of the Choose (n) shall be deemed wagers upon the horse, entry or field on 
which the most money has been wagered in the win pool at the close of win betting for such 
race. In the event of a tie, the horse, entry or field with the lowest program number shall be 
designated.   

(8) In the event of a dead heat for win between two or more horses in any of the Choose (n) 
races, all such horses shall be considered as the winning horse for the purpose of distributing 
the Choose (n) pool.   

(9) The Choose (n) pool shall be calculated as follows:   
(a) 100% of the net amount in the Choose (n) pool subject to distribution among winning 

ticket holders shall be distributed among holders of Choose (n) tickets which have 
correctly selected the winner of the (n) races comprising the Choose (n).   
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(b) In the event there is no Choose (n) ticket which correctly designates the winner of the 
(n) winners that make up the Choose (n), 25% of that racing date’s net amount available 
for distribution shall be distributed among the holders of Choose (n) tickets correctly 
designating the most winning selections of the races that comprise the Choose (n), and 
the remaining 75% of said pool shall be carried over and added to the pool on the next 
day that the wager is conducted.   

(c) If, on the last day on which the Choose (n) is conducted at a horse race meeting, no one 
selects the winning horse in (n) races, the total amount of the Choose (n) pool which 
exists on that day shall be paid to the bettor or bettors selecting the largest number of 
winning horses in those races. In no event shall any part of the pool be carried over to 
the next year’s race meeting.   

(10) When the condition of the turf course warrants a change of racing surface in any of the races 
open to Choose (n) wagering, and such change has not been made known to the betting public 
prior to the close of wagering for the first Choose (n) race, the Stewards shall declare the 
changed races a “no contest” for Choose (n) wagering purposes and the pool shall be 
distributed in accordance with subsection (11).  Following the designation of a race as a “no 
contest”, no tickets shall be sold selecting a horse in such “no contest” race.   

(11) If, for any reason, one or more races are cancelled or declared a “no contest” the Choose (n) 
pool shall be paid using the following formula, or an alternative formula developed by the 
racing association and made available to the public (the following formula assumes a Choose  
6):   
(a) Any race that has been cancelled or declared a “no contest” shall not be considered a 

contested race for Choose 6 purposes.   
(b) Any ticket, regardless of its starting point, that has not completed at least four contested 

legs will be refunded.   
(c) In the event that only 4 Choose 6 races have been contested: 100% of that day’s net pool 

(not including any carryover), after refunds (the “Daily Pool”), shall be paid to tickets 
with 4 wins.   

(d) In the event that only 5 Choose 6 races have been contested: 75% of the Daily Pool shall 
be paid to tickets with 5 wins and 25% of the Daily Pool shall be paid to tickets with 4 
wins, no losses, and selections in two non-contested races.   

(e) In the event that at least 6 races have been contested for the Choose 6 and two or more 
races have not been contested: 75% of the Daily Pool plus any carryover shall be paid to 
tickets with 6 wins, 18.75% of the Daily Pool to tickets with 5 wins and a selection in a 
non-contested race, and 6.25% of the Daily Pool to tickets with 4 wins and selections in 
two non-contested races.  If no ticket has 6 wins, 50% of the Daily Pool shall be paid to 
tickets with 5 wins and a selection in a non-contested race, 25% of the Daily Pool to 
tickets with 4 wins and selections in two non-contested races, and 25% of the Daily Pool 
to tickets with 5 wins and 1 loss.   

(f) In the event that at least 6 races have been contested for the Choose 6 and one race has 
not been contested: 75% of the Daily Pool plus any carryover shall be paid to tickets 
with 6 wins and 25% of the Daily Pool to tickets with 5 wins and a selection in the 
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noncontested race. If no ticket has 6 wins, 75% of the Daily Pool shall be paid to tickets 
with 5 wins and a selection in the non-contested race and 25% of the Daily Pool to 
tickets with 5 wins and 1 loss.   

(g) In the event that there is no payable ticket in a category within any of these subsections, 
that portion of the Daily Pool will be divided equally between the other categories 
within that subsection. In the event that there is no payable ticket within a subsection,  
the entire Daily Pool shall be carried over and added to the pool on the next day that 
wagering is conducted.   

(12) The Choose (n) carryover may be capped at a designated level approved by the Commission 
so that if, at the close of any performance, the amount in the Choose (n) carryover equals or 
exceeds the designated cap, the Choose (n) carryover will be frozen until it is won or 
distributed under other provisions of this rule.  After the Choose (n) carryover is frozen, 100 
percent of the net pool, part of which ordinarily would be added to the Choose (n) carryover, 
shall be distributed to those whose selection finished first in the greatest number of Choose 
(n) contests for that performance.   

(13) A written request for permission to distribute the Choose (n) carryover on a specific 
performance may be submitted to the Commission.  The request must contain justification for 
the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, and the intended date and 
performance for the distribution.   

(14) Should the Choose (n) carryover be designated for distribution on a specified date and 
performance in which there are no wagers with (n) wins, the entire pool shall be distributed as 
a single price pool to those whose selection finished first in the greatest number of Choose (n) 
contests.  The Choose (n) carryover shall be designated for distribution on a specified date 
and performance only under the following circumstances:   
(a) Upon written approval from the Commission as provided in subsection (n) of this rule.   
(b) Upon written approval from the Commission when there is a change in the carryover 

cap, a change from one type of Choose (n) wagering to another, or when the Choose (n) 
is discontinued.   

(c) On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.   
(15) If, for any reason, the Choose (n) carryover must be held over to the corresponding Choose 

(n) pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-bearing account 
approved by the Commission.  The Choose (n) carryover plus accrued interest shall then be 
added to the net Choose (n) pool of the following meet on a date and performance so 
designated by the Commission.   

(16) With the written approval of the Commission, the association may contribute to the Choose 
(n) carryover a sum of money up to the amount of any designated cap.    

(17) Providing information to any an individual regarding covered combinations, amounts 
wagered on specific combinations, number of tickets sold, or number of live tickets 
remaining is strictly prohibited. This shall not prohibit necessary communication between 
totalisator and pari-mutuel department employees for processing of pool data. The association 
shall be permitted to provide information regarding number of tickets sold and number of live 
tickets remaining to the wagering public.   
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(18) The association may suspend previously approved Choose (n) wagering with the prior 
approval of the Commission.  Any carryover shall be held until the suspended Choose (n) 
wagering is reinstated.  An association may request approval of a Choose (n) wager or 
separate wagering pool for specific performances.   

(19) Should circumstances occur which are not addressed by these rules, questions arising thereby 
shall be resolved in accordance with general pari-mutuel practice. Decisions regarding 
distribution of the Choose (n) pool made by the Stewards shall be final.   

D.   Group Bet Rules    

   Method I   
(1) The Group Bet (or other approved name) is a form of pari-mutuel wagering and part of the 

win pool in every race in which it is offered. The Group Bet is a bet to win on every 
participant in the selected group.   

(2) In each race, the association shall designate a non-member of either group (usually the 
morning line favorite) and designate the remaining runners as members of one of two 
groups, Group A and Group B.   

(3) In each race in which the Group Bet is offered, there shall be a win payoff for bettors 
selecting the winning participant in standard win betting and, in the event a member of one 
the groups wins the race, a Group Bet win payout for those bettors wagering on the winning 
group.  If the non-member wins the race, there shall be no payout for the Group Bet.   

(4) The identity of the non-member and the members of Group A and Group B shall be 
disseminated in the track program (when possible), by the track announcer, on television 
monitors and, where applicable, internet wagering websites.   

(5) The minimum bet for the Group Bet is the same as the minimum bet to win.  The amount bet 
on Group A and Group B shall be allocated among the members of the respective group in 
proportion to the amount bet on such member to win in standard win betting.   
Allocations may be made in fractional amounts less than the minimum permissible bet to  
win.   

(6) The payout for a winning Group Bet shall be same regardless of which member of the group 
is the race winner. The probable and actual payoff for a winning group bet on Group A or 
Group B shall be displayed in a similar manner as the probable and actual payout for a 
standard win bet.   

(7) In the event that the non-member of either group is scratched or declared a non-starter, 
group betting shall cease and all wagers on both groups refunded. In the event of a scratch or 
a declaration of non-starter of all of the members of a group, group betting shall cease and 
all wagers on both groups shall be refunded. In the event of a scratch or declaration of 
nonstarter of a member of a group, monies previously allocated to the scratched runner or 
nonstarter shall be reallocated amongst the remaining member or members of that group.   

(8) In the event of a dead heat to win involving two or more members of the same group, the 
Group Bet payout shall be calculated in the same manner as if there was one winner of the 
race and such winner was a member of such group. In the event of a dead heat to win 
involving the non-member of the group and one or more members of either group, or one or 
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more members of different groups, the Group Bet payout shall be determined in the same 
manner as the calculation of the win payoff, i.e. by dividing the net pool.   

(9) Should circumstances occur which are not addressed by these rules, questions arising 
thereby shall be resolved in accordance with general pari-mutuel practice. Decisions 
regarding the Group Bet made by the Stewards shall be final.     

   
Method II   

(1) In Method II, the Group Bet (or other approved name) is a separate pool from the standard 
Win pool in every race in which it is offered. The Group Bet is a single price pool that 
requires the selection of the designated group that includes the betting interest member that 
is the first-place finisher for a single contest.   

   
(2) For each contest in which the Group Bet is offered, the association shall designate each 

betting interest as a member of one of three clearly named groups (approved by the 
Commission) such as, Group A, Group B, and Group C.   

   
(3) For each contest in which the Group Bet is offered, the pool shall be distributed as a single 

price pool to those correctly selecting the group that includes the betting interest member 
that finished in first-place in that contest.   

   
(4) For each contest in which the Group Bet is offered the association shall, before betting is 

open, provide to the public in an easily accessible manner, the identity of the members of 
Group A, Group B, and Group C.   

   
(5) The payout for a winning Group Bet wager shall be same regardless of which betting 

interest member of the group is the first-place finisher. The probable and actual payoff for 
a winning bet on Group A, Group B, and Group C shall be displayed in a similar manner 
as the probable and actual payout for a standard Win pool bet.   

   
(6) In the event that all of the betting interest members of any group are scratched or declared 

non-starters, betting on the Group Bet pool shall immediately stop and all wagers made on 
the Group Bet pool shall be refunded.   

   
(7) In the event of a dead heat for first in a contest which includes the Group Bet pool 

involving two or more betting interest members;   
(a) of the same group, the Group Bet pool shall be distributed in the same manner 

as if no dead heat occurred,   
(b) of two different groups, the Group Bet pool shall be distributed as a profit split 

(place pool), or   
(c) of three different groups, the Group Bet pool shall be distributed as a profit split 

(show pool).   
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(8) Where the calculation or distribution of the Group Bet pool cannot be determined, the 
entire pool shall be refunded.   

  E.   Tournament-Style Wager ©   
(1) The Tournament-Style Wager is a separate pari-mutuel pool wager established by the 

association on a designated number of races. The gross pool consists of the total 
amount wagered for the multiple race bet.  Winning wagers are determined by the 
highest points totals earned after all rounds have been completed, based on cumulative 
fantasy win, place, or show wagers, or any combination thereof, on one  
betting interest per wagering race. It is not a parlay and has no connection with or 
relation to other pools conducted by the association other than the utilization of live 
race payouts as a means of calculating players’ fantasy bankrolls.    

(2) A valid Tournament-Style Wager ticket shall be evidence of a binding contract 
between the holder of the ticket and the association, and shall constitute an acceptance 
of Tournament-Style Wager provisions and rules contained in this Article.    

(3) A Tournament-Style Wager may be given a distinctive name by the association 
conducting the meeting, subject to Board approval, and existing licenses, copyrights, 
and/or patents.    

(4) Tournament-Style Wagers shall be conducted as follows:   
(a) Each player receives a starting fantasy bankroll.   
(b) The number of races that complete the wager varies depending on the specifics of 

“tournament,” as determined by the host racing association, but shall include no 
less than three races.   

(c) Each round of the “tournament” consists of a fantasy win, place, or show wagering 
opportunity, or any combination of the three, on only one betting interest per race. 
Players may also “pass” (not wager) on any or all of the races comprising the 
tournament.   

(d) Official program numbers must be used for all wagers. All players are responsible 
for ensuring each wager is placed correctly.    

(e) There are no minimum fantasy wagers per race, and the player may risk up to their 
entire fantasy bankroll on any given race, however, any wager made must be in 
whole dollar amounts.    

(f) Live race payouts are used to calculate players’ fantasy point totals.   
(g) As part of the announced tournament rules, and as approved by the Board, the host 

racing association may opt to cap the maximum odds on all fantasy payouts.   
(h) Each player’s fantasy wins or losses will be reflected in their cumulative fantasy 

bankroll at the end of each race.   

(i) Following a race being declared “official,” the actual pari-mutuel pool payout will 
be added to a player’s cumulative fantasy bankroll, subject to any odds cap 
imposed under subsection (g) hereinabove.     
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(j) A tournament-style “final cut” will be made after the second to last race of the 
wager. The “final cut” shall be based on the cumulative fantasy bankroll at the end 
of most recently concluded race, and made so as to identify the tournament’s 
finalists. The number of finalists shall be no less than five, and may include more 
as determined by the host racing association. Preliminary cuts may be made, as 
determined by the host racing association, when five (5) or more races constitute 
the “tournament-style” wager.  Each such preliminary cut shall reduce the number 
of remaining participants by a set percent announced at the beginning of the 
tournament, excluding the “final cut.”    

(k) Of the finalists, the player(s) with the highest fantasy bankroll after the last leg 
is/are the “winner(s).”    

(l) All subsequent placings after the final cut shall be determined by the final fantasy 
bankroll for each of the finalists, and shall not be altered by or subjugated to the 
final fantasy bank of any player not reaching the finals.     

(m) The net pari-mutuel pool is distributed to the top 5% of all players in the 
tournament in accord with subsection (9) herein below.   

(n) The net pari-mutuel pool shall be distributed in accord with distribution schedule 
as set forth in the regulation, or as otherwise approved by the Board, at the request 
of the host racing association.    

(5) A fantasy wager on a coupled entry or field is considered a wager on the remaining 
part of the coupled entry or field as determined by the rules of the live corresponding 
race.    

(6) If a selection in any race designates a betting interest that was scratched, excused, or 
determined by the Stewards to be a nonstarter in the race, the fantasy wager will be 
refunded.    

(7) Points for dead heats will be determined by the payouts of the live corresponding race.     
(8) The takeout and its distribution for the Tournament-Style Wager shall be set and 

approved by the host regulatory commission, but shall include the distribution of the 
negotiated proprietary fee.    

(9) In accord with the following provisions, the association shall distribute the net pool to 
the top five percent (5%) of holders of valid tickets that correctly selected the 
combination of first, second, and/or third place finishers that generated the highest 
point totals through the designated races/rounds comprising the Tournament-Style 
Wager as follows:    
(a) Eighty percent (80%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 

distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed among the 
players competing in final round which had the highest qualifying point totals 
after all rounds/races have been completed, based on fantasy win, place, or 
show wagers, or any combination thereof, on one betting interest per wagering 
opportunity/race/event, as follows:   
(A) Forty-five percent (45%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool 

subject to distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed 
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to the holder(s) of the pari-mutuel ticket which had the highest fantasy 
point total after all races have been completed.    

(B) Twenty percent (20%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject 
to distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed among 
holders of pari-mutuel tickets which had the second highest point total 
after all races have been completed.    

(C) Eight percent (8%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed among 
holders of pari-mutuel tickets which had the third highest point total 
after all races have been completed.   

(D) Four percent (4%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed among 
holders of pari-mutuel tickets which had the fourth highest point total 
after all races have been completed.    

(E) Three percent (3%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed among 
holders of pari-mutuel tickets which had the fifth highest point total 
after all rounds/races have been completed.    

(b) After distributions to pari-mutuel ticket holders pursuant to subsection (a), 
twenty percent (20%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed to the balance of 
the top five percent (5%) of pari-mutuel ticket holders, with those reaching the 
final round taking priority in ranking, as follows:   
(A) Nine and two-thirds percent (9 2/3%) of the net amount in the 

parimutuel pool subject to distribution among winning ticket holders 
shall be distributed equally among the pari-mutuel ticket holders 
placing in the top-20% of point totals, not including the top five 
finishers and ties, with each such player receiving no more than two 
percent (2%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution.   

(B) Four percent (4%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed equally 
among the pari-mutuel ticket holders placing in the range of greater 
than 20 % up to 30% of the point totals, with each such player receiving 
no more than eight-tenths of one percent (0.8%) of the net amount in the 
pari-mutuel pool subject to distribution.   

(C) Two percent (2.0%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed equally 
among the pari-mutuel ticket holders placing in the range of greater 
than 30% up to 40% of the point totals, with each such player receiving 
no more than four-tenths of one percent (0.4%) of the net amount in the 
pari-mutuel pool subject to distribution.   
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(D) One percent (1.0%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution among winning ticket holders shall be distributed equally 
among the pari-mutuel ticket holders placing in the range of greater 
than 40% up to 50% of the point totals, with each such player receiving 
no more than two-tenths of one percent (0.2%) of the net amount in the 
pari-mutuel pool subject to distribution.   

(E) Three and a third percent (3 1/3%) of the net amount in the parimutuel 
pool subject to distribution among winning ticket holders shall be 
distributed equally among the pari-mutuel ticket holders placing in the 
range of greater than 50% up to 100% of point totals, with each such 
player receiving no more than thirteen one-hundredths of one percent 
(0.13%) of the net amount in the pari-mutuel pool subject to 
distribution.   

(c) In the event the distributions to pari-mutuel ticket holders as set forth in 
subsection (b) does not fully distribute the remaining twenty percent (20%) of the 
net amount in the pari-mutuel pool, then the monies remaining after such 
distributions shall be distributed equally to all players finishing in the top five 
percent (5%) of pari-mutuel ticket holders   
   

(10) In the event of a tie in points, the tie shall be broken by:    
   

(a) Awarding the higher place finish to the player that had the highest point total at the 
conclusion of the immediately preceding race.   
   

(b) If the tie remains unbroken, point totals will be compared successively in reverse 
order through each of the prior races comprising the tournament wager until the 
player with the highest point total in a round is determined.    

   

(c) If the tie remains unbroken after point totals were compared for all prior races then 
the percentage shares for the two or more players shall be combined and split 
equally among the players tied for such positions.    

   

(11) All tickets shall be refunded if all races comprising the Tournament-Style Wager are 
cancelled or declared as no contest. The entire pool shall be refunded if less than 
three (3) races are completed and if three (3) or more races are completed the net 
pool shall be distributed pursuant to subsection (9).    

(12) After wagering closes on the first race comprising the Tournament-Style Wager, the 
tournament shall be deemed closed and no entry ticket shall be sold, exchanged, or 
cancelled. No person shall be determined to hold a winning Tournament-Style 
Wager ticket until the last designated race has been declared official.    
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NOTE:  The following are not intended to be part of the rule, rather is included to 
provide an illustration and explanation of the wager   
   

TAKEOUT & DISTRIBUTIONS   
California Example   

   
Distributions:   

• Racing Association/Fair     7.75%  • Purses          7.75%   

• Breeders              0.75%   

• Satellite Wagering Facilities     2.0%   

• License Fee           0.75%   

• WTTC National Tournament   1.0%   

• WTTC License        5.0%   
   

  Total Takeout:               25%   
   
   

PAYOUT EXAMPLE   
   

Sample Tournament Payouts:   

  Total Wagers:    1,000   
Wager Denomination: $25.00   

  Pot Size:      $25,000.00   
Pari-mutuel Payout:   $18,750.00 (assumes 25% “take-out”)   

       

   
WINNER  
PAY      

  
 TOTAL   TOT %   

45.00%   $8,437.50     1   $8,437.50   45.00%   

20.00%   $3,750.00     1   $3,750.00   20.00%   

8.00%   $1,500.00     1   $1,500.00   8.00%   

4.00%   $750.00     1   $750.00   4.00%   

3.00%   $562.50     1   $562.50   3.00%   

1.93%   $362.49     5   $1,812.47   9.67%   

0.80%   $150.00     5   $750.00   4.00%   

0.40%   $75.00     5   $375.00   2.00%   
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0.20%   $37.50     5   $187.50   1.00%   

0.13%   $24.99    25   $624.84   3.33%   

            $18,749.81  100.00%   

   
   

Note: Tiebreakers are broken by the amount each player had before the last wager. For 
example if places 40-75 going into the second to last leg go bankrupt after the race, the 
bankroll they accumulated prior to the race determines their placing.   
   
   

Adopted in Version 1.4 ARCI 8/27/02 NAPRA 10/2/02   
Version 2.0 to 2.1 ARCI 8/2/03 NAPRA 9/20/03: Added new rule language   
Version 3.0 to 3.1 ARCI 4/3/04 NAPRA 4/3/04 Committee Actions 4/8/04: Rule language deleted; Rule language was moved 
to ARCI-004-035   
Version 3.0 to 3.1 ARCI 4/3/04 NAPRA 4/3/04 Committee Actions 4/8/04: Rule language added; Rule language was moved 
from ARCI-004-030   
Version 3.2 to 3.3 ARCI 12/7/05: Renumbered Rule from (5) to (2)   
Version 3.2 to 3.3 ARCI 12/7/05: Renumbered Rule from (4) to (2)   
Version 3.2 to 3.3 ARCI 12/7/05: Added new rule language   
Version 3.3 to 3.4 ARCI 3/29/06: Added new rule language   
Version 4.0 to 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07 Rule renumbered from ARCI-004-030 to ARCI-004-105   
Version 4.0 to 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07: Added new rule language,   
Version 4.0 to 4.1 ARCI 4/26/07 Rule renumbered from ARCI-004-035 to ARCI-004-155   
Version 4.1 to 4.2 ARCI 3/26/08 Added new rule language Tournament Style Wager©   
Version 4.9 to 5.0 ARCI 12/9/11: Amended Superfecta rule and added Pen   
Version 4.9 to 5.0 ARCI Board 12/9/11 amended Instant Racing language   
Version 5.0 to 5.1 ARCI Board 4/27/2012 Added 100% carryover Method to Pick (n) pool   
Version 5.4 to 5.5 ARCI Board 7/31/2013 Added Unique Pentafecta Wager Payout   
Version 5.5 to 5.6 ARCI Board 12/9/2013 Added Language for Unique Winning Ticket for Pick (n) Pools   
Version 5.5 to 5.6 ARCI Board 12/9/2013 Merged ARCI-004-155 Proprietary Wagers into ARCI-004-105 Calculation of 
Payout and Distribution of Pools   
Version 5.6 to 5.7 ARCI Board 4/9/2014 Added ARCI-004-105 (Y) 123 Racing Pick (N) Pool   
Version 5.8 to 5.9 ARCI Board 12/12/2014 Added ARCI-004-024(X)(5)(e) Pentafecta Transfer Option   
Version 5.8 to 5.9 ARCI Board 12/12/2014 Added ARCI-004-024(I)(d) Pentafecta cancellation  
Version 5.8 to 5.9 ARCI Board 12/12/2014 Amended ARCI-004-024(k) Pentafecta cancellation   
Version 5.9 to 6.0 ARCI Board of Directors 7/16/2015 Amended ARCI-004-105(G) Pick(n) Pools – Carryover to Alternate 
Association   
Version 6.1 to 6.2 ARCI Meeting of the Members 3/24/2016 Amended ARCI-004-105(G) Pick (n) Pools   
Version 6.2.1 to 6.3 ARCI Board of Directors 9/10/2016 Amended ARCI-004-105(G) Pick (n) Pools   
Version 6.3 to 7.0 ARCI Board of Directors, 12/09/2016 Amended 004-105 (D) to include Group Bet Method II  Version 
6.3 to 7.0 ARCI Board of Directors 12/09/2016 amended ARCI-004-105 Part I to add Z. Exact (n) Pools.   
Version 8.0 to 8.1 ARCI Board of Directors 07/29/2017 amended ARCI-004-105-T to add (k) “Method 11.”   
   
   
     

  


